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ABSTRACT
Food-based randomised controlled trials (RCTs) provide the highest level of evidence on
diet-disease relationships, which is used in decision-making for dietary recommendations.
Such decision-making processes largely rely on dietary intake data. Thus, high-quality
dietary intake data is a prerequisite for better information and decision-making for dietary
recommendations. Dietary intake data is generated by the process of collection and coding,
emphasising that dietary intake data is generated via a stepwise process. The stepwise process
of dietary intake data derivation was used as the conceptual framework for this thesis.
Moreover, due to the use of open-ended dietary intake assessment tools in food-based RCTs,
dietary intake data coding from dietary intake data source documents (e.g., food records) to
the nutrition analysis software is commonly required. Therefore, sources of measurement
error may be unique to RCTs. However, little is currently known about the quality of the selfreported dietary intake data in food-based RCTs.
The central hypothesis of this thesis is that exploration and evaluation of the dietary data
quality derivation process in a clinical research setting would provide important practicerelevant information for improving dietary intake data quality. In this thesis, this was
examined in four key studies in the context of a food-based clinical trial. Given the
importance of dietary intake data coding for data generation a dietary intake data coding
discrepancy system was initially developed based on the raw dietary intake data of the foodbased RCT at baseline (Study 1). This study formed the first stage to explore the quality of
dietary intake data in a food-based RCT in this thesis. By applying the coding system and
source data verification (SDV), the at-risk areas of the dietary intake data coding process
were identified based on the verification between paper-based case report forms (CRFs) and
food outputs of the nutrition analysis software, FoodWorks. It was found that intake data at
dinner was more prone to discrepancy incidences than breakfast, lunch and snacks. Free
22

vegetables, meat, savoury sauces and condiments, as well as cereals were found to be more
prone to coding discrepancies than other food groups. Assessing intake based on reported
quantity and frequency may, therefore, be more effective to correct discrepancies for quality
improvement between paper-based records and food output of FoodWorks.
In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the quality of dietary intake data coding process,
a case study using a sample of the raw dietary intake data from the diet history interviews of
the food-based RCT at the 12-month time point were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim (n=20). In-depth interviews with dietitians (n=5) performing dietary intake data
collection and coding within the trial were also carried out to explore barriers to the coding of
dietary intake data (Study 2). A total of 2024 discrepancies were identified between dataderived documents. The highest discrepancy rate (49.31%) occurred between the diet history
interviews and food outputs from dietary software. Both intake quantities and frequencies
were sources of the discrepancies. The “vegetable products and dishes” food group presented
the highest discrepancy rates revealing via the SDVs. The in-depth interviews revealed that
both dietitians and trial participants were sources of incomplete information provision during
diet history interviews, consequently influencing the dietary intake data coding process. The
discrepancies were suggested to be due to the recall bias of participants, but the subconscious
interpretation of the coding intake data requirements of dietary data analysis software during
data collection was highlighted by dietitians.
These results highlight that collecting complete dietary intake data plays a critical role in
providing high-quality dietary intake data. Thus, knowing food choices through meal-based
food consumption combinations (FCCs) may be of importance in refining dietary assessment
tools to improve the quality of dietary intake data, particularly for dinner meal occasions.
Exploration of FCCs can be conducted using the Apriori algorithm, but this method is
dependent on correct data preparation. A pilot study was conducted to explore the feasibility
23

of using food intake data derived from diet history interviews from the food-based RCT to
investigate FCCs. The findings suggested that FCCs for the dinner meal created more
challenges for accurately distinguishing and naming FCCs. Given the complexity of beverage
reporting, combinations of foods and beverages were not revealed in the selected data set.
Thus, the food item combination characteristics and closely related food items within meals
based on the baseline dietary intake data of the food-based RCT were conducted. A
descriptive data mining tool, the Apriori algorithm of association rules, was applied to “mine”
meal-based associations between food items using a nested hierarchical food group
classification system (Study 3). The number and definitions of food groups used in the
analyses played a pivotal role in revealing reported food choices within meals. The dinner
meal appeared to be the most complex meal compared to breakfast, lunch, and others
determined by the number of reported food items and accompanying foods. There were 142
closely related food item clusters identified based on the most frequently reported food items
after pruning the rules. For example, if “cheese” was reported at the dinner meal, then either
“unprocessed red meat”, “carrot and similar root vegetables”, “other fruiting vegetables” or
“potatoes” was also reported. The findings of the food choices at meal occasions may
complement current strategies on dietary intake data assessment, such as designing probing
questions to collect complete intake data.
Additionally, identifying factors which impact on dietary intake data during food-based RCTs
may also provide insights into dietary intake data quality improvement strategies. Thus, selfreported dietary sodium and potassium intakes were compared with 24-hour urinary
biomarkers of intakes and predictive factors for the differences between the measures of the
3-month intensive phase of the food-based RCT (n=149) were identified (Study 4). Mean
differences between diet history and biomarkers were greater for sodium [intake-excretion
(95% CI) mg/day = -1584.67 (-1882.43, -1286.90) for Control arm (C), -1847.33 (-2138.29, 24

1556.37) for intervention arm (I) and -0.33 (-0.375, -0.287) for the intervention plus walnut
arm (IW)] than potassium [intake-excretion (95% CI) = -442.27 (-757.11, -127.44) for C, 536.48 (-757.18, -315.79) for I and -0.04 (-0.072, -0.013) for IW]. Multiple linear regression
indicated that body weight at baseline was a significant negative predictor of the difference in
sodium between intake and excretion for C (P = 0.016). Body mass index (BMI) at baseline
significantly negatively predicted the difference in sodium measures for I (P = 0.002). BMI at
baseline and diet history interviewer significantly predicted the difference between sodium
measures for IW (p=0.000). The results of this study suggest that the diet history interview
was unable to accurately assess dietary sodium and potassium intakes during a food-based
RCT for weight loss delivered using the individualised dietary advice in an overweight and
obese sample. The findings confirm that dietary interventions may influence the accurate
assessment of dietary intake data using diet history interviews.
In conclusion, the method implemented in this thesis offers a novel systematic approach to
exploring the quality of dietary intake data in a food-based RCT via examining dietary intake
data coding process. The dinner meal appeared to be the most complex meal compared to
breakfast, lunch, and others, and an at-risk area of dietary intake data, but the quality of
dietary intake data coding appeared to be determined by the collection of complete dietary
intake data. Thus, completeness suggested being the major dimension of such dietary intake
data quality evaluation. Furthermore, the quality of dietary intake data appeared to depend on
the level of detailed required. Consideration of patient body weight, BMI and interviewer
standardisation may help to improve dietary intake data quality in food-based RCTs.
Although a more detailed dietary intake data coding protocol is also required prior to dietary
data collection and coding process to ensure data quality, educating participants on reporting
consumption and incorporating supportive tools to deal with unknown intakes of quantities
may facilitate a more consistent coding process. In addition, the findings on the food choices
25

through meal-based food combinations in the thesis may provide examples regarding which
foods are more likely to be consumed together to help researchers to refine dietary intake data
collection for the quality of dietary intake data. Given the central hypothesis of this thesis was
that exploration and evaluation of the dietary data quality derivation process in a clinical
research setting would provide important practice-relevant information for improving dietary
intake data quality, these findings may be used to inform clinical practice to provide more
accurate dietary intake data for investigating relationships between dietary intervention and
health outcomes in food-based RCTs, in turn informing health messages and policies.
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INTRODUCTION
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1.1. Overview
The highest level of evidence for nutrition research is well-planned and conducted
randomised controlled trials (RCTs). As data is the primary output of a clinical trial [1], the
quality of such data has been emphasised in recent years. Quality is defined as compliance
with certain standards or procedures (e.g., standard operating procedures (SOPs)), and
minimising discrepancies between original data and data in the databases [2]. However, there
has been very limited work investigating the quality of dietary intake data in RCTs.
In nutrition, RCTs target changes in dietary intake delivered through dietary interventions
and investigate their impact on health outcomes, subsequently providing evidence on dietdisease relationships. As dietary intake is an important behavioural risk factor that can be
targeted to improve health [3, 4], dietary recommendations tend to be developed based on
such relationships. Thus, high-quality dietary intake data is a prerequisite for better
information and decision-making for dietary recommendations.
1.2. Self-reported usual dietary intake data
1.2.1. Usual dietary intake
Estimating dietary intake is a goal of dietary intake assessment. As some nutrients are stored
in the body, recommendations for food and nutrient intakes need to be met over time, rather
than on a daily basis [5]. Thus, an approximation of the usual dietary intake offers more
information for dietary intake than intake on a given day or over a short period of time.
Moreover, intakes of foods and beverages from an individual tend to change from day to day.
The fluctuations around an individual's usual mean intake reflect true eating habits under
free-living conditions [6]. Therefore, usual intake is of interest in most nutrition research
studies.
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Usual dietary intake is also referred to as habitual dietary intake or average long-run intake
[5]. The methods used to generate usual intake include the diet history interview (see Chapter
2.1.2) or using multiple dietary intake measurements with statistical modelling applied [5];
however, these two methods are different. In diet history interviews, dietary intakes of
multiple days are collected during an interview guided by a trained professional. Usual intake
is calculated based on the reported intake frequency. For example, in the HealthTrack study,
food intake data reflecting usual weekly consumption was collected during the dietitianadministrated interviews. The intake data was presented as a 7-day equivalence to weekly
intake patterns based on the reported intake frequencies. For example, consuming spaghetti
bolognaise (1 cup as 1597kJ in FoodWorks) once per week automatically produced an
average daily energy contribution of 228kJ (1597kJ/7=228kJ). With regard to statistical
methods such as Multiple Source Method (MSM), multiple days of recall or records
(typically, at least 2 days) are used to estimate the distribution of intake via statistical
modelling [7]. Thus, the nature of the methods appears to be different. The major strength of
usual dietary intake data derived from diet history interview is the richness of data about meal
patterns and the details of food intakes obtained in one interview [5].
1.2.2. Self-reported usual dietary intake data deviation
Usual dietary intake can be self-reported using suitable dietary assessment tools [5]. It
describes food intake at the individual or group levels depending on study aim. The
framework shown in Figure1 was used as the conceptual framework for this thesis. The
framework deconstructs the self-reported dietary intake data generation as a stepwise process
including data collection and data coding.
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Figure 1. Self-reported dietary intake data derivation process
Dietary intake data should be collected using validated self-reported dietary assessment
methods, such as the diet history interview. The selection of methods and tools to assess and
estimate intakes are determined by the study design, resource availability, level of detail
required, study sample size, and the burden to the study participants [8]. Tools have been
developed to assist researchers to select the most suitable dietary assessment method to
collected dietary intake data [9, 10]. The reported dietary intake data is closely related to the
selected dietary assessment method [11]. With technological advances, technology can also
be applied to improve the dietary assessment methods.
Moreover, there are three components comprising dietary intake data, including the food item
and its quantity and the frequency of consumption (Figure 2). Information on intakes of
quantity and frequency are revealed via food item reporting and food quantification [12].
Collected data is then coded into a database supported by food composition databases
(FCDBs) for analyses. The dietary intake data can be coded as simple foods, complex foods
or mixed dishes, as determined by the requirements of the data [12]. The simple foods can be
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identified by their generic names such as an apple and brown rice [12]. Detailed descriptions
may be required to identify the complex food [12]. Mixed dishes can be disaggregated into
simple foods [12]. Thus, dietary intake data is suggested to be the end product of the dietary
intake data derivation process, based on the required level of detail.

Food item
Food
quantity

Food
frequency

Dietary intake data

Figure 2. Components of dietary intake data
Traditional dietary assessment tools including diet history interviews, 24-hour recalls, food
records, and food frequency questionnaires (FFQs) require dietary intake data coding unless
the technology is used to assist [13]. Dietary intake data coding can be expensive and
resource-intensive because it requires trained coders for data generation, particularly for large
sample sizes.
Therefore, the process of self-reported of usual dietary intake data starts with the collection of
data about foods and beverages consumed, the quantities and frequencies in which they were
consumed; followed by coding of the data to generate the required dietary intake data at
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different levels (e.g., nutrient level or food level). Thus, in this case, self-reported usual
dietary intake of the identified food and beverage items are described as
Self − reported usual dietary intake of the identified food and beverage items =
Amount consumed ∗ Frequency of consumption.
Additionally, although recovery biomarkers can provide accurate intake estimations over a
defined period, limited recovery biomarkers are known to reflect dietary intake. These
include doubly labelled water for energy intakes, 24-hour urinary nitrogen for protein intakes,
24-hour urinary potassium for potassium intakes and 24-hour urinary sodium for sodium
intakes [14, 15]. Thus, self-reported usual dietary intake data appears to be still required for
assessing and monitoring dietary intakes during RCTs.
1.3. Measurement error of self-reported dietary intake data
Self-reported dietary intake data contains measurement error. Measurement error, which is
inherent in the measurement process, is defined as the difference between the measured and
true values [16, 17]. As dietary intake is self-reported, measurement error for dietary intake
data is considered to be the difference between the reported and the true intakes over a
defined period [16]. Without taking measurement error into account, dietary intake data may
be misleading. Measurement error may also result in the loss of statistical power, leading to
results which may be attenuated and false[18].
There are two types of measurement error related to estimating dietary intake data using selfreported dietary assessment methods, random and systematic errors [6, 17]. They may occur
at both individual and group levels.
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1.3.1. Detecting measurement error
Measurement error can be detected through validation studies of dietary assessment tools
[16]. The validity of the dietary assessment assesses how closely and how well the tested
dietary assessment tool in a certain population measures the intake data, compared to the true
intake [5]. The tested dietary assessment method is compared to a reference method, such as
gold standard or a self-reported dietary assessment method.
Criterion validity is assessed by using a ‘gold standard’ reference to provide evidence on how
closely the test method measures the true intake [16]. ‘Gold standard’ references are those
unbiased reference tools, such as recovery biomarkers, feeding studies and direct observation
[16]. Feeding and observation studies involve observers measuring and recording the
respondent’s intake directly. For example, energy intakes generated from food records, 24hour recalls, and FFQs are assessed against doubly labelled water [19], whereas sodium and
potassium intake are compared to 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium[14]. Thus, the
intake difference between the self-reported intake and the true intake can be identified, which
is more likely to provide information on how closely the tested method measures the intake
data to the true intake and the sources of measurement error. For example, the energy intake
assessed by 24-h recalls tended to be underreported by 12% -14% for middle-aged men and
16-20% for middle-aged women compared with the recovery biomarker for energy, doubly
labelled water [20], but by 25% when reported for elderly respondents [19, 21]. However,
the main limitations of criterion validation studies are the respondent burden and cost
associated with ‘gold standard’ biomarkers such as doubly labelled water [16].
Relative validity is employed for reference methods which have demonstrated an ability to
measure true usual intake[16]. The reference methods refer to the imperfect reference
instruments, which contain a certain degree of bias. These reference methods include
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concentration biomarkers, tested self-reported dietary assessment methods, or a hybrid
method which is applied both the biomarker and the self-reported dietary assessment tool for
assessment. For example, when testing a single 24-hour recall, a one day weighed food
record can be used as the reference tool [22]. Additionally, the relative validity of an FFQ
referring to the previous year can be assessed by using four 7-day weighed food record
administered each at 3-month intervals to capture seasonal intake variation [22]. This type of
validation study tends to provide information on the potential sources of measurement error.
Given the nature of validation studies, there is no self-reported dietary assessment tool which
is truly valid. However, validation studies provide evidence on different degrees of validity
for different dietary components using the tested dietary assessment tool, when administered
in particular populations and settings. Therefore, applying the validated dietary assessment
tool may require acknowledgement of the level of validity.
1.3.2. Random error
All measures including self-report, laboratory-based or clinical data contain random error
regardless of the data source. Variability is the major contributor to random error. Dietary
intake data for usual intakes refers to intra- (within-person) and inter- (between-person)
individual variations in intake. Reliability studies tend to evaluate this type of error [6].
Intakes of food and beverages from an individual tend to change day to day, which is also
called day-to-day or intra-individual variation. The fluctuations around individual usual mean
intake reflect true eating habits in free-living conditions [6]. One of the main concerns related
to the daily variation of intake is infrequently consumed foods or those foods which contain
certain concentrated nutrients, such as liver which is a concentrated source of retinol.
Additionally, random error can occur when a study participant randomly misreports intake,
such as estimating their portion size [16]. Repeated measurements, which appear to detect
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infrequently consumed foods, may help to mitigate this type of measurement error [17]. Interindividual variation refers to an individual’s usual intake fluctuating around usual intake at
the group or population level. However, this variation appears to be mitigated through a large
enough sample size which cancels out fluctuations arising from variations between
individuals [6]. Thus, random error impacts the precision of estimated intakes but does not
bias the estimated intake [16].
1.3.3. Systematic error
Systematic error is defined as a consistent deviation from the true value. It is also considered
as bias that influences the estimated intake [16, 17]. It can lead to an incorrect estimation of
intake, resulting in erroneous research findings [16, 17]. At the individual level, the true
intake may be systematically under- or overestimated, leading to systematic error at the group
or population level. Consequently, the estimated intake of a given group or population may
not reflect the true intake. In addition, unlike random error, systematic error cannot be
mitigated through repeated measurements and increased sample size [16].
Systematic error can occur during the dietary intake data collection and coding process. Error
from study participants may be intake-related (e.g., relying on memory, socially desirable
reporting and portion size estimation), but may also be conveyed by person-specific
characteristics (e.g., age, gender, body mass index (BMI) and the levels of education) [6].
Additionally, error may be contributed by the process of data coding and FCDBs. In the
section that follows, the sources of systematic errors including recall bias, study participants’
perception of dietary intake, portion size estimation and dietary intake data coding process
will be discussed.
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1.3.3.1.

Recall bias

When using self-reported dietary assessment tools, dietary intake reporting relies on the study
participant’s memory, which is suggested as being the inherent central bias of self-reported
dietary intake data [12]. Relying on memory may lead the study participant to omit or
misreport consumed foods [12]. For instance, study participants may forget to report foods
they consume. Moreover, the study participant may report foods they did not consume due to
memory issues. Intake omission and misreporting may be due to the study participant’s
memory disturbance.
During the recall of intake, the study participant may experience cognitive difficulty in
retrieving intake information and estimating and judging what they have eaten, subsequently
influencing their formulating the intake related response [23, 24]. Moreover, there is a
positive relationship between intake retention interval and memory deterioration[23].
When using 24-h recall to assess intake, it is suggested that foods consumed as snacks or side
dishes were more likely to be forgotten than foods consumed at main meals [25]. Examples
of these foods include candy, cake, doughnuts, biscuits, cheese on a sandwich, dressing on
salads or dinner rolls. Likewise, vegetables in a mixed dish also tend to be omitted by study
participants [26]. Obtaining accurate and stable intake at the dinner meal appears to be crucial
to estimate usual intake when using a diet history interview [27]. This may be due to the
study participants consuming a large proportion of their daily energy at this meal [28].
Furthermore, there are two types of representations of dietary intake in the study participant’s
memory. Study participants can remember either their actual dietary experiences or generic
knowledge about their diets, such as commonly consumed foods [23]. They were more likely
to report their generic knowledge about their diets during the assessment [24]. Intake
reporting appears to rely on their habitual memory of their intakes [29]. The habitual memory
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of the intake appears to be the contributor to a certain degree of accuracy of dietary intake
reporting [24]. The specific memory of intake tends to deteriorate as the retention interval
lengthens [23]. The hypothesis of dietary intake reporting is that a study participant would
report a typical set of the consumed foods with some specific recent intake determined by the
retention interval [23]. Study participants appear to be able to recall their typical sets of the
consumed foods within a four week time interval [23]. However, when the retention interval
is longer than this, study participants tend to report what they perceive they are supposed to
eat [23]. Therefore, there are two elements in dietary intake, permanent and episodic intakes
[23]. The permanent intake tends to provide a long-term indication of intake, and an episodic
intake is added to form the study participant’s whole diet [23].
Additionally, memory cues tend to be essential for information retrieval [30]. Study
participants tend to omit and misreport more foods when assessing intake without using
memory cues (e.g. food lists and probes) [20, 31]. This may indicate that study participant
can report the main food items in their diets themselves. With the help of memory cues,
recalling episodic food consumption appears to be possible [29]. Thus, memory cues may
play a critical role in assisting in the cognitive process to recall intake [5, 31, 32]. Therefore,
although recall bias appears to contribute to systematic error in estimating the dietary intake,
using memory cues may assist in decreasing the magnitude.
1.3.3.2.

Study participants’ perception of dietary intake

Study participants’ perception of dietary intake may also be a source of systematic error. The
study participant may report intake in a socially favourable direction, which does not reflect
their actual intake, which is also called the response set bias [33]. There are two types of the
response set bias related to dietary intake reporting, social desirability (e.g. the defensive
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tendency to report intake in a more desirable direction) and social approval (e.g. the tendency
to report intake to gain approval or a positive response) [34-36].
Studies revealed that study participants tend to underreport the intake of fat and over-report
the intake of fruit and vegetables [37-40]. Socially desirable and approval reporting
behaviour appears to be contributed to by the awareness of health messages and is conveyed
by gender and levels of education [41]. It may be due to health messages on reducing fat
intake and increasing intake of fruit and vegetables over the past 20 years. The increased
number of public health promotional campaigns (e.g. “Go for 2&5” in Australia, “5 A Day
for Better Health” in US and “Fat Watch” in the Netherlands) in the mainstream media
appears to provide knowledge on healthy/socially desirable foods and unhealthy/socially
undesirable foods, [42-45]. Possible reasons for the social approval reporting behaviour may
be due to the fear of negative evaluation when reporting less desirable foods [46, 47].
1.3.3.3.

Portion size estimation

Turning now to intakes of quantities, portion size refers to the amount of food that a study
participant has consumed [48]. Portion size estimation is the major element used to determine
the quantity consumed when using self-reported dietary assessment methods. The most
accurate method to estimate portion size is to weigh the consumed food. However, this
method is time-consuming, expensive and requires study participants to cooperate and be
motivated [49]. Furthermore, although weighing of foods appears to improve the accuracy of
reported portion size, it may elicit a source of bias, such as reactivity. Thus, portion size aids
are used to assist in responds’ portion size estimation.
Portion size estimation is determined by perception, conceptualisation and memory [50, 51].
When using aids, perception is the ability to estimate the portion size by looking at the aids.
Conceptualisation refers to the ability to form the portion sizes mentally without presenting
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the actual portion size in front of them. Memory refers to the ability to recall the portion size,
which is closely related to conceptualization [51]. Thus, it may indicate that measurement
error in the portion size estimation will always present [52]. When assessing the perception
alone study participants’ ability to perceive portion size varies [48, 50, 53-57]. Similarly,
study participants vary in their ability to accurately determine and recall the portion sizes in
studies of the conceptualisation and memory [48, 51, 55, 56, 58-61]. One of the possible
reasons could be that, although using portion size aids may help to estimate the portion size,
memory deterioration on various portion sizes appear to interfere with perceiving and
conceptualising the portion size [23]. Therefore, the study participant may report quantities
that may not necessarily reflect their actual intake.
1.3.3.4.

Dietary intake data coding process

So far this chapter has focused on systematic measurement error in dietary intake data
collection in the conceptual framework of self-reported dietary intake data derivation process.
The following section will discuss systematic measurement error in the dietary intake data
coding process in the conceptual framework. Systematic error may be contributed by the
dietary intake data coding process. Data coding errors are common in clinical research
databases [13, 62, 63]. Dietary intake data coders may make subjective decisions on food
matching, resulting in systematic error.
Sources of measurement error may be unique to RCTs. When using open-ended dietary
intake assessment tools (e.g., diet history interview) in RCTs [64], dietary intake data coding
from dietary intake data source documents (e.g. diet history interview records) to the nutrition
analysis software is commonly required. However, the dietary intake data coding process is
prone to discrepancies [65]. Although software may be supported by the latest FCDBs, data
coders may still be required to make subjective decisions about food items. These decisions
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may also include the food quantities to accurately reflect the reported dietary intake, which is
challenging even for experienced coders [66]. Therefore, dietary intake data coding tends to
focus on quality control to assess the quality of dietary intake data in RCTs [65, 67-70].
Detailed standardised dietary intake data coding protocols with a codebook have been shown
to help reduce the number of errors [65, 71]. However, these standardised dietary intake data
coding protocols were designed for those without extensive training in nutrition [65, 71].
When using diet history interviews to collect dietary intake data, a wide range of foods by
meals are likely to be reported by participants, contributed by using probing questions based
on participants cues (see Chapter 2.1.2). Diet history interview tends to provide flexibility on
dietary intake data reporting because the process is guided by a trained interviewer. As a
result, coding such dietary intake data is data intensive and requires more resources to
support the coding process. Thus, types of error in trained professionals undertaking dietary
data coding using such method may need to be further explored.
1.4. Dietary intake data quality in clinical trials
This chapter has discussed that self-reported dietary intake data is prone to measurement
error. The following section will discuss dietary intake data in clinical trials and evaluation of
its quality.
1.4.1. Dietary intake data in clinical trials
Well-planned and conducted RCTs provide the highest level of evidence in nutrition. RCTs
target the change in dietary intake delivered by dietary interventions and investigate its
impact on health outcomes, subsequently providing evidence on diet-disease relationships. As
dietary intake is an important behavioural risk factor that can be targeted to improve health [3,
4], dietary recommendations tend to be developed based on such relationships.
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RCTs are used to provide evidence on the efficacy and safety of a proposed intervention
compared with the current standard care in a large number of people [72]. In RCTs, study
participants are randomly split into the intervention group or groups receiving the proposed
intervention and the control group receiving a placebo (the same appearance of intervention
but without the active tested substance), the standard care or nothing. Thus, a diet-disease
relationship is established based on the difference in target outcomes between the
intervention and control groups. Self-selection bias is eliminated by the randomisation to
make sure that the study participants in the control and interventions have similar
characteristics and equal chance to receive the control or intervention [72]. Moreover,
allocation concealment is ideally applied in an RCT. This is a process to make sure that the
researchers who enrol and assign participants to groups are not aware of the allocation
sequence [73]. Furthermore, another important element in an RCT is blinding to minimise
bias on the identity of the intervention [72]. This is a technique for ensuring that the control
and intervention groups are masked from the study participants and the personnel conducting
the trial. When the study participants know that they are in the intervention group,
expectations of the study outcomes may influence their behaviour and targeted outcomes.
Similarly, when the research personnel know the allocation of the study participants, they
may behave more positively to the intervention group. Therefore, clinical trials are required
to be well-designed and well-conducted to provide high-quality evidence to inform practice.
Food record/diaries with a duration of three days are the most commonly used tool in foodbased RCTs to assess and monitor intakes, followed by FFQs [64]. The choice of tool tends
to be predicted by RCT’s sample size [64]. Although individual dietary intake data are
collected in RCTs, the reported results are a summary of the RCT, indicating the reported
dietary intakes at a group level.
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1.4.2. Intervention-related bias
In addition to the inherent limitations related to self-reported dietary assessment tools,
measurement of self-reported dietary intake data appears to be influenced by the dietary
interventions itself [74, 75]. Literature suggests that the impact of dietary intake
measurements may be due to either the education provided to participants or participants
altering their reported intakes to align with the expected dietary intake [74, 75]. Such
inaccuracies in reporting behaviour tend to be contributed by awareness of dietary
interventions delivered via dietary education [41]. Researchers suggest that the improvement
of accuracy of dietary intake data reporting tends to be as a result of the education and
training provided to the study participants [74]. It may also be due to study participants
manipulating their intakes as their food knowledge improves [74]. Consequently, this
intervention related bias may impact on the interpretation of findings from RCTs, particularly
food-based RCTs. Given that dietary intake data is fundamental in clinical nutrition research,
optimising the quality of dietary intake data collected during RCTs is a critical step in
providing high-quality evidence for dietary recommendations and public health practice.
1.4.3. Dietary intake data quality definition and requirements
As data is the primary output of a clinical trial [1], the quality of such data has been
emphasised in recent years. Quality may imply compliance with certain standards or
procedures and the minimisation of errors [2]. In the field of nutrition, quality may represent
an assessment of the diversity of food intake, in line with dietary guidelines and evidence
related to health, where the dietary guidelines and evidence are considered to be the standards
[76]. The data quality discussed here relates to the latter definition.
The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 9000 defined quality as “the degree
to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils requirements” [77]. The ISO 9000 and 9001
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series documents offer definitions, guidance and tools to address the quality, but specific
requirements and implementation activities for quality assessment are not provided.
Requirements and implementation activities for quality assessment need to be developed
based on needs assessments and characteristics of the specific target, which in this case is
dietary intake data [77]. Generally speaking, data quality is determined using multiple
dimensions [78]. A dimension indicates one of the aspects of data quality [79]. Data quality
requirements are a trade-off between dimensions to meet the requirements of the study design,
types of data available and the data user’s practice [80]. Accuracy, completeness, consistency
and timeliness are the fundamental dimensions to assess data quality [81]. In addition, the
reliability and relevance of the data also need to be assessed [79]. Regarding the quality of
dietary intake data in the nutrition-related trials specifically, the dimensions commonly
examined in studies are accuracy, reliability, timeliness, completeness and consistency [65,
67-71, 82].
Prior to dietary intake data collection, particularly when using self-reported dietary
assessment tools, dietary assessment tools tend to be validated against a reference method to
identify the potential measurement error. The reference method may include a more detailed
dietary assessment method or biomarkers. Additionally, collected dietary intake data may
also be calibrated by using statistical approaches, but the sources of measurement error are
required to be known for the method selection [83]. Therefore, the overall dimensions of data
quality related to relevance, reliability and timeliness of dietary intake data appear to be
assured by the selected dietary assessment method. However, accuracy, completeness and
consistency of the dietary intake data are influenced by both the data collection and coding
process [1]. A proposed definition of dimensions of dietary intake data quality is presented in
Table 1, adapted from the literature [79, 81].
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Table 1. Proposed definitions of dimensions of dietary intake data quality [79, 81]
Dimensions

Definition

Accuracy

The correct and error-free values of dietary intake data

Completeness

No missing values in dietary intake data

Consistency

No violation of proposed dietary data generation
protocol

Relevance

Provides values that are applicable and practical to the
user

Reliability

Produce the same values by different performers

Timeliness

The measure of how old the dietary intake data is

1.4.4. Quality management system
In order to be compliant with the quality requirements, a quality management system is
applied to ensure the quality of data. A quality management system is a system comprising of
standardised procedures, on-job training, quality control and quality assurance developed
based on quality requirements [1, 77].
In nutrition-related trials, a commonly applied strategy of a quality management system is
standardised dietary intake data collection and coding procedure and quality controls of
dietary intake data by reviewing or auditing documents. The study characteristics and
strategies used for quality management systems in nutrition-related trials are summarised in
Appendix 1. The following sections will discuss the strategies used in a quality management
system in the identified nutrition-related trials.
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1.4.4.1.

Standardised dietary intake data collection and coding procedure

Implementing standardised procedures for dietary intake data collection and coding aims to
reduce the measurement error through uniform procedures. The procedures provide working
instructions aiming to translate the quality requirements into daily work activities [1]. These
help to maintain the consistency of the dietary intake data. The procedures may also help to
offer confidence in data quality in the long-term and tend to improve the accuracy,
completeness and consistency of dietary intake data [65, 67-69, 71].
Standardisation of dietary intake data collection and coding are achieved by using the
manuals or documents of the standardised data collection and coding procedures, SOPs may
be developed and documented to guide the data collection and coding processes [65, 68, 69].
SOPs are defined as “detailed, written instructions to achieve uniformity of the performance
of a specific function” [84], and tend to describe what needs to be done and thereby are used
as a guideline to conduct the study. Moreover, other documentation is also used to assist in
standardising procedures, including the study protocol, the Manual of Procedure (MOP) and
the Manual of Forms [70, 85]. Different levels of the MOP may also be applied. For example,
in the International Population Study on Macronutrients and Blood Pressure (INTERMAP)
study, there was the General MOP, the Nutrition MOP and the country-specific MOP adapted
and modified on the basis of the General MOP. A MOP is a document that provides the
details on how to conduct and perform the specific study [86]. It translates the study protocol
into the daily operating guidelines [86]. For example, a MOP may include study organisation
and responsibilities, study design, training plan, recruitment and retention plan, screening and
eligibility criteria and processes, study intervention, study compliance protocol, data
collection, data management, quality control procedures, study completion procedure and
MOP maintenance [86]. Thus, the MOP appears to be highly detailed and provides the
management guidelines for the whole study.
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There are a number of differences between SOPs and MOPs. SOPs are more likely to provide
general information, where the MOP is developed for a specific study. The standard
procedures of dietary intake data collection and coding appear to be developed based on
previous studies or protocol [67, 70]. The MOP can be adapted and modified from the SOPs.
The relevant sections of the MOP are determined by the requirements of the study [86]. The
MOP should be developed before the commencement of the study[86]. Continual
improvement of the MOP is recommended [86]. In nutrition-related studies, the validation
and reliability of the MOP are typically tested by peer-review or a pilot study, though the
MOP tends to be developed based on previous procedures [85]. Therefore, the procedure of
dietary intake data generation for the specific study is one part of the MOP.
However, despite the adherence to standardised procedures, potential data errors may still be
introduced [87, 88]. Knowledge of the adequacy of the SOPs and which documents must be
put in place related to the dietary data collection and coding process needs to be further
investigated [89]. Thus, training in standardised procedures plays an important role in
complying with the procedures.
1.4.4.2.

On-job training

Training on standardised procedures before commencing a trial is required to accurately and
effectively perform the procedures. In nutrition-related trials, training and subsequent
certification of personnel on the standardised procedures were undertaken prior to studies
[68-71]. A study by Copeland et al. performed the training on both the telephone interviewers
and the study participants. Conversely, the training programs were only conducted for the
personnel including the interviewers and the data coders in other studies. The training
program running during the study was determined by the data manager [67] and continuing
education for the personnel was provided, but the time points differed across the different
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studies. For example, the interviewer and data coders were trained at annual meetings in the
Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention study [67], whereas the continuing training was performed
monthly in the Women’s Intervention Nutrition Study (WINS) study [68]. Thus, the evidence
suggests that although the applied methods of training on the protocol of RCTs appear to be
different, the training is required prior to conducting RCTs.
1.4.4.3.

Quality control and assurance

Turning now to the evidence on quality control and assurance in relation to dietary intake
data; in general, quality control tends to refer to inspecting or checking of the products, or a
process based on the proposed quality requirements by detecting problems or errors at the end
of the product production or process [77]. The main aim of quality control is to find problems
or errors, and then resolve or eliminate them [77]. Quality control appears to be a daily
activity of those who deal with clinical data in the trial [1]. Conversely, quality assurance is
defined as “providing confidence that quality requirements will be fulfilled” [77]. It is an
independent evaluation of the trial by testing the quality control of the trial or auditing
documents [1].
In nutrition-related trials, according to the definitions of quality control stated above, quality
control tends to be the activities of inspecting and checking the dietary intake data between
different formats of documents (e.g. dietary intake records, audiotaped dietary intake data
collection or biomarkers) during the data collection and coding process within the trial. It
aims to provide evidence on how the data fulfils the pre-defined quality requirements. Quality
assurance appears to include inspecting and checking of records by external parties of the
trial. For example, 10% of dietary records collected by each data collector were reviewed by
the external data reviewers [68].
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Although the dietary intake data collection may be evaluated retrospectively by analysing
audiotaped data collection, the major component of quality control related to dietary intake
data is the evaluation of coded dietary intake data. Data coding errors are common in clinical
research databases and spreadsheets [62, 63]. Although duplicate data coding has been
considered to be the ‘gold standard’ of good clinical practice [90], it is time consuming,
laborious and costly [91-93]. Thus, a selected sample, such as 10% of a sample of dietary
data randomly selected to be recoded into databases has been previously reported in the
literature [67, 70, 71]. However, performing duplicate data entry might be beyond the
available resources of the organisation or outside of the capabilities of tools being used, e.g.
software packages. It indicates that alternative methods may be required for quality control of
dietary intake data.
Conducting an audit, reviewing and verifying a sample of records between documents is also
applied to evaluate dietary intake data coding quality. However, the finding suggests that
there is not a uniform definition of the audit and the review process to be applied. The
absence of clear definitions of an audit, review and verification process may lead to
confusion and uncertainties of the method to use, subsequently impacting on the applications
of the proposed quality assurance systems [94]. An audit is defined as “a systematic,
independent and documented process for obtaining audit evidence (records, statements of
fact or other information which are relevant and verifiable) and evaluating it objectively to
determine the extent to which the audit criteria (set of policies, procedures or requirements)
are fulfilled” [95]. In the Oxford Dictionary, reviewing is “to carefully examine or consider
something again, especially so that you can decide if it is necessary to make changes”. Thus,
an audit follows rigid criteria and procedures and is conducted by an independent person;
where the performance of a review can be flexible. Thus, an audit tends to provide more
evidence than a review of records. Verification is a method used to perform an audit [95]. For
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example, transcribed data is verified against the original document. If there is a concern
relating to transcribed data during the review process, the questionable data is verified against
the original document.
These findings suggest that the dietary intake data coding process tends to evaluate quality
via the combination of a review and an audit. The review appears to be conducted by the data
collector before coding the data at the local level in the whole sample [68-70, 82]. The aim of
such activities is to check the completeness of dietary intake data against the standardised
procedures of the study. Moreover, the coded dietary intake data was verified against the
original paper-based records by an independent person to check for the accuracy [65, 68-70].
An error tends to be defined as any difference in dietary intake data between checked
documents and original documents [69, 71]. The frequency of error and the error rate are
commonly applied indicators of dietary intake data coding quality. Gibson et al. also
developed a classification system of dietary intake data coding error, for which classifications
were “code selection error”, “portion error”, “missing code error” and “extra code error” to
differentiate the sources of error [65]. In the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young
Adults Study (CARDIA) study, only the critical and non-critical errors were defined [69].
The classifications appear to depend on the influence of intake calculation [69]. For example,
missing data were considered a critical error, where missed recording time was considered a
non-critical error [69]. Thus, the classification of errors appears to be developed based on the
aim of quality assurance systems and the dietary assessment tool used. The verification
process tended to not only assess the quality of the dietary intake data but also provide
feedback for data quality improvement. However, rather than auditing the whole sample, a
randomly selected sample was verified. Apart from the study by Gibson et al. which
randomly selected a 5% of the sample for verification [65], a 10% randomly selected sample
of the coded data was verified in other studies [67-71]. Additionally, the number of food
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items, duration of data collection, recovery biomarkers and energy calculated from body
weight were also used to evaluate the dietary intake data as a part of the quality assurance
systems [69].
1.4.4.4.

Other quality assurance strategies

Other strategies applied to improve dietary intake data quality include testing and close
supervision of the personnel. Greenberg et al. screened dietary intake data coders prior to the
study using a short knowledge test [67]. Knowledge of the measurements, commercial and
ethnic foods, math skills and the food composition were tested. The aim of screening data
coders was to enable the selection of highly qualified dietary intake data coders. Moreover,
personnel were closely supervised by the nutrient data manager during the initial three
months of the trial in the Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention study [67]. The WINS study
continued updating their monitoring policies and procedures by external consultants and
WINS Nutrition Committee during the study [68]. External consultants reviewed the policies
and procedures and performed a site visit to regional nutrition coordinating units, and then
reported to WINS Nutrition Committee [68]. The committee reviewed the recommendation
provided by the external consultants and internal data monitoring reports, and then
continually updated their policies and procedures [68]. Additionally, automated editing of the
dietary intake data against a pre-defined range of dietary intake variables via algorithms was
applied in the CARDIA study [69].

1.5. Importance of dietary intake data quality
Before proceeding to examine the quality of dietary intake data in RCTs, it is necessary to
understand the importance of dietary intake data quality in nutrition research. Nutrition
focuses on dietary intake in relation to health, as dietary intake is an important behavioural
risk factor that can be targeted to improve health [3, 4]. Dietary intake data reflects the food
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consumption of an individual. It can also be aggregated reflecting the intake at a group or
population level. There are four types of uses of dietary intake data. Firstly, dietary intake
data is used to assess and monitor food and nutrient intake at the individual and group levels
[96]. It provides information on the adequacy of the food supply and dietary intake at the
individual and group level [96]. It is also used to monitor dietary intake trends and assess
exposure of food additives and toxins [96]. Secondly, it is applied to develop and evaluate
policies, such as food production and distribution, the establishment of food and nutrition
regulations or nutrition education programs, and the evaluation of proposed plans and
programs [96]. Thirdly, it is employed to investigate the relationship between diet and health
[96]. Finally, new food products and food promotion campaigns initiated by the food industry
can be developed based on dietary intake data [96]. Thus, dietary intake data is the
fundamental language of nutrition. It also indicates that nutrition is a data-intensive domain.
The decision-making process in nutrition largely relies on dietary intake data. Therefore,
high-quality dietary intake data is a prerequisite for better information and decision-making.
Poor quality dietary intake data may provide misleading information for the relationship
between diet and health. It may distort the true relationship between diet and health outcomes.
For example, the conflicting findings on dietary fat and health, such as the effect of dietary
fat on risk of breast cancer and associations between long-chain n-3 polyunsaturated fatty
acids and body weight may be, in part, attributed to the total dietary fat, fatty acid ratios, the
ratio of carbohydrate and protein or glycaemic index of background diet [97-99]. This may
indicate that better quality dietary intake data is required to provide stronger evidence for the
relationship between dietary fat and health.
Using poor quality dietary intake data may also inaccurately identify individuals or groups at
risk for nutrient deficiency and sway decisions on establishing policies, subsequently creating
social and economic impacts. For example, fruits and vegetables are nutrient dense foods, but
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low in energy. Increasing fruit and vegetable consumption in the diet has a desirable effect on
health [100, 101]. However, one of the major challenges of assessing fruit and vegetable
intakes are their definitions (e.g. fried potatoes, legumes, ketchup as vegetables) and portion
sizes [102]. It may indicate that the poor quality of fruit and vegetable intake data is unable to
reflect the actual intake. Accurate dietary intake data is required to formulate effective public
health strategies to improve intakes. Consequently, poor dietary intake data may lead to
inappropriate resource and funding allocations, and failure in public health promotion
initiatives. Due to the complexity of the aetiology of non-communicate diseases, the quality
of dietary intake data plays a critical role in decision-making on public health interventions
[103].

1.6. Summary of evidence and identified gaps in the literature
Poor quality of dietary intake data is largely contributed by measurement error, particularly
for self-reported dietary intake data. Measurement error influences the accuracy,
completeness and consistency of self-reported dietary intake data when using self-reported
dietary intake assessment tools to collect the data. Each source of measurement error may
contribute to multiple dimensions of dietary intake data quality. For example, recall bias
appears to contribute to the accuracy, completeness and consistency of self-reported dietary
intake data. Moreover, multiple sources of measurement error may contribute to a single
dimension of self-reported dietary intake data. For instance, recall bias, study participants’
perception of dietary intake and portion estimation all contribute to the accuracy of the
dietary intake data. It may indicate that dimensions of self-reported intake data should not be
evaluated in an isolated manner.
Furthermore, measurement error can be detected through reliability and validation studies of
dietary assessment tools [16]. But systematic error can only be accurately detected by using
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true markers of intake[14, 15]. Moreover, systematic measurement error has been of focus in
nutritional epidemiology. Improvement strategies have been established based on the current
understanding of measurement error. For example, the Dietary Assessment Primer
(https://dietassessmentprimer.cancer.gov/) is available to assist the researcher to understand
the issues related to dietary assessment methods and choose a suitable dietary assessment
method for their study. The Observing Protein and Energy Nutrition (OPEN) studies were
conducted to identify the source of measurement error of two commonly used self-reported
dietary assessment methods, 24-hour recall and FFQ [14, 15, 104]. Calibration methods
aiming to correct the identified measurement error were also proposed [105]. Additionally,
the recently published Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in
Epidemiology-Nutritional Epidemiology (STROBE-nut) statement has highlighted the
importance of reporting dietary assessment used to generate dietary intake data and examine
the potential measurement error in the study [106]. This helps to improve the transparency of
dietary intake data generation, which may help to improve reporting of dietary intake data
quality.
Conversely, little is currently known about the quality of self-reported dietary intake data in
clinical nutrition. RCTs are considered as the highest level of evidence in clinical nutrition
research [107] and can provide evidence to establish causal relationships between a dietary
intervention and health [107]. Thus, high-quality dietary intake data is required, though more
studies are required to explore dietary intake data quality in the clinical research settings
further.
The known measurement errors appear to be identified through validation studies, focusing
on the error contributed by the study participants. Chen et al. suggest that data quality
assessment is required to apply mixed methods including qualitative (e.g. interview and
reviewing documentation) and quantitative assessment methods (e.g. an audit of data) [94].
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Moreover, there is a need to assess multiple sources of data, such as records, data collection
process and documentation [94]. Additionally, there is limited evidence on the potential
measurement error existing from the interviewer and/or coders, who in many cases leads and
performs the majority of tasks during the dietary intake collection or coding process.
Although this measurement error might be difficult to document and control [12], there is
much to learn about the extent of measurement error relating to interviewer-collected and
coded dietary intake data and how these potential errors may be generated.

1.7. Aim and hypothesis
The central aim of this thesis was to explore and evaluate dietary intake data quality in a
clinical research setting. It is examined in four key studies in the context of a clinical trial.
Figure 3 presents the key studies in this thesis addressing the section of the conceptual
framework of self-reported dietary intake data derivation process. The relationship of the
studies in this thesis is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Overview of key studies addressing the section of the conceptual framework of self-reported dietary intake data derivation
process
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Figure 4. Thematic flow chart of the studies related to the thesis supporting the central aim of the thesis
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The individual aims of each study were:


Study 1: This study applied SDV to develop a dietary intake data coding discrepancy
coding system to explore the coding discrepancies in dietary intake data at baseline in
a food-based RCT, with the aim to identify at-risk areas of dietary data coding within
the trial.



Study 2: This study used the transcripts of audio-recorded diet history interviews to
evaluate the quality of the dietary intake data coding process at the 12-month time
point in a food-based RCT. The aim of the study was to investigate barriers to coding
of dietary intake data during the food-based RCT.



Study 3: The aim of this study was to explore food choices at meal occasions,
reported by a sample of overweight and obese volunteers in the context of a foodbased RCT.



Study 4 The aim of this study was to compare estimates of intake for dietary sodium
and potassium with biomarker data for 24-hour urinary excretion of sodium and
potassium. The study also aimed to determine factors associated with any differences
between the measures in the context of a food-based RCT.

The central hypothesis of this thesis was that exploration and evaluation of the dietary data
quality derivation process in a clinical research setting would provide important practicerelevant information for improving dietary intake data quality.
The individual hypotheses of each study were:


Study 1: A systematic method will provide a way to evaluate dietary intake data
coding process in a food-based RCT for weight loss. The dietary intake related to
dinner meal and mixed dishes will be at-risk areas.
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Study 2: The discrepancy rate of dietary intake data will be higher in the verification
between the transcripts of the audio-recorded diet history interview and the food
outputs of FoodWorks than in the verification between the transcripts of the audiorecorded diet history interview and the paper-based records or the verification
between the paper-based records and the food outputs of FoodWorks in a food-based
RCT. Dietitians who were involved in a food-based RCT for weight loss will provide
the interpretation in relation to the discrepancies of dietary intake data occurred
during a food-based RCT for weight loss.



Study 3: Food choices at meal occasions will provide important practice-relevant
information (e.g., examples of dietary intake data) for dietary intake data collection
and coding process in a food-based RCT for weight loss.



Study 4: Using self-reported dietary assessment tool, the diet history interview will
underestimate actual sodium intake and overestimate actual potassium intake during
the intensive phase of a food-based RCT for weight loss. BMI will be a predictor of
intake misreporting.

1.8. Thesis structure
Chapter 2 outlines the methodology and methods used in the thesis. It provides explanations
of the approaches used in the thesis. The food-based RCT for the thesis is described here.
Chapter 3 (Study 1) outlines the development of the dietary intake data coding discrepancy
coding system to explore the coding discrepancies in dietary intake data at baseline in the
food-based RCT. The at-risk areas of dietary data coding within the trial are also described in
this chapter.
Chapter 4 (Study 2) presents the findings obtained from verifying between any two of the
transcripts of audio-recorded diet history interview, case report forms (CRFs) and the food
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output of the used nutrition analysis software, FoodWorks. It aimed to identify the dietary
intake data quality of the food-based RCT via dietary intake data coding process at the 12month time point. This is relevant because the source of data is the prerequisite for the dietary
intake data quality assessment. Furthermore, the results of the in-depth interviews with
dietitians who conducted diet history interview and dietary intake data coding are reported in
this chapter to provide the potential reason for issues arising.
Chapter 5 (Study 3) outlines the results of a pilot study which was conducted to explore the
feasibility of using food intake data derived from diet history interviews from the food-based
RCT to investigate food consumption combinations (FCCs). The findings of the food item
combination characteristics and accompanying foods within meals based on the baseline
dietary intake data of the food-based RCT is presented in this chapter.
Chapter 6 (Study 4) demonstrates the difference in dietary sodium and potassium intake
derived from diet history interviews and 24-hour urinary biomarkers during the intensive
phase of the food-based RCT. The predictors impacting on dietary intake data in food-based
RCTs are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 7 summarises the main findings of all studies and discuss the recommendations for
future studies.

1.9. Significance of the research
Dietary intake data is the language of clinical nutrition. The quality of dietary intake data is
the prerequisite to high-quality evidence in clinical nutrition science. The provision of highquality evidence is central to clinical nutrition and is required to guide nutrition research and
practice. Assessing dietary intake data quality in a clinical research setting not only provides
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evidence of the quality of the dietary intake data but also offers information on the areas
required to be targeted for improvement and training.
Clinical nutrition is a data-intensive domain, but not every data error has the same impact on
the whole dataset. Identification of the at-risk areas of the dietary intake data derivation
process and development of an efficient method to inspect the data are required to provide
evidence on the optimal management of an RCT. Systematically assessing dietary intake data
provides robust evidence on its quality for further improvement in clinical research settings.
Emphasising the quality of dietary intake data rather than the specific dimensions of quality
may offer a whole picture of dietary intake data quality in the clinical research setting.
Moreover, the accuracy of dietary assessment tools has previously focused on the relative
validity of dietary data, as evidenced by validation studies. A novel addition to this exercise
was applied in the present thesis to examine the dietary intake data derivation process in
practice. Using a mixed methods approach, this thesis will contribute to better understanding
of the principles and errors related to the dietary data derivation workflow in the clinical
research setting, supporting improvements in the quality of dietary intake data.
In addition, the limitations of RCTs have been well recognised, especially with respect to a
topic as complex as nutrition (for example challenges when blinding nutrition interventions,
and the choice of an appropriate control). Therefore, given the acknowledgement of the
limitations of RCTs, advances in the quality of dietary intake data in the clinical research
setting may also provide insights for the dietary intake data derivation process of communitybased intervention and observational research.
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CHAPTER

2

METHODOLOGY

This thesis utilised data from a food-based RCT to address the central hypothesis on data
quality in similar trials. Relevant details of the RCT are outlined followed by the methods
used to investigate and understand data quality issues.
For the purposes of this thesis, a food-based RCT follows RCT methodology in which food
intake is a variable of interest. Participants are randomised to control and intervention groups
over a period of time. Measuring dietary intake throughout is a central part of the protocol.
For this thesis, which aimed to explore and evaluate dietary intake data quality, raw data on
dietary intake obtained prior to data cleaning was utilised from a food-based RCT.
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2.1

Data source

Data for this thesis was obtained from the HealthTrack study, an RCT in which food intake
was a variable of interest. Detailed study protocols [108] and primary results [109] of this
food-based RCT are described elsewhere. In brief, this was a 12-month randomised
controlled trial (Australian and New Zealand Clinical Trial Registry, ANZCTRN
12614000581662). Ethics approval was obtained from the University of
Wollongong/Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District Human Research Ethics Committee
(HE13/189). The aim of the trial was to investigate a novel interdisciplinary lifestyle
intervention compared with usual care on weight loss in overweight and obese adults. There
were three arms involved in the study, a control arm providing usual care based on the
Australian Guide to Health Eating (C) [110], an intervention arm receiving interdisciplinary
intervention including individualised dietary advice (I) and a third arm receiving the
intervention plus 30g walnuts per day (IW). A computer-generated randomisation sequence
was applied for randomisation by an independent investigator. Participants and diet history
interviewers were blinded to the randomised groups. Individualised dietary advice in the
intervention groups was achieved by personalised target requirements and participants’ usual
food habits.
Recruited participants were aged 25-54 years, with a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 25-40kg/m2,
and residents of the Illawarra region of New South Wales, Australia. Participants who were
unable to communicate in the English language, had an impaired ability to participate in the
study, other medical conditions thought to limit survival to 1 year, suffered from
immunodeficiency, reported illegal drug use or regular alcohol intake associated with
alcoholism (>50 g/day), or difficulties or major impediments to participating in components
of the study were excluded. Participants’ level of education was self-reported during a
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screening survey. Body weight, height, waist circumference were measured using standard
procedures [108]. BMI was also calculated.
Different sets of dietary intake data from the HealthTrack study were used for different
studies in the thesis. The raw baseline dietary intake data of the trial after randomisation was
used in Study 1 (Chapter 3). The baseline dietary intake data was the initially collected
dietary intake data of the trial. Thus, to explore the full picture of the dietary intake data
coding process of the trial, baseline dietary intake data was used to develop a dietary intake
data coding discrepancy coding system. This was used to explore the discrepancies in the
intake data at baseline in a food-based RCT, with the aim to identify at-risk areas of dietary
data coding within the trial. The HealthTrack study data collection had already started since
May 2014 and the baseline data collection had almost been completed when the present study
was initiated. Thus, the 12-month raw dietary intake data were analysed in Study 2 (Chapter
4). As three arms of the interventions were implemented during the HealthTrack study, the
screening of dietary data from the trial before randomisation was investigated in Study 3 for
the food choice at meals occasions (Chapter 5). Therefore, the dietary intake data was not
influenced by the interventions. In Chapter 6, dietary intake data and 24-hour urinary sodium
and potassium excretion data at the baseline and the 3-month time point were examined. The
first 3 months of the HealthTrack study were the intensive phase[109]. The intensive phase
was of interest in the present thesis.
2.1.1 Dietary intake data flow
Dietary intake data generation and flow during this food-based RCT are shown in Figure 5
and described in detail below.
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Figure 5. Dietary intake data generation and flow in the food-based RCT study
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2.1.2 Dietary intake assessment - Diet history interview
The diet history interview was conducted by Accredited Practising Dietitians (APDs)
following the validated diet history interview protocol using an open-ended face to face
interview [111]. During the interview, the study participants were asked to recall their dietary
intake on a usual day since the last assessment (e.g., in general, over three months). Firstly,
the types of core food choices including dairy products, bread, sweeteners in drink, dressings,
spread and oils were asked. Secondly, questions on food preparation practices and beverages
were asked. Then, the usual dietary intake by meals was recalled by the participants. The
dietitians asked questions to clarify reported food items, the intake of quantities and
frequencies. Probing questions were also employed to collect the dietary intake and its
relevant information. Food models, measurement cups, utensils and plates were used to assist
the participants to identify the portion sizes. Finally, a food frequency checklist of omitted
food items was asked by the dietitian [112]. The meals, intake of food items, quantity and
frequency, were collected and recorded on paper-based diet history interview CRFs.
Although there are different versions of the diet history, the Burke Diet History is the classic
version [113]. Originally, the term diet history described by Burke referred to the collection
of the frequency of various food intakes by meals [114, 115]. There are three components in
the Burke Diet History, including an interview of detailed questions about usual intake by
meals, a frequency and amount checklist of usually consumed food and beverages, and a selfadministered 3-day food record [114, 115]. The central feature of the Burke Diet History is
the interview. The checklist and food records are used to cross-check intake[114, 115]. Thus,
the interview uses an open-ended interviewer-administrated interview format to collect data
about an individual’s usual dietary intake by meals over a defined period [111].
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During the interview, a trained interviewer guides the study participant through probing
questions to assist them in remembering and reporting what had been consumed. Applying
probing during the interview may allow for further exploration of the detailed intake
information such as the food preparation and cooking methods. Using the probing during the
interview assists in recalling common additions to foods such as milk and sugar in tea or
coffee or small eating occasions such as snacks or beverages [5]. Additionally, some foods,
such as meat and fish, require more probing questions during data collection compared to
other food groups [112, 116]. For example, the variety of cuts and portion sizes of meat are
difficult to describe using standard household measures and standard units [57]. Therefore,
obtaining accurate and complete information on these foods may require a trained interviewer
to take into account the study participants’ cues. Previous research has demonstrated that
when applying probing during the interview, 25% higher dietary intake was reported than
when probing was not used [32]. Therefore, the study participant is likely to report a wide
range of foods by meals. A diet history interview appears not only to be more precise than
food frequency lists alone for capturing usual food intakes by meals of individuals over a
defined period, but it also provides more information on food consumption [5, 117]. It allows
researchers to analyse the characteristics of foods eaten together or within a meal [5]. The
specific dietary intake information also allows dietitians to provide individualised dietary
recommendations to improve the adherence on dietary protocols. Although during the diet
history interview, the participants were asked to recall their usual intake over the defined time
periods; the intra-individual variances of intake are reflected in the dietary intake data, but it
was not possible to be isolated. In addition, a diet history interview dietary assessment
method uses an open-ended interview approach asking and probing participants to describe
habitual food consumption generally from the first meal of the day through to the end of the
day[113]. This may imply that food intake data generated through a diet history interview are
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more likely to provide food choices at self-defined meals than other self-reported dietary
assessment tools, such as FFQ.
The additional weakness of the diet history interview is that the interviewer asks the study
participant to make judgements on the food items and their quantity through probing
questions [5, 112]. The effort and expertise of the interviewer, as well as the interaction
between the interviewer and the study participant during the interview, play a significant role
in the information capture [5, 118]. For example, an experienced interviewer can ask further
probing questions based on the study participant’s cues and responses to capture the actual
food items and their quantities and frequency. This could imply that the information captured
through a diet history interview may not be reproduced and compared in the same manner as
may be possible with other forms of the dietary assessments [5]. Given the nature of the diet
history interview, this method is not standardised [5]. However, the interviewer should avoid
leading the study participant to a specific answer when they don’t remember or know the
intake, through the use of standardised neutral probing questions [5]. Additionally, dietary
intake data generated by using a diet history interview is expensive and requires more time
from study participants than other self-reported dietary assessment tools such as FFQs.
Subsequent dietary intake data coding by the researcher is also required.
The diet history interview, as an open-ended self-reported dietary assessment method,
presents the inherent bias of open-ended self-reported dietary assessment methods, including
recall bias (see Chapter 1.3.3.1), study participants’ perception of dietary intake (see Chapter
1.3.3.2), portion size estimation (see Chapter 1.3.3.3) and measurement error generated from
dietary intake data coding (see Chapter 1.3.3.4).
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2.1.3 Dietary intake data coding process
Importantly, using nutrition analysis software to code collected dietary intake data is not a
simple process. In practice, it involves coding the food item, the quantity of intake (portion
size) and the frequency of intake in the available nutrient analysis software to reflect the
reported dietary intake recorded in the source documents. For example, if the reported food
item or portion size cannot be found in the software, commercial and cultural food
knowledge, as well as professional judgment is required to find an appropriate match [118,
119]. Experienced coders also face challenges in making subjective decisions on matched
items in the database [66]. This highlights how dietary intake data coding is further
complicated by the nature of dietary intake data, particularly for data derived from an openended method such as the diet history interview. Additionally, although great efforts have
been made to expand and update FCDBs, the need to code recipes into individual component
foods or find alternate foods to those reported is still common during dietary intake data
coding [12, 120].
The method of dietary intake data coding process was examined in Study 1 and Study 2,
described in Chapter 3 and 4. All records in the food-based RCT were transcribed to
FoodWorks Professional nutrient analysis software (Xyris Pty Ltd, QLD, Australia, Version 7,
2007). Foods and quantities were transcribed by selecting items from drop-down lists in the
software supported by the Australian Food and Nutrient Database (AUSNUT) FCDBs, the
most recent survey specific database at the time the food-based RCT began [121]. Where
appropriate, new recipes for dishes and foods were created by dietitians and added to the
database to accurately reflect participant reported intakes. Intake frequency was also
transcribed to reflect the variations. The food intake data reflected usual weekly consumption,
and the intake data was presented as a 7-day equivalent to weekly intake patterns based on
reported intake frequencies. The analysis automatically calculated intake frequency as an
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average intake per day. For example, consuming spaghetti bolognaise (1 cup as 1597kJ in
FoodWorks) once per week automatically produces an average daily energy contribution of
228kJ (1597kJ/7=228kJ). Once the food item was coded into FoodWorks, missed quantities
and frequencies of coded food items were flagged by the program. Missing data was then
entered.
SOPs for dietary intake data collection and coding were developed for the food-based RCT.
The procedures included the introduction of the interviewer to participants, using portion
estimation aids (e.g., measuring cups, spoons and plates) to assist participants to determine
portion size, the responsibility of dietary intake data coding (e.g., who and when the dietary
history required to be coded) and description of an “assumption sheet” for data coding. The
“assumption sheet” was used to record the assumption made during the dietary intake data
coding process, such as the assumption of unfound foods in FoodWorks. All the dietitians
were trained before data coding based on the SOPs, including portion size conversion of data
coding. The coded dietary intake data in Foodworks software was reviewed against paperbased records by a second APD to correct any outstanding errors.
2.1.4 Food composition databases
Before examining the dietary intake data coding process, it is necessary to discuss FCDBs, as
nutrition analysis software is supported by FCDBs. Food composition data is a fundamental
tool to investigate food-related concepts. Food composition is the term used to describe the
nutrients, non-nutrients, and energy contained in foods. FCDBs are a set of data offering the
nutritional composition of different foods [122]. In clinical trials, study participants usually
report dietary intake at a food level. Using food composition data allows a breakdown of the
food matrix into the specific components for estimating the intake and comparisons with a
reference, for example, the Nutrient Reference Values[123]. Furthermore, food composition
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data is also used for food labelling, food modelling and developing food products and
develop nutrient recommendations to prevent nutrient deficiency, dietary guidelines and
research (e.g. diet-disease relationship). Thus, FCDBs play a crucial role in converting
dietary intake to nutrients and food groups for data analysis.
In Australia, Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) publishes the food and
nutrient databases reflecting food products available in Australia. Nutrient Tables (NUTTAB)
is Australia’s reference nutrient database[124]. Data in NUTTAB is primarily analytical data
of Australian foods[124, 125]. It is likely to cover staple foods used as ingredients that are
consumed in the diet of Australians[125]. NUTTAB offers limited nutrient data depending on
the availability of analytical data. Each food in NUTTAB tends to be an incomplete data set
regarding nutrients, due to the selected nutrients that were analysed. The currently available
NUTTAB is NUTTAB 2010, containing 2688 foods and up to 245 nutrients per food [126].
The AUSNUT was developed to support the national nutrition surveys (e.g. the Australian
Health Survey), and is used to code and estimate the food intakes in national nutrition
surveys[124, 125]. The available food and nutrients in AUSNUT are based on national
surveys [125]. Data in AUSNUT is calculated or estimated data to provide a complete
nutrient profile for the surveys [124, 125]. Although AUSNUT is developed based on
NUTTAB, the gaps of foods and nutrients between the reference nutrient database (e.g.
NUTTAB) and the survey (e.g. the 2011-13 Australian Health Survey [127]) are filled
through calculation imputations and estimation. The calculated or estimated data represents
data calculated a) via a recipe, b) summed to the total value such as total fatty acids or c)
derived values such as energy, which is the total value of energy yield components in a food
multiplied by their corresponding energy conversion factor [128]. However, artificial
differences may be generated during this process due to the biodiversity and the different
recipe methods used [129].
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Although AUSNUT 2007 was the most recent version of AUSNUT available when the foodbased RCT study commenced, the current version of AUSNUT is now AUSNUT 2011-13,
supporting the 2011‒13 Australian Health Survey, which was released in 2014. There are
three nested hierarchical food groups levels in AUSNUT 2011–13, including major (n=24),
sub-major (n=132) and minor (n=515) food groups [130, 131]. At the major food group level,
foods are categorised based on dominant nutrients or ingredients, such as “non-alcoholic
beverages”, “cereals and cereal products”, “fruit products and dishes” and “vegetable
products and dishes”. The sub-major food group level aggregates foods of a similar species,
family, cooking method or presentation. Detailed and specific characteristics of foods are
described at the minor food group level to further differentiate the food items. For example,
the major food group, “fruit products and dishes” is divided into “pome fruit”, “berry fruit”,
“citrus fruit” and other sub-major food groups. “Apple” and “pear” are included at the minor
food group level for “pome fruit”. In addition, a total of 106 food groups represent mixed
(composite) dishes (n= 12, 21 and 73; at the major, sub-major and minor levels, respectively)
[130]. Examples of mixed dish food groups include “cereal-based products and dishes”,
“mixed dishes where cereal is the major ingredient” and “pizza, saturated fat ≤5 g/100 g” at
the major, sub-major and minor food group levels, respectively. Thus, FCDBs are applied to
coding dietary intake data in clinical trials.
In the thesis, the AUSNUT 2007 FCDBs were used in Study 1 (Chapter 3), Study 2 (Chapter
4) and Study 4 (Chapter 6). The nested hierarchical food groups levels in AUSNUT 2011–13
FCDBs were applied in Study 3 (Chapter 5).
2.1.5 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium
Recovery biomarkers such as 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium can provide accurate
intake estimations over a defined time period, however, limited recovery biomarkers are
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known to reflect dietary intake. In Study 4, the results of 24-hour urinary sodium and
potassium were compared with dietary intake data derived from diet history interview in the
food-based RCT, described in Chapter 6.
During the food-based RCT, participants were asked to collect 24-hour urine samples to
assess sodium and potassium excretion at baseline and 3 months. Detailed instructions were
provided by APDs and standard plastic containers were distributed to all participants.
Participants were instructed to discard the first urine of the day and collect the rest over a 24
hour period. The collected samples were stored at 2◦C to 8◦C by Southern IML Pathology in
Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia. The total volume of urine was measured, recorded
and indirect ion-specific electrodes were used to determine sodium and potassium
concentrations. The Jaffe reaction colourimetric method was applied to determine creatinine
concentration [132].
Recovery biomarkers for 24-hour urinary sodium and potassium are directly related to urine
excretion of sodium and potassium intake over a certain time period. The biomarkers are
developed by the physiological balance between intake and output, which is not influenced
by substantial inter-individual differences in metabolism [105, 133]. Thus, recovery
biomarkers can provide absolute intake data over the defined time period. The absolute intake
of sodium and potassium can be inferred from the results of the 24-hour urinary sodium and
potassium, respectively. The overall recovery rates of urinary sodium and potassium are 86%
and 77%, respectively [134, 135]. Thus, the 24-hour urine-derived intake of sodium is
calculated as the 24-hour urinary sodium divided by 0.86. The potassium intake is the urinary
result divided by 0.77. Moreover, a single 24-hour urinary sample tends to reflect the dietary
intake in the short-term, rather than long-term intake.
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Although 24-h urinary sodium and potassium can provide an actual intake of sodium and
potassium in the measured period, some factors affect the intake estimation. The half-life of
the ingested potassium in the body is 16 days on average [136]. Approximately 90% of the
consumed sodium is excreted in the urine in 24 hours[137]. However, recent evidence
suggests that the additional metabolic factors, such as proteoglycans under the skin and
glycosaminoglycans in the skin and muscle may play a role in sodium regulation [138, 139],
though further investigation is required to confirm the influence on sodium metabolism.
Urinary sodium excretion may vary by age, gender and race. The rate of sodium excretion
appears to be lower in women than men, and in children or the elderly compared to adults
(e.g. young or middle-aged) [140-143]. Moreover, the daily sodium urine excretion is largely
varied, even with constant sodium ingestion, as a consequence of regulation by the endocrine
system [144]. The patterns of urinary sodium excretion appear to present weekly rhythmic
changes with a constant dietary sodium intake[145]. Urinary sodium excretion may also be
positively related to the intake of potassium[146]. Sodium and potassium loss through sweat
due to physical activity and climate appear to contribute to underestimating intakes of these
nutrients [146, 147]. Moreover, the cardiac and kidney conditions of the study participants
and their treatment regimens play a role in sodium and potassium homeostasis [148, 149].
Therefore, the major factors affecting the sodium and potassium estimation include
physiological factors, demographic characteristics, lifestyle and environmental factors and
chronic disease status. In addition, as daily sodium urine excretion is largely varied even with
constant sodium ingestion[144], single 24-h urine collected at the time point may be unable
to reflect sodium intakes accurately[148].
Furthermore, the urinary data generation process (e.g. urinary collection) is critical to the
quality of the intake estimation. Incomplete urine samples contribute to under- or overestimation. As a result, the completeness of urine collection must be assessed. Self-recorded
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urine collection, such as recording the collection time and the volume can be used to check
the completeness of urine collection[148]. Another method is using Para-aminobenzoic acid
(PABA) recovery, where PABA is consumed during the urine collection[150]. However, this
method appears to increase the study participant burden during the urine collection [148].
Urine collection completeness can also be assessed by examining the urine volume, the
urinary creatinine level, and the ratio of observed over expected creatinine index [151-153].
A urine sample is considered to be incomplete when the total urine volume of a sample is less
than 500 mL [151]. If the creatinine level in the sample is 6.0 mmol/day or less, and urine
volume is less than 1000mL/day, the sample is also considered to be incomplete[152]. The
creatinine ratio can be calculated as the observed creatinine excretion divided by the expected
creatinine excretion, with the expected creatinine excretion estimated using the Joossens &
Geboers algorithm (body weight (kg) * 24 for males or 21 for females) [153]. An incomplete
urine sample can be identified when a creatinine ratio is outside the range of 0.6-1.4[153]. To
date, there is no standard method to assess the completeness of the urinary collection[148]. In
population-based studies, calculating urinary creatinine levels tends to be the most commonly
used method[148].
In conclusion, this chapter has described the methods used in this thesis to explore dietary
intake data quality in the clinical research setting. The subsequent chapters in this thesis will
provide further detail on how these methods were used in each study, as well as study
outcomes.
2.2

Source data verification

SDV was applied in Study 1 and Study 2, described in Chapter 3 and 4 to examine the quality
of dietary intake data coding process.
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SDV is the procedure of ensuring that data accurately matches the original source data
documents [154]. SDV verifies the accuracy of the original source data information
transcribed to the database [154]. The source data is the information collected during the trial,
including intake of food items, and their quantities and frequencies. SDV tends to identify the
coding errors when transcribing the source data to the data destination, such as paper-based
records or nutrition analysis software.
SDV is widely used to examine data quality in clinical trials [155, 156]. Traditionally, 100%
SDV tends to be conducted in pharmaceutical clinical trials to provide evidence on the data
quality [157]. However, recent literature suggests that performing SDV is unable to provide
an error-free dataset [158]. Andersen et al. suggest that in order to avoid one unspecific error,
370 data points are required to be verified [155]. It may indicate that SDV provides limited
value in assessing data quality. Baigent et al. also suggest that the errors identified via SDV
tend to be random error [159].
Although performing SDV is time-consuming, laborious and costly [160], given the nature
and complexity of the dietary intake data coding process, it may offer detailed outcome
information about dietary coding discrepancies such as the types, trends and the data points
related to the coding process in a given dataset. The process of conducting SDV and
outcomes can be used to determine the data quality requirements related to a targeted dataset.
Additionally, to our knowledge, there are no studies applying SDV to dietary data. The
findings of performing SDV may thus contribute to the dietary intake data quality
improvement.
2.3

Audiorecording diet history interviews

During the food-based RCT, the diet history interviews of the consented trial participants and
dietitians at the 12-month time point of the food-based RCT were audio-recorded to assess
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the dietary intake data quality in Study 2 (Chapter 4). The study was approved by the
University of Wollongong/Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District Human Research
Ethics Committee (HE15/014) (Appendix 2).
There are two types of participants in Study 2, the participants of the food-based RCT
(referred as trial participants) and the present study participants, the dietitians, who collected
and coded dietary intake data in the food-based RCT (referred as dietitians). Prior to data
collection, the study information and consent form were distributed to trial participants and
dietitians in the food-based RCT. The consent of the trial participants was obtained prior to
the present study. The process of obtaining study consent from the dietitians of the foodbased RCT is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Participant flow of obtaining study consent from the dietitians in the foodbased RCT
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There were five dietitians remaining in the food-based RCT to collect and code dietary intake
data at the time of the present study. The study forms were distributed to the dietitians
requesting permission to audio-record the dietary data collection interview. While the
dietitians were made aware that they would be audio-recorded, they were not informed of the
main purpose of audio-recording. The rationale behind withholding the main aim of this
research until the end of the study period was to avoid behaviour changed in the presence of
an audiorecorder, also called the Hawthorne effect.
The Hawthorne effect refers to the study participants altering their behaviours as a result of
the awareness of being observed [161]. There is no published study to examine whether this
phenomenon happens to dietitians in dietary intervention trials. However, this effect has been
examined in other disciplines of Health Care settings, including surgeons, general practitioner
and anaesthesia providers[162-166].
The literature suggests that there was a trend of increasing the length of consultation time,
which was 7.8 minutes without participants being informed that a recording was taken place
and 8.4 minutes with being informed. This difference was not found to be statistically
significant, which might contribute to the relatively short length of time[162]. This increased
trend was contributed by the doctor’s exploration of patients’ condition. This might imply
that the doctors in the study did try to modify their behaviours in a more desirable way after
being informed they were being observed. In this case, changes in behaviour might be to
establish a better relationship with the patients to increase the satisfaction of the service.
Furthermore, presenting the observers and/or being informed in advance would significantly
change to more desired behaviours in professionals in the health care setting [165, 166].
Therefore, the Hawthorne effect might exist in the health care setting, in other words, direct
and indirect observation will modify their behaviours to comply with what they believed to
be the desired behaviours. Considering the nature of the consultation between the dietitian
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and the participant, where the dietary data collection duration is typically 20 to 30 minutes
and detailed dietary intake is collected, this might imply that the total dietary data collection
time might increase, and the dietitian would probe more questions to explore much more
detailed dietary information during direct and indirect observation, which might be
considered as more desired behaviours for the dietitian. Mangione-Smith et al. who also
employed audiorecording and documents auditing study methods have demonstrated that
withholding the main aim of the study during data collection, and then debriefing it after data
collection, would eliminate the Hawthorne effect [163, 164]. A time gap was created
between the consent distribution and actual video recording, although they did report that
some of the subjects did detect the recording[166]. However, this study was using video
recording, which is a much larger device than the digital audio recorder proposed in the
present study. The video recorders also need to be placed in a proper place to capture the full
picture of the procedure and clinical notes, which increased the difficulty of hiding the
recorders. Therefore, withholding the main aim of the study during data collection and
debriefing it after data collection, plus creating a time gap between the consent distribution
and actual recording seemed to eliminate the Hawthorne effect in health care professionals.
The present study was initiated after the commencement of the food-based RCT and the
baseline dietary data collection had almost completed. Thus, the dietitians’ data collection
behaviours should not be modified at subsequent time points to maintain data consistency.
Therefore, the main aim of the project was withheld during audiorecording dietary data
collections. As all dietitians already had been informed at the commencement of the foodbased RCT that quality assurance will be taking place at the data collection stage, quality
assurance was used as the main aim of this project. In addition, keeping the aim as general as
possible at the data collection stage prevented both the participants and dietitians ascertaining
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the main aim of this study. A total of 34 trial participants provided consent to participate in
the study.
All the dietitians provided the consent to participate in the study (n=5). The dietitians were
also made aware that it was not mandatory for them to be involved in the project. A onemonth time gap was created between the consent form distribution and audio recording of the
diet history interviews to make the dietitian less aware of the recording process[166]. This
ensured that the diet history interviews were recorded, though the participants and dietitians
were not aware of which consultations were being recorded. The digital audio-recorders were
placed in the consultation room prior to each consultation and were hidden to prevent the
study participants and the dietitians from knowing when they were being recorded. An
example of the audio-recorder locations in the consultation room is shown in Figure 7. Once
the 12-month food-based RCT dietary intake data collection and coding process were
completed, a second set of the study forms were distributed to the dietitians to ask their
permission to access the audio-recorded data and informed them of the aim of the present
study.
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Figure 7. Audio-recorder location in the consultation rooms1
1

The arrow and box indicate the location of the audio-recorder in the consultation room.
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The allocations of diet history interviews between the dietitians and the trial participants were
determined by the trial manager based on the dietitian and the trial participant availability,
which was independent of the present study. The study researchers (study dietitians) were
blinded to the study aims to allow for the issues in relation to the process of dietary intake
data coding in the trial to be explored.
2.4

In-depth interview

Applying SDV to assess the dietary intake data quality in this thesis is addressing the central
aim - to explore and evaluate dietary intake data quality in a clinical research setting.
However, in order to provide important practice-relevant information for improving dietary
intake data quality, the perspectives on how and why the discrepancies in dietary intake data
occur must also be examined. These perspectives play an important role in improving dietary
intake data quality in clinical settings. Moreover, the literature suggests that the interviewer’s
behaviour tends to be difficult to document [12]. Thus, alternative research methods rather
than quantitative methods are required to explore the perspectives on the occurred
discrepancies to inform the dietary intake quality improvement.
In-depth interviews are one of the qualitative research techniques, which is an intensive
interview with a small number of individuals to explore their perspectives on a pre-defined
topic [167]. It allows researchers to explore detailed information on a specific topic in depth,
though the method is time-consuming and laborious. It appears to offer an explanation of
how and why the pre-defined topic occurs. However, the findings generated from in-depth
interviews need to be interpreted with caution. The results are based on a small and not
randomly selected sample. The generalisation of the findings to the outside of the context of
the analysed sample is limited, though they may complement or triangulate the results
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derived from other methods (e.g., quantitative methods) [167]. Therefore, an in-depth
interview was also employed in Study 2, describing in Chapter 4.
The analytical technique used for analysing the transcripts of the in-depth interviews in this
thesis was the “framework” approach proposed by Ritchie and Spencer [168]. This approach
has been widely applied in health-related research [169-171]. There are five crucial stages in
analyses, including familiarisation, identifying a thematic framework, indexing, charting, and
mapping and interpretation[168].
At the familiarisation stage, the researcher reviews the data in transcripts, field notes or
audio-records, aiming to be familiar with the data and gaining an overview of the whole data
set. The reviewing process in the familiarisation stage provides the foundation of the second
stage analysis, identifying a thematic framework. At the second stage, logical and intuitive
thinking is applied to determine a thematic framework. And then at the indexing stage, the
data is indexed and exemplar quotes are identified. The identified quotes and research notes
are applied to the thematic framework. The following stage aims to rearrange the context of
the data on the basis of the thematic framework to develop hierarchical themes. Thus, the
data is aggregated reflecting the hierarchical themes. At the final stage, mapping and
interpretation stage, the indexed and charted data is systematically analysed as a whole to
seek the interpretations of the themes and establish the link between themes. The analyses
can be guided by the research questions. The analyses tend to identify the structure of
findings by weighing the dynamic development of issues, rather than simply accumulating
evidence. Maintaining the internal consistency of data analysis is critical when applying the
“framework” approach to analyse qualitative data [168].
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2.5

Apriori algorithm

Given the three components of dietary intake data, including food items and their quantities
and frequencies; intake of quantities and frequencies are followed by the food item. In other
words, the food item is the central component in dietary intake data. Moreover, dietary intake
events are colloquially labelled as meal occasions (e.g. breakfast, lunch, dinner, or
snacks)[172]. During meal occasions, individual foods and/or mixed dishes, which are
prepared and/or cooked from individual foods known as ingredients, are eaten[173, 174].
Thus, collecting dietary intake data based on meals appear to be closely linked to eating
habits[175]. Identifying food items reported within meals and accompanying food items may
provide examples on what foods are more likely to be consumed to help researchers to refine
dietary assessment tools to improve dietary intake data quality, investigated in Study 3 and
presented in Chapter 5.
Meal-based food consumption relationships may be examined through descriptive data
mining tools, such as the Apriori algorithm of association rules, which applies a variety of
data analysis tools to discover hidden patterns and relationships in a dataset[176]. The Apriori
algorithm of association rules is a two-step descriptive method of creating rules to determine
associations between items in a dataset[177, 178]. In the first step of the algorithm, a
frequency threshold was used to determine the frequent itemsets. This is referred to as
support and represents the percentage of the records containing identified frequent item
sets[177, 178]. In the second step, the support and confidence are used to determine the
association rules which reflect the strength of an identified rule[177, 178]. The confidence of
a rule is the percentage of records containing both precursor and consequent items and is
calculated as the percentage of the records containing both items divided by the percentage of
the records only containing precursor items[176]. It calculated as:
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the percentage of records containing food combinations ÷
percentage of records containing precursor food groups
The confidence indicates how likely the consequent item is presented in the identified
association rules[177, 178]. Higher values of support and confidence imply a stronger
relationship for the identified association rule. Another variable used to select the desired rule
is referred to as lift, which is used to assess the dependency between the precursor and
consequent items and is determined by the confidence of a rule divided by the percentage of
records only containing the consequent item[176]. It calculated as:
the percentage of times closely related food groups were reported ÷
percentage of records containing related food groups > 1
A lift >1 indicates that precursor and consequent items are more likely to depend on each
other.
An example of the two-step algorithm was, in a dataset of 100 food choice records, where 80%
of records contained both breakfast cereal and milk (n=80), 75% of records contained banana
(n=75), and 65% of the records contained the combination of breakfast cereal, milk and
banana (n=65), the support of the frequent itemset (breakfast cereal, milk and banana) would
be 0.65. The confidence of the association rule (if breakfast cereal and milk are reported, and
then banana is reported) is 0.81 (0.65/0.8). This indicates that 81% of the times that a
participant reports having breakfast cereal and milk, banana is also reported. The lift of the
rule is 1.08 (0.81/0.75), which suggests that reporting intake of breakfast cereal and milk
depends on the reporting intake of banana.
The Apriori algorithm has been applied to identify meal-based food combination patterns in
many studies[179-182]. A previous study applied the first step of the Apriori algorithm to
identify food consumption combinations within meals for the development of a meal coding
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system[181]. Another study employed the complete algorithm in conjunction with
professional judgement to questions and prompts for certain food items in an online dietary
assessment interview for adults, which was, in turn, used to identify food choices[118, 180,
183, 184]. The Apriori algorithm offers a strategy to provide more informative food item
details at meals. The accompanying food items could be used to design the prompts for a
linked food item to assist the cognitive process in recalling consumed foods, through
carefully considering the prompt delivery method during the dietary assessment. Obtaining
meal-based food consumption characteristics may also provide valuable information to build
databases for the web- and image-based dietary assessment tools.
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CHAPTER

3

EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF THE QUALITY OF DIETARY INTAKE DATA
CODING IN A CLINICAL SETTING

A substantial proportion of this chapter has been published in the peer-reviewed publications:
1) Guan V, Probst Y, Neale E, Martin A, Tapsell L. Development of an at-risk
assessment approach to dietary data quality in a food-based clinical trial. Studies in
Health Technology and Informatics 2016; 227:34-40.
2) Guan V, Probst Y, Neale E, Martin A, Tapsell L. A systematic method to evaluate the
dietary intake data coding process used in the research setting. Journal of Food
Composition and Analysis 2017; 64: 27-32
The findings of this study were also presented at the following conferences:
1) Guan, V., Probst, Y., Neale, E., Martin, A. & Tapsell, L. Development of an at-risk
assessment approach to dietary data quality in a food-based clinical trial. The Health
Informatics Conference, Melbourne, 25-28 July 2016
2) Guan, V., Probst, Y., Neale, E., Humphries, A. & Tapsell, L. Developing a
methodological framework for assessing dietary data quality in a food-based clinical
trial. 17th International Congress of Dietetics, Granada, Spain, 7-10 September 2016.
3) Guan, V., Probst, Y., Neale, E., Humphries, A. & Tapsell, L. Developing a
systematic dietary data quality framework for use in a healthy lifestyle intervention
trial, 39th National Nutrient Databank Conference, Alexandria, United States, 16-18
May 2016.
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3.1

Introduction

In the case that dietary intake data is recorded in a paper-based form during data collection, it
will often be manually coded into FCDBs through nutrition analysis software supported by
food composition tables. Coding dietary intake data is a critical step to generate dietary intake
data for analyses. Manual data coding is a source of discrepancy [185], where a discrepancy
is defined as any difference between the source data and the coded data. Discrepancies are
common in clinical research databases despite rigorous quality assurance protocols [62, 63].
Importantly, coding dietary intake data into the database is not a simple process. In practice,
it involves coding the food item, the quantity of intake (portion size) and the frequency of
intake in the available nutrient analysis software to reflect the reported dietary intake
recorded in the source documents. Additionally, although great efforts have been made to
expand and update FCDBs, the need to code recipes into individual component foods or find
alternative foods to those reported are still common to dietary intake data coding[120]. This
indicates that dietary intake data coding is further complicated by the nature of the dietary
intake data, particularly data derived from an open-ended method such as the diet history
interview. This may imply that dietary intake data may be prone to more coding
discrepancies than other types of clinical trial data such as age, gender and weight during the
data coding process.
Exploration of dietary intake data coding discrepancies involves assessing discrepancies
related to coding and quantification dietary intake data from source documents to the
database to assist in the translation from intake to nutrients for analysis. SDV is widely used
to examine data quality in clinical trials [155, 156]. SDV verifies the accuracy of the original
source data information transcribed to the database [154]. The process of conducting SDV
and outcomes can be used to determine the data quality requirements related to a targeted
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dataset. This chapter will develop a method to examine dietary intake data coding process in
the conceptual framework of self-reported dietary intake data derivation process (Figure 8)

Figure 8. Chapter 3 addressed the section in the conceptual framework of self-reported
dietary intake data derivation process
3.2

Aim

This study applied SDV to develop a dietary intake data coding discrepancy coding system to
explore the coding discrepancies in dietary intake data, with the aim to identify at-risk areas
of dietary data coding within the food-based RCT.
3.3

Hypothesis

A systematic method will provide a way to evaluate dietary intake data coding process in a
food-based RCT for weight loss. The dietary intake related to dinner meal and mixed dishes
will be at-risk areas.
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3.4

Methods

The basis of this work was the raw participant diet history interview records at the baseline
data collection of the food-based RCT.
3.4.1 Phase I: Development of a dietary intake data coding discrepancy classification
system
A 1% random sample (n=4) of paper-based diet history CRFs (source data) from participants
(n=377) in the clinical trial was extracted as a pilot audit to explore dietary intake data coding
discrepancy incidences. In order to ensure consistency of the SDV process, the verification
process was undertaken by an APD independent of data collection and coding (VG). The data
points in both CRFs and the FoodWorks software food output were summarised based on
single food items determined by the food groups and values for the quantity and frequency.
All items listed on the source data underwent a 100% manual verification check with the food
output data from FoodWorks software. Identified dietary intake data coding discrepancies
were recorded and categorised, with categories of discrepancy types adapted from the
discrepancy definition of the European Organization for the Research and Treatment of
Cancer (EORTC) [186] (Table 2).
Table 2. Discrepancy type, definition and examples
Code1

Definition

Examples

Code 2 Derivation

Minor dietary intake data coding

An average of 2-3 cups of tea

discrepancy which does not impact on

per day reported in the CRF,

the estimation of the food and nutrient

which was coded as 2.5 cups

intakes

per day
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Code1

Definition

Examples

Code 3 Incorrect

Dietary intake data coding discrepancy

Skim milk reported on the

of crucial information which impacts

CRF, but the food item was

on the estimation of the food and

coded as full-cream milk

nutrient intakes
Code 4 Missing

Uncoded dietary data from the source

Salt was recorded in the CRF,

documents to the data output

but not coded at the data
output

Code 5 Sourceless

Coded dietary data in the data output

Cheese was not recorded in

without source documentation

the CRF, but it was coded at
the data output

1 Codes were adapted from the discrepancy definition of the European Organization for the
Research and Treatment of Cancer [186]
The dietary intake data coding discrepancy classification was further developed based on the
observed discrepancy incidences related to the reported food items, their quantities and
associated frequencies [186].
3.4.2 Phase II: Analysis of dietary intake data coding discrepancies
Study sample
A further 10% random sample (n=38) of baseline dietary intake source data was extracted by
an independent researcher, excluding those included in Phase 1. The sample selection method
was based on the method applied in a large scale clinical randomised controlled trial to assess
data quality by SDV [155, 187]. Moreover, literature suggests that a 10% randomly selected
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sample tends to be used to assess the quality of dietary intake coding by applying a quality
assurance system [67-71].
Source data verification
The data points in both the CRFs and the food output were summarised based on a single
food item and values of its quantity and frequency. All items listed on the source data
underwent a 100% manual verification check with the food output data from the FoodWorks
software. The coding discrepancy classification system was applied to identify dietary intake
data coding discrepancies. The verification check was completed by the same researcher who
undertook Phase 1 (VG). In the case that there were newly observed data discrepancy
instances not identified in Phase 1, they were recorded and discussed amongst the study team
until consensus was reached.
Discrepancies related to intakes of food items, the quantities, and frequencies were assessed
using the food categories and summarised based on reported meals. Breakfast, lunch, dinner
and snacks were used to group eating occasions (meals) during the SDV process. Other
smaller meals, beverages and food frequencies were grouped together as snacks. Meal-based
food consumption combinations (FCCs) were described as the sum of single food items
consumed in the same meal or at the same time. For example, breakfast cereal and milk were
often reported as being consumed at breakfast. The combination is counted as one breakfast
FCC. Meal-based FCCs and frequencies for main meals were determined based on CRFs.
Data coding discrepancies relating to intakes of food items, their quantities, or associated
frequencies were assessed and reported based on the modified AUSNUT 2007 food
categories at the major food group level (Table 3). The food codes and food group names of
the AUSNUT 2007 are presented in Appendix 3.
Table 3. Exemplar foods included in each food groupa
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Food group code and

Example food items

name
1 Non-alcoholic beverages

Tea, coffee, fruit and vegetable juice, soft drinks

2 Alcoholic beverages

All beverage contain alcohol

3 Cereals, cereal product

All type of breads, pasta, breakfast cereal, biscuits, cakes,

and cereal dishes

pastries, batter-based products (e.g. pancake)

4 Fruits

Fresh, canned, dried and frozen pome, berry, citrus, stone,
tropical, subtropical and other fruit

5 Free vegetables

Brassica, carrot and similar root, leafy and stalk vegetables.
Peas, beans, tomato, mushroom, zucchini

6 Starchy vegetables

Potato, sweet potato, pumpkin and corn

7 Legumes and pulses

Chickpeas, kidney beans, butter beans, split peas and all
other mature legumes and pulse

8 Meat

Processed and unprocessed beef, veal, sheep, pork, poultry,
game. Fresh, canned and smoked fish and seafood. Eggs

9 Seeds and nuts

Tree nuts and peanuts, coconuts and products, seeds and
mixed seeds.

10 Milk and milk products

Dairy milk, cheese, yoghurt, cream, ice cream and custard

11 Savoury sauces and

Savoury sauces, pickles, chutneys, relishes, salad dressing,

condiments

dips
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Food group code and

Example food items

name
12 Snack foods

Potato snacks, corn snacks and extruded snacks

13 Sugar products

Sugar, honey, topping, jam and sugar based spreads

14 Confectionery and

Chocolate, lollies, fruit, nut and seed bars, and muesli or

cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

cereal style bars.

15 Fats and oils

Butter, margarine, plant oils and other fats

16 Dietary supplements

Protein powder

17 Soup

Homemade, dry mix, canned soup

18 Complete dish

Dish contains food category 8+5+3/6 (Meat + Free
vegetable + Cereals/Starchy vegetables), e.g. pizza and
spaghetti bolognaise,

19 Incomplete dish

Dish contains food category 8+5/3/6 (Meat + Free
vegetable/Cereals/Starchy vegetables), e.g. chicken stir
fried, bolognaise sauces

20 Vegetarian dish

Dish contains food category 5+3/6 (Free vegetable +
Cereals/Starchy vegetables), e.g. tofu stir fried, chickpeas
stew

a.

Food group code and name of the major food groups in AUSNUT 2007 food classification

system was adapted and modified[121].
Re-coding the identified discrepancies
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Source data for identified data coding discrepancies were re-coded into the FoodWorks
software and compared with the original FoodWorks entry. Discrepancies which were unable
to be re-coded were kept in the software in their original form. Discrepancies which were
unable to be re-coded included invalid or valid sourceless discrepancies or those where the
intake, quantity, or frequency of the specific food items were not recorded on the CRFs, for
example, if baked beans were recorded on the CRF without the details of quantity or
frequency, re-coding the item could not be performed.
Statistical Analysis
The discrepancy rate was computed on the basis of the total number of source data points.
Discrepancy rates were calculated based on the number of data points in CRFs. Invalid
sourceless data for intake quantities were excluded from discrepancy analyses due to the total
quantity of food items recorded on CRFs. CRFs that could not be re-entered were also
excluded from statistical analyses. Statistical analyses were performed by using the SPSS
software package (SPSS version 21: IBM Corp. Released 2012. IBM SPSS Statistics for
Windows, Version 21.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). Normality of all data was checked using
the Shapiro-Wilks test. A paired t-test for parametric data and the Wilcoxon signed rank test
for non-parametric data was used. Statistical significance was considered at p<0.05.
3.5

Results

3.5.1 Phase I: Development of a dietary intake data coding discrepancy classification
system
There were 17 discrepancy instances observed for the dietary intake data in the pilot sample
(n=4), which included intakes of food items (n=13), quantity (n=3) and frequency (n=1). The
sorted data coding discrepancies and examples using the EORTC discrepancy codes are
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shown below in Table 4 from discrepancy types showing in Table 2. Discrepancy codes
were modified based on the findings showing in Table 5.
Table 4. Number of dietary intake data discrepancy instances and example coding
discrepancies in the pilot sample (n=4)
Code1

Number of Examples
instances

Code 2 Derivation

5

Averaged 2-3 cups salad vegetable to 2.5 cups

Code 3 Incorrect

7



375ml beer entered as 285ml



One apple entered as 1 cup apple

Code 4 Missing

3

Garlic spread 2 tablespoons on the CRF missed
in FoodWorks software

Code 5 Sourceless

2

Meat-contained dishes from nursing home
recorded with specific meat items only on the
CRF, detailed dishes entered to FoodWorks
software such as spaghetti bolognaise

1

Codes were adapted from the discrepancy definition of the European Organization for the

Research and Treatment of Cancer [186]
Table 5. Definitions and examples of discrepancy types
Discrepancy

Definition

Example

type
Food items
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Discrepancy

Definition

Example

Recorded on CRF transcribed

Orange juice recorded on CRF but

incorrectly or not related to food

transcribed as orange to the database

type
Incorrect

items to the database
Missed/missing Recorded on CRF but not

Recorded grated cheese 0.5 cup and not

transcribed to the database

transcribed to database

Valid

Not recorded on CRFs though

Olive oil not recorded on CRF, database

sourceless

database contains an entry

contains a food item

Questionable

Mismatched between CRF and

Recorded as bean stir fry in CRF, and

database or detail of ingredients

transcribed as bean to the database

for a dish are listed on CRF but
pre-defined dish selected in the
database
Quantity
Incorrect

Transcribed incorrectly

Recorded as one apple and transcribed as
two apples

Valid

Not recorded on CRF though

Quantity of nuts not recorded on CRF,

sourceless

database contains an entry

database record shows ¼ cup

Invalid

Total quantity of a number of

Total amount of vegetable in beef stir fry

sourceless

food items recorded on CRFs but

recorded as 1 cup. Quantity of specific

individual food quantities not

vegetables not recorded in CRFs and

recorded

transcribed as broccoli ¼ cup, carrot ¼
cup, snow pea ¼ cup and onion ¼ cup.
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Discrepancy

Definition

Example

Transcribed incorrectly

Recorded as once fortnight on CRF and

type
Frequency
Incorrect

transcribed as once per week
3.5.2 Phase II: Analysis of dietary intake data coding discrepancies
A total of 8940 data points from 38 CRFs were verified. The total number of data points in
the food output data was 8775, which was not significantly different from the data points on
the CRFs (P=0.463). A total of 436 discrepancies were identified, resulting in an overall
discrepancy rate of 4.88%. The discrepancy rate of individual CRFs ranged from 0-60%
(median 8%). There were 15 CRFs containing more than 10 discrepancies, and the
discrepancies of 26 CRFs were able to be re-entered (Table 6).
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Table 6. Relevant discrepancy type, number of discrepancies and discrepancy rate
Sample (n=38)

Discrepancy values re-entered (n=26)

Number of

Number of

Number of discrepancy value

% discrepancy value re-

discrepancies

re-entered

enterable

% discrepancies
discrepancies
Food items
Incorrect

18

0.6

16

10

56

Missing/missed

88

2.95

86

50

57

38

1.28

33

3

8

Questionable

31

1.04

29

5

16

Sub-total

175

5.87

164

67

38

Valid
sourceless

Quantity*
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Sample (n=38)

Discrepancy values re-entered (n=26)

Number of

Number of

Number of discrepancy value

% discrepancy value re-

discrepancies

re-entered

enterable

% discrepancies
discrepancies
Incorrect

62

2.08

60

60

97

100

3.36

72

0

0

162

5.44

132

60

37

Incorrect

99

3.32

99

99

100

Sub-total

99

3.32

99

99

100

Total

436

4.88

394

223

51

Valid
sourceless
Sub-total
Frequency

*Number of invalid sourceless of intake quantity was 232
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The absolute differences in identified discrepancies for energy and macronutrient output
between previously entered data and re-entered data are shown in Table 7. After re-entering
discrepancies, the absolute differences in daily energy in three CRFs were found to be greater
than 1MJ. Thus, discrepancies of misreported data which were greater than 1MJ of energy
intake were 8% (3/38). There was no significant difference between previously entered data
and re-entered data for daily intake energy (p=0.123), protein (p=0.567), fat (p=0.058),
carbohydrate (p=0.267) and fibre (p=0.188). Exploration of the reasons for these
discrepancies indicated that it was due to inaccurate quantities (for example, four slices of
cheese were recorded in the CRF {approximately 85g}, but this was coded as four cups
{approximately 280g}) and overestimated frequencies (for example non-alcoholic beverages
were reported as once per day in the CRF but coded as seven times per day in the software,
and beef was reported as once per week in the CRF but coded as twice a week in the
software).
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Table 7. Absolute difference between previously entered data and re-entered data
Daily intake

Breakfast intake

Lunch intake

Dinner intake

Snacks intake

(n=26)

(n=26)

(n=26)

(n=26)

(n=26)

Energy(kJ/day) Median(Range)

136 (3-3366)

0 (0-401)

34(0-3145)

113(0-660)

36(0-2954)

Protein (g/day) Median(Range)

3 (0-45 )

0 (0-3)

0 (0-47)

1 (0-14)

0 (0-41)

Fat (g/day)

Median(Range)

1 (0-56)

0 (0-7)

0 (0-63)

1 (0-10)

0 (0-32)

CHO (g/day)

Median(Range)

3 (0-69)

0 (0-10)

0 (0-4)

1 (0-10)

1 (0-63)

Fibre (g/day)

Median(Range)

0 (0-6)

0 (0-6)

0 (0-1)

0 (0-2)

0 (0-1)
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In term of the number of FCCs in each meal, the greatest number of reported meal-based
FCCs was for the dinner meal (median 6, range 1-11). The median number of breakfast and
lunch FCCs were 3 (range 1-5) and 4 (range 1-7), respectively. A total of 16% (6/38) of
accumulated total frequency instances of dinner were greater than eight (which should equate
to seven, e.g., on average one time per week). Furthermore, a total of 48% (209/436) of
discrepancies were identified for the dinner meal. Dinner had the highest discrepancy by meal
for all discrepancy types.
The percentages of the identified coding discrepancies in each food group are shown in
Figure 9. A discrepancy rate of more than 10% of total data points was found for free
vegetables (19%, 83/436), followed by meats (17%, 72/436), savoury sauces and condiments
(12%, 54/436) and cereals, cereal product and cereal dishes (11%, 47/436). To give an
overview of the data coding discrepancies related to the food groups for each relevant
discrepancy type, while minimising the complexity of data presented, the food groups
containing five or more data coding discrepancies for each discrepancy type are shown in
Table 8. Another issue found during the SDV process was related to free vegetables, where
the quantities of free vegetable items were entered by averaging the reported quantity
throughout the free vegetables food group, rather than entering the actual quantity of each
free vegetable food item. For example, the participant reported having two cups of salad for
lunch. The free vegetables in the salad included lettuce, tomato, cucumber and onion. The
actual quantity of each free vegetable was missed in the CRF. The quantities of the free
vegetables were coded as half a cup each in the FoodWorks software, resulting in a total of
two cups.
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Percent

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Food group code and name1

Figure 9. Percent of dietary intake data coding discrepancies found for each food group1, 2
1

Food group code and name of the major food groups in the AUSNUT 2007 food classification system was adapted and modified[121]

2

Percentages were calculated based on the data discrepancy frequency in each food group divided by the total discrepancy frequency
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Table 8. Dietary intake data coding discrepancy frequencies and percentages for each
food group and discrepancy type
Discrepancy type1 Food group code and name2

Frequency3

Percent4

5

27.8

11 Savoury sauces and condiments

5

27.8

Total discrepancies

18

1 Non-alcoholic beverages

5

5.7

9

10.2

5 Free vegetables

14

15.9

8 Meat

14

15.9

11 Savoury sauces and condiments

13

14.8

18 Complete dish

7

8

19 Incomplete dish

8

9.1

Total discrepancies

88

5 Free vegetables

15

39.5

11 Savoury sauces and condiments

11

28.9

Food items
Incorrect

3 Cereals, cereal product and cereal
dishes

Missing/missed

3 Cereals, cereal product and cereal
dishes

Valid sourceless
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Discrepancy type1 Food group code and name2

Questionable

Frequency3

Percent4

Total discrepancies

38

5 Free vegetables

6

19.4

18 Complete dish

5

16.1

19 Incomplete dish

7

22.6

Total discrepancies

31

Quantity
Incorrect of

3 Cereals, cereal product and cereal

quantity

dishes

Valid Sourceless

8

12.9

5 Free vegetables

9

14.5

8 Meat

5

8.1

11 Savoury sauces and condiments

5

8.1

17 Soup

6

9.7

19 Incomplete dish

8

12.9

Total discrepancies

62

3 Cereals, cereal product and cereal
8

8

5 Free vegetables

28

28

8 Meat

12

12

dishes
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Discrepancy type1 Food group code and name2

Frequency3

Percent4

10 Milk and milk products

11

11

11 Savoury sauces and condiments

17

17

15 Fats and oils

6

6

Total discrepancies

100

Frequency
Incorrect of
frequency

1 Non-alcoholic beverages

6

6.1

13

13.1

5 Free vegetables

11

11.1

8 Meat

32

32.3

10 Milk and milk products

7

7.1

18 Complete dish

8

8.1

19 Incomplete dish

6

6.1

Total discrepancies

99

3 Cereals, cereal product and cereal
dishes

1

Discrepancy types were adapted and modified from the discrepancy definition of the

European Organization for the Research and Treatment of Cancer [186]
2

Food group code and name of the major food groups in the AUSNUT 2007 food

classification system was adapted and modified[121].
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3

To minimize the complexity of data presentation, the present table shows only the food

groups containing five or more coding discrepancies.
4

Percent was calculated based on the discrepancy frequency divided by total discrepancy

frequency in each discrepancy type.
3.6

Discussion

While the use of SDV to investigate clinical trial data quality is not new, no published studies
have applied it to dietary data. To our knowledge, the present study was the first study on
applying SDV to examine dietary intake data. The study was a novel exploration of dietary
intake data quality, using an alternative method (SDV), rather than traditional methods such
as validation studies. Dietary intake data coding discrepancies appear to be a factor which
could impact on the overall dietary intake data quality, but is often forgotten or not
investigated in the literature. The method used in this study outlines a systematic method to
evaluate the dietary intake data coding process used in the research setting, although users
should carefully consider the dietary assessment methodology from which the data came
when exploring data quality considerations. The results of this study indicate that dietary
intake data coding discrepancies may differ between food groups. Free vegetables, meats,
savoury sauces and condiments, cereals, cereal products and cereal dishes may be more prone
to coding discrepancies than other food groups in the analysed dataset. The findings from this
study contribute to the decision making the process for at-risk areas which might be prone to
discrepancies impacting on overall dietary data quality. Due to the limitations of SDV (e.g.,
they are expensive and labour-intensive), a risk-based approach is suggested for data quality
monitoring and evaluation[188]. Thus, the identified at-risk areas are suggested to be the
critical data points or prioritised areas for dietary intake data quality evaluation and
improvement.
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This study has demonstrated that the overall discrepancy rate of the dietary dataset verified
between the CRFs and the food outputs of FoodWorks was 4.88%. Moreover, after reentering discrepancies also identified 8% of these cases misreported greater than 1MJ of
energy intake. Entering dietary data not only involves the numeric data entry but also requires
selecting the food items in the currently available nutrient analysis software to accurately
reflect the reported dietary intake. This process requires a high level of food knowledge and a
high degree of professional judgement compared with other forms of data collection in a
clinical trial. The discrepancy rate related to numeric data [189] and error reduction
techniques by using different data entry methods, such as using a number pad, cash register
and modified number pad [190] may be unable to be employed when entering dietary data.
However, Clark et al. demonstrated that discrepancy rates <10% are also acceptable based on
the verification of both numeric and descriptive data [191]. Therefore, our dataset checked on
the basis of the verification between the CRFs and the food outputs of FoodWorks appears to
be reliable for dietary analysis.
The findings of this study demonstrated that data entry of the dinner meal might be prone to
greater discrepancies. This may be due to its increased variety compared with other meals.
Meal-based FCCs increased, and homemade dishes were also more likely to be consumed at
dinner. This may indicate that the complexity of the dinner meal data is higher than other
meals. Thus, dinner may be considered the most at-risk component targeted as a priority to
improve data quality. However, the findings should be interpreted with caution. For example,
the specific population and culturally meal patterns suggest should be taken into account for
further interpretation.
The current findings suggest that specific free vegetables may be unable to be analysed alone,
as specific vegetable items and their quantities were assumed during the data coding process
in the analysed dataset. This issue with coding vegetable data from records to a database may
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be a result of collecting incomplete information on vegetable consumption at the time of data
collection. Accurately collecting vegetable intake is not a straightforward task. Apart from
the likelihood of social desirability impacting on vegetable reporting [192], a day-to-day
vegetable consumption variation for a given participant has previously been found [102].
Moreover, seasonal vegetable variations further contribute to the complexity of assessing
vegetable intakes. Consumption of vegetables has been found to increase from spring to
summer, with an increase in consumption potentially due to the increase in product
availability [193]. This may imply that due to variations in consumption, a participant is
unable to recall detailed information about vegetable consumption during data collection.
Consequently, a more detailed protocol for data collection and data entry for free vegetable
items and their quantities may be required to ensure data quality. Moreover, detailed rules for
handling incomplete data are also required to keep data consistency.
Further, detailed records of intakes of the meats, savoury sauces and condiments, as well as
cereals, cereal product and cereal dishes food groups on the CRF were required for accurate
dietary data coding. This may be due to the increased complexity of dietary intake data for
meat-containing mixed dishes, particularly those also containing cereal foods, such as
spaghetti Bolognese and risotto. Prynne et al. [194] demonstrated that meat intake data might
be overestimated, as a result of improper handling of meat-containing mixed dishes during
data coding. Furthermore, Fitt et al. [195] suggested that meat-containing mixed dishes might
require data to be coded and presented as separate categories to fully reflect the nature and
amount of foods involved, such as rice dishes, pasta dishes and soups. For example, there is a
relatively similar proportion of meat and pasta in lasagne; however, grouping this dish into
either meat or pasta might overestimate the quantity of meat and pasta [195]. In addition,
food items from savoury sauces and condiments as well as cereal products and cereal dishes
are also commonly consumed with meat or other dishes. This may challenge the
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categorisation of both cereals, cereal product and cereal dishes and savoury sauces and
condiments food groups during data coding. In addition, accurately transcribing portion sizes
related to meats, savoury sauces and condiments, as well as cereals, cereal product and cereal
dishes are also challenges. This may be due to the variety of the cuts of meat and poor
portion estimation related to savoury sauces and condiments. Therefore, resource
development or training is required to inform the data collection and coding personnel on
how to collect and code information for meats, savoury sauces and condiments, as well as
cereals, cereal product and cereal dishes intake. Additionally, a more detailed protocol for
collecting and entering food items and their quantities may also be required to ensure
consistency, particularly for the cuts of meat and mixed dishes that are not currently available
in FCDBs.
The method proposed here offers a systematic approach to evaluating and improving dietary
data quality in clinical trials. Greenberg et al. [67] examined the outliers of daily energy and
total fat intakes (determined as those three standard deviations from the mean) to assess
dietary data quality. This method may be problematic as it could overlook errors existing
within this range. The analysis applied to this study may provide a process model to conduct
the assessment of dietary data entry errors. In addition, this study was more likely to provide
evidence related to the practice of dietary data entry, further improving the operation
management of dietary data generation.
There are limitations to conducting SDV on dietary intake data collected by an open-ended
interviewer-administrated dietary assessment method, such as interviewer professional
judgement related to training in nutrition and dietetics. Thus, performing SDV on the data set
may also involve a degree of investigator subjectivity which can impact on the evaluation.
Moreover, dietary data examined here was entered by a small group of qualified data entry
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personnel, hence investigating a larger group with differing levels of experience may identify
further at-risk areas of dietary data quality.
In conclusion, the coding discrepancy system and method used here offer a systematic
approach to evaluate the dietary intake data coding process to provide data quality control in
the research setting. Future users should carefully consider the dietary assessment
methodology to which the data quality method is being applied to ensure it meets their needs.
The dinner meal appeared to be an at-risk area of dietary data. Performing SDV on dinner
meal data, particularly for quantity and frequency information may be a more efficient
method to evaluate and improve dietary data quality at a larger scale. Food groups of free
vegetable, meats, savoury sauces and condiments, as well as cereals, cereal product and
cereal dishes may be prone more dietary intake data coding discrepancies than other food
groups for research studies, where intake is derived by diet history interview method. It is
highly advisable that a detailed data collection and data entry protocol (such as based on food
groups) is implemented prior to dietary data collection and coding process to ensure highquality data, particularly for targeting discrepancy prone food groups. Detailed rules for
handling of incomplete data may also be required to improve dietary data quality
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CHAPTER

4

EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF THE DIETARY INTAKE DATA
CODING PROCESS IN A FOOD-BASED CLINICAL TRIAL

A substantial proportion of this chapter has been submitted for the peer-reviewed publication:
1) Guan VX, Probst YC, Neale EP, Tapsell LC. Evaluation of the dietary intake data
coding process in a clinical setting: implications for practice, PLOS ONE (Revision
submitted)
The findings of this study were also presented at the following conferences:
1) Guan V, Probst Y, Neale E, Tapsell L. Food matching using an open-ended diet
history interview data from a randomised controlled trial. 12th International Food
Data Conference, Argentina, Buenos Aires, 11-13 October 2017.
2) Guan, V., Probst, Y. & Neale, E. Barriers to collecting and entering dietary intake
data: A dietitian focused qualitative study. Dietitians Association of Australia 34th
National Conference, Australia, Hobart, 18-20 May 2017.
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4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter (Chapter 3), at-risk areas of dietary intake data were identified based
on the verification between the CRFs and food output of FoodWorks. In order to provide
important practice-relevant information for improving dietary intake data quality, mixed
methods including qualitative (e.g. interviews) and quantitative (e.g. source data verification)
assessment methods are required to examine data quality[94]. This allows for the exploration
of core drivers of quality, subsequently providing recommendations on trial design and
optimisation.
The dietary intake data coding process is a dynamic process depending on the type of dietary
intake data collection. For example, the level of detail of the dietary intake data plays a role
in food item selection and finding substitute food items in the software or FCDBs. One way
of investigating the quality of dietary intake data derived in RCTs would be to examine the
dietary intake data quality of a recently completed trial. Furthermore, using in-depth
interviews to explore the opinions of coders who were involved in the clinical trial will
provide specific insight into the issues, and inform future improvements.
This chapter will examine the dietary intake data coding process in the conceptual framework
of self-reported dietary intake data derivation process (Figure 10)
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Figure 10. Chapter 4 addressed the section in the conceptual framework of self-reported
dietary intake data derivation process
4.2

Aim

This study used the transcripts of audio-recorded diet history interview to evaluate the quality
of the dietary intake data coding process at the 12-month time point in a food-based RCT.
The aim of the study was to investigate barriers to coding of dietary intake data during the
food-based RCT.
4.3

Hypothesis

The discrepancy rate of dietary intake data will be higher in the verification between the
transcripts of audio-recorded diet history interview and the food outputs of FoodWorks than
in the verification between the transcripts of audio-recorded diet history interview and the
paper-based records or the paper-based records in a food-based RCT. Dietitians who were
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involved in a food-based RCT for weight loss will provide the interpretation in relation to the
discrepancies of dietary intake data occurred during a food-based RCT for weight loss.
4.4

Methods

A mixed methods approach was applied to this study. Firstly, to investigate the quality of the
dietary intake data coding process of a recently completed food-based RCT, SDV between
audio-recorded dietary intake data, CRFs and the dietary intake data output of nutrient
analysis software were performed. Secondly, a qualitative case study consisting of in-depth
interviews with APDs who collected and coded the dietary intake data in the food-based RCT
was conducted, aiming to explore the barriers surrounding dietary intake data coding in the
trial. The basis of this work was the diet history interview records collected at the 12-month
time point of the food-based RCT, between July 2016 and April 2017. The present analysis
was based on the raw dietary intake data of the food-based RCT at the 12-month time point
as a sample of cases [108, 109].
4.4.1 Study sample
There were two types of participants in the present study, the participants of the food-based
RCT (referred as trial participants) and the present study participants, the dietitians, who
collected and coded dietary intake data in the food-based RCT (referred as dietitians). Details
of participant recruitment were outlined in Chapter 2 (see Chapter 2.3). In total, 34 trial
participants provided consent to participate in the present study. A total of 20 records were
analysed. The reasons for exclusion were due to a change in the scheduled location and time
(n=7), participant withdrawal from the food-based RCT (n=3), technical issues in the audiorecorders which automatically stopped during the recording (n=2) and being unable to place
the audio-recorder due to another study running in the same consultation room (n=2). The
numbers of diet history interviews performed by the dietitians ranged from two to nine.
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The voices of the recordings were digitally altered to de-identify the dietitians using the
software Audacity ver. 2.1.1 (available at http://audacity.sourceforge.net). The altered voices
were checked by YP and EN to make sure that the voices were unable to be identified. The
diet history interviews were transcribed verbatim by VG. The transcripts were reviewed
against the original recordings by researchers independent of this study and the food-based
RCT.
4.4.2 Source data verification procedures
The SDV process was performed by an APD (VG) independent of data collection and coding
of the food-based RCT. The matched paper-based diet history CRFs and FoodWorks
software output of food items and their quantities and frequencies, along with the transcripts
of the audio-recorded diet history interviews were extracted (n=20). The data points of each
document, including the transcripts of audio-recorded diet history interviews, paper-based
CRFs and food outputs of FoodWorks, were the sum of the single food items and their
quantities and frequency of intakes. For the transcripts of audio-recorded diet history
interviews, the food item that the participants responded and reported in the transcripts as
consumed were counted. All the data points (100%) listed on the source data were verified
manually against the paper-based CRFs or/and the FoodWork software output. Literature
suggests that 10% of trial participants in a sample are required for the SDV analysis to
examine data quality [67-71, 196].
There were three phases of verifications, indicating three paired document verifications. In
phase 1, the transcripts of the audio-recorded diet history interviews were compared with
paper-based CRFs. In phase 2, the transcripts of the audio-recorded diet history interviews
were compared with the food output of the FoodWorks software. Paper-based CRFs was
verified with the food output of the FoodWorks software in phase 3. The transcripts of the
audio-recorded diet history interviews were considered the source data for the present study
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for comparison with paper-based CRFs and the food output of the FoodWorks software.
Paper-based CRFs were the source data for the comparison between paper-based CRFs and
the FoodWork output. The dietary intake data coding discrepancy coding system was adapted
from previous studies conducted with the same dataset (see Chapter 3) [197, 198] (Table 9).
The AUSNUT 2007 major food groups were used to assess discrepancies about food
groups[121]. The food codes and food group names of the AUSNUT 2007 are presented in
Appendix 3. Although in the previous study, the food groups were modified, the transcripts
of the audio-recorded diet history interviews were available. To better understanding the
discrepancies of the data set, the original food groups were applied here.
Table 9. Definitions and examples of discrepancy types [197, 198]
Discrepancy

Definition

Example

Recorded on source document

Recorded as two cups of bean stir fry and

coded incorrectly or not related

coded as one cup

type
Incorrect

to items to the data destination
Missed/missing Recorded on source document
but not coded to the data

Recorded two cups of bean stir fry but not
coded to database

destination
Sourceless

Not recorded on source data

The quantity of bean stir fry not recorded

documents, but the data

on CRF, database record shows one cup

destination contains an entry
Questionable

Mismatch between source data

Recorded as bean stir fry in CRF, and

documents and the data

transcribed as bean (mixed and canned) in

destination or detail of

the database
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Discrepancy

Definition

Example

type
ingredients for a dish are listed
on source data documents but
pre-defined dish selected in the
data destination

4.4.3 Re-coding the identified discrepancies
Discrepancies identified from the transcripts were then re-coded in FoodWorks and output
was compared with the original FoodWorks entry, and intakes of energy, protein, total fat,
carbohydrate and fibre were explored. Those discrepancies unable to be re-coded were
retained in the software in their original form.
4.4.4 Statistical analysis
The discrepancy rate was calculated by the total number of food items in source
documents[69]. The discrepancy rate was calculated as:
Total number of discrepancies
× 100
Total number of food items in the source document
Discrepancy rates were calculated based on the number of food items from the source
documents. The transcripts which could not be re-coded in FoodWorks were excluded from
statistical analyses. Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software package
(Version 21, 2012, Chicago, IL). Normality of all data was checked using the Shapiro-Wilks
test. Mean and standard deviation was presented for normally distributed data, and the
median and interquartile range was reported for non-normally distributed data. One-way
repeated ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was applied to assess the differences in the
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number of data points between the transcripts and CRFs, the transcripts and the food output
of FoodWorks, and the CRFs and the food output of FoodWorks. The differences between
daily intakes of energy, protein, total fat, carbohydrate and fibre in the original and re-coded
data were explored using a paired t-test for parametric data, and the Wilcoxon signed rank
test for non-parametric data. Statistical significance was considered at p<0.05.
4.4.5 In-depth interviews
4.4.5.1 Sample
All dietitians (n=5) who were involved in the whole trial were invited to participate in the
present analysis. All invited dietitians, referred to as Dietitian 1 to Dietitian 5, provided
written consent and completed a demographic survey to obtain gender, age, education and
working experience. As all dietitians who were involved with the duration of the study were
interviewed, data saturation was attained. In-depth face-to-face interviews lasting 45-60
minutes were conducted at the completion of the food-based RCT (August 2016 to
September 2016) by a single APD (VG) independent of data collection and coding process,
following a semi-structured interview guide (Appendix 4). The questions were designed
based on the findings of a previous analysis of the dietary intake data coding process of the
food-based RCT [197] and were expanded to allow exploration of barriers to the dietary
intake data generation process. The interview guide was assessed for face validity by senior
researchers (YP, EN) prior to use.
4.4.5.2 Interview analysis
Transcripts were reviewed against recordings by a researcher independent of this study (GW)
and verified by the investigator (VG) to ensure accuracy. The “framework” approach
proposed by Ritchie and Spencer [168] was used to guide data analysis [199]. Coding
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occurred by reading all transcripts in full [200]. The categorisation of the themes was agreed
through the iterative process. Initial coding and thematic analysis to identify the dominant
themes were conducted by the investigator (VG) and reviewed by senior researchers (YP,
EN). Discrepancies were resolved through discussion until consensus was reached. Exemplar
quotes for each theme were identified by the investigator (VG) and reviewed by senior
researchers (YP, EN). All themes were managed and reviewed by using the qualitative
analysis software QRS NVIVO, version 10.0 (QRS International Pty Ltd, Doncaster, VIC,
Australia).
4.5

Results

4.5.1 Source data verification
The average length of dietary intake data collection audio-recordings was 27.47±7.21
minutes. A total of 14755 data points were verified from the transcripts, the CRFs and the
food outputs of FoodWorks in the sample. There was a significant difference in the total of
data points among three documents (P<0.0005). A summary of the number of data points and
discrepancies between the transcripts, the CRFs and the food outputs of FoodWorks are
shown in Table 10. The number of data points of food items between three documents were
not significantly different (P=0.431, with Bonferroni correction), whereas the number of data
points of intake of quantities and frequencies was significantly different among the three
documents (p<0.0005 for intake of quantities with Bonferroni correction, p<0.0005 for intake
of frequencies with Bonferroni correction).
The total number of identified discrepancies was 2024 (14.48% for food items, 47.08% for
intake of quantities, and 38.44% for intake of frequencies). Nearly half of the discrepancies
(49.31%) were identified from the verification between transcripts and food outputs of
FoodWorks. The discrepancy rates of the verification between the transcripts and the CRFs
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and the verification between the CRFs and food output of FoodWorks were 28.31% and
22.38%, respectively. When verifying the transcripts with the CRFs, the discrepancies
occurred in reporting the intake of frequencies. Both intake quantities and frequencies were
responsible for more than 20% of discrepancies when comparing the transcripts and the
FoodWorks food output.
For food items, the most common discrepancy type was “missed/missing” in the three paired
verification sets, whereas “sourceless” was the most common for intake quantities between
the transcripts compared with the CRFs and the FoodWorks food output, respectively. The
“incorrect” discrepancy type was the most common when CRFs and the food outputs of
FoodWorks were compared.
Table 10. Number of data points, discrepancy type, number of discrepancies and
discrepancy rate from transcripts, clinical and food intake data
Item

Quantity

Frequency

Total

88.15±31.77 67.05±24.37

75.15±29.21

230.35±80.46

86.8±31.21

72.45±26.10

86.55±31.55

245.80±85.48

87.2±30.78

87.2±30.78

87.20±30.78

261.60±92.33

Data points
Number of data points
per transcript
Number of data points
per CRF1
Number of data points
per food output of
FoodWorks
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P value2

Item

Quantity

Frequency

Total

P=0.431

P<0.0005

P<0.0005

P<0.0005

Discrepancy: Transcripts versus CRFs1
Data points mean
difference3

1.35±0.72

-5.40±1.65

-11.40±2.79

-15.45±3.00

Incorrect

9 (10.59%)

24 (16.55%)

95 (27.70%)

128 (22.34%)

Missed/missing

47 (55.29%) 5 (3.45%)

5 (1.46%)

57 (9.95%)

Sourceless

20 (23.53%) 113 (77.93%)

233 (67.93%)

366 (63.87%)

Questionable

9 (10.59%)

3 (2.07%)

10 (2.92%)

22 (3.84%)

85 (4.82%)

145 (8.22%)

343 (19.46%)

573 (32.50%)

-12.05±2.71

-31.25±6.14

Total number of
discrepancies

Discrepancy: Transcripts versus FoodWorks
Mean difference in
number of data
points3

0.95±1.43

Incorrect

23 (15.75%) 45 (9.51%)

106 (27.97%)

174 (17.43%)

Missed/missing

62 (42.47%) 12 (2.54%)

11 (2.90%)

85 (8.52%)

Sourceless

43 (29.45%) 415 (87.74%)

252 (66.49%)

710 (71.14%)

Questionable

18 (12.33%) 1 (0.21%)

10 (2.64%)

29 (2.91%)

-20.15±4.26
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Item

Quantity

Frequency

Total

379 (21.83%)

998 (57.49%)

-0.65±0.83

-15.80±4.92

Total number of
discrepancies

146 (8.41%) 473 (27.25%)

Discrepancy: CRFs1 versus FoodWorks
Mean difference in
number of data
points3

-0.40±1.12

Incorrect

14 (22.58%) 24 (7.16%)

31 (55.36%)

69 (15.23%)

Missed/missing

15 (24.19%) 8 (2.39%)

6 (10.71%)

29 (6.40%)

Sourceless

23 (37.10%) 303 (90.45%)

19 (33.93%)

345 (79.16%)

Questionable

10 (16.13%) 0 (0%)

0 (0%)

10 (2.21%)

62 (3.56%)

56 (3.21%)

453 (25.97%)

-14.75±4.10

Total number of
discrepancies

335 (19.21%)

1

CRF: clinical record forms

2

P values relate to the difference in the number of data points between the transcripts, CRFs

and food output data for the food items, quantities and frequencies.
3

Mean ± Standard error

The “vegetable products and dishes” food group presented the highest discrepancy rates in
the three paired verification sets (32.46% for the transcripts vs the CRFs, 40.58% for the
transcripts vs the food output of FoodWorks and 49.45% for the CRFs vs the food output of
FoodWorks) (Figure 11). In the verifications between the transcripts and the CRFs and the
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transcripts and the food output of FoodWorks, the discrepancy type of “sourceless” of intake
of quantities and frequencies was the major contributor of the discrepancy rates. The food
groups with the “incorrect” discrepancy type are shown in Figure 11.
There were 17 cases which required re-coding from the transcripts into FoodWorks. All of
the cases of “incorrect” were re-coded. Additionally, a total of ten missed/missing food items
were re-coded, as their quantity and frequency of intake were also available. A total of 20.44%
of discrepancies between the transcripts and food outputs of FoodWorks were re-coded from
the transcripts to the FoodWorks. The median difference in energy intake between the
original and re-coded data was 103.70 (interquartile range: -63.7 – 286.25) kJ/day. More than
a 1MJ difference between daily energy intake in the original and re-coded data was identified
for three transcripts. However, there was no significant difference between the original and
re-coded data in intakes of daily energy (p=0.136), protein (p=0.198), total fat (p=0.072),
carbohydrate (p=0.252) and fibre (p=0.059).
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Transcripts vs. FoodWorks

CRFs vs. FoodWorks

Food group code and name1

Figure 11. Percent of “incorrect” discrepancies identified in each food groups1,2
1

The major food group code and name in the AUSNUT 2007[121]. The food group code, name and examples are presented in Appendix 3.

2

Percentages were calculated as the number of “incorrect” discrepancies in each food group divided by the total number of “incorrect”

discrepancies
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4.5.2 In-depth interview
All the interviewed dietitians were female. A total of three dietitians had worked as dietitians
for three to five years, and two had worked nine to ten years. There was one dietitian who had
previously worked in the community setting. The other four dietitians had worked in research
setting including three who had worked in private practice/consultancy. Analysis of interview
data identified 17 dominant themes (Figure 12). The theme is italicised in the text. From the
schematic analysis, the main driver of the quality of dietary intake data coding process was
the level of detail of dietary intake data. Dietitians agreed that dietary intake data in clinical
trials required collecting adequate details for coding it into the nutrition software FoodWork.
Matching of food items in the nutrition software relied on the level of detail of the food item
description.
‘Sometimes you might have heaps of options for the same food [in FoodWorks], if you
haven’t asked for the milk, if you haven’t asked what sort of milk, lite milk, skim milk,
whatever, then you don’t know which milk to enter. So you have to make sure you have
collected enough details to enter it into the FoodWorks.’ (D5)
‘……There are so many brand names of foods, which might not all be in the
FoodWorks …… they say they have chocolate every day or for certain time, and then
you ask them which type of chocolate, and give the brand name, so you write it there,
and then you come to check the brand of that chocolate, and Google it to see how it
would look like, then of course then goes to ingredient list and, you know description,
and then you look for the similar one, something else in the FoodWorks…’ (D2)
The level of detail of dietary intake data was reported to be dependent on the dominant
themes including dietitians’ information requirement determination, participants’ intake
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recall, participants’ belief of their intake and participants’ experience of data collection
process.
Firstly, dietitians’ decisions around the level of detail required for data collection were
determined by the level of detail required by the nutrition analysis software, as well as their
professional judgment.
‘…… cause you want to get an idea of the overall intake, so you want them to at least
give you, to have that full seven days, or that full month worth of foods, because
when you put it into FoodWorks, it needs to add up……’ (D5)
‘I think the other thing is, knowing we need to enter this data into FoodWorks, you try
to tailor your questioning around the things, you know that FoodWorks is going to ask
for as well’ (D3)
Coding the dietary intake data collected by other dietitians also revealed that the standards
used for data collection and dietitian’ data collection skills varied. Assumptions regarding
intake were made by dietitians for information with an inadequate level of detail.
‘People take diet history differently … I like to sort it into meals, and they [Other
dietitians] would have just written things everywhere ……. It made it a little bit
harder to organise it and enter it … you have no idea, what they could have been
thinking … you just have to guess find the appropriate food, find the appropriate
serving size ...’ (D5)
‘I usually base it [missed intake], so if I’m looking in a diet history, I either look at
previous diet history from that same person, or I look at, so if something like meat for
dinner, I look at all the other meats for dinner, and if that’s very similar amounts, I
usually make the assumption to put that in, then I put a note in the FoodWorks that I
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made an assumption. Otherwise, I look at the diet history either side to look at
whether they have the same recipe, and then if they have the same amount.’ (D4)
Dietitians reported that trial participants’ recall of intake was poor. Some trial participants did
not pay attention to what they consumed, particularly those who did not cook their own meals.
Given the current dietary assessment method aimed to recall usual dietary intake over the past
three-months, dietitians reported that trial participants easily recalled the meals of breakfast
and lunch, but were unable to remember the dinner meal, which was likely due to the intake
variations and mixed visible and invisible ingredients in a dish.
‘……If they [trial participants were] not involved in their meal preparation or
shopping, they less aware of what they eat. So they are unable to give me an idea of
um ye you know kind of food and drinks particularly with portion sizes as well’ (D1)
‘Breakfast usually no problem. Most of the people know what they eat for breakfast,
and most likely is the same things or two different things. Lunch is not much
problems, dinner, they will start asking, uh, let me think, what do I usually have, so
you find it’s hard’ (D2)
Despite their purpose to aid data collection, memory aids to assess portion size appeared to
be a barrier to accurately reporting quantities, particularly for loose foods (e.g. ready to eat
breakfast cereal, rice, pasta); though food models were reported as the most useful tools.
‘……I often have a wide variety of cups and spoons out in front of them [participants],
but they’ll often always goes to the smallest one, no matter what it is. So, and often
using food models, sometimes that’s a barrier in terms of you can put the food models
in front of them and say how much compared to that, but they just say the food
model.’ (D4)
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As the aim of the trial was weight loss, weight loss achievement also played a role in trial
participants’ willingness to report their intakes and the level of detail of intake.
‘And especially those who are getting positive results…… if the goal was to lose, you
know, a certain amount of weight, or to lose weight ……When they come the
following if they lost a little bit weight,……They are motivated and feel oh this is
going well, so when you start to talking foods, asking what they eat, they are ready to,
you know, give you the information, but if one failed and maybe gained, you know,
they feel , oh, maybe I failed, uh, when I start to ask about what they eat, they might
not want to give me all the information……’ (D2)
Although there appeared to be a gap between the dietitian and trial participant in terms of the
viewpoints related to the types of information required for dietary intake reporting, all
dietitians reported that trial participants’ intake reporting improved during the trial, due to
trial participants becoming more familiar with the process of dietary intake data collection.
‘Dinner something like stir fry, we are interested in what goes into the stir-fry, and it’s
very hard to often translate that across with some people [participants]’ (D4).
‘I think they get better at it as they went along, so if they were at 12 months or 9
months they are very good at giving the diet history, because they knew the types of
the questions that would be asked, but I remember the first lots of people, that were
just doing the initial one really found the process quite hard, and couldn’t
remember…… what they usually eat,’ (D3)
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Figure 12. Identified themes affecting the quality of dietary intake data coding process
under the main barrier Level of detail
4.6

Discussion

The accuracy of dietary assessment tools has previously focused on the relative validity of
dietary data. A novel addition to this exercise was applied in the present study to examine the
dietary intake data coding process. The present study implemented a mixed method design
using SDVs and in-depth interviews. The analysis identified that when using diet history
interviews, the highest level of discrepancy in the dietary intake data coding process by the
trial dietitians occurred during the verification process between the transcripts and dietary
data analysis software. Although it is important to interpret these findings with caution; due
to the high level of detail of dietary intake data required for subsequent data coding, both the
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trial dietitians and trial participants played a role in providing incomplete dietary intake
information during diet history interviews, consequently influencing the coding process. The
issue is suggested to be due to recall bias, as well as the dietitians’ awareness that collected
dietary data needed to be obtained in a way that was suitable for entry into dietary data
analysis software. This knowledge appeared to influence the process of interviewing
participants and recording their intakes, suggesting that subconscious interpretation during
dietary intake data collection was common.
The findings of the present exploratory study reveal that the discrepancies are more likely to
occur during coding of intake quantities and frequencies, which is consistent with a previous
study [65]. This may be influenced by the high level of detail required for dietary intake data
derived from diet history interviews, as the open-ended method collects a wide range of foodbased intake data with different levels of detail. It was suggested being the major strength of
the diet history interview method, providing detailed usual dietary intake data to increase the
precision in capturing dietary intake [5, 114]. However, when coding such usual dietary
intake data into the nutrition analysis software (Foodworks), the food items and their exact
quantities and frequencies are required. The trial dietitians suggested that during intake recall,
the trial participants appeared to experience cognitive difficulties in retrieving and recalling
intake information, estimating and judging what they have eaten, influencing their ability to
report their detailed intake. Thus, the trial participants were unable to provide adequate
information on how much and how often they consumed the food for subsequent data coding
in Foodworks. These results highlight the challenges when collecting and coding detailed
dietary intake data, and provide insights into potential reasons for the discrepancies observed
in the present study.
Difficulties with recalling quantities and frequencies of food intake have been well
established in the literature [14, 15, 23]. Portion size estimation is a major concern for
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determining quantities of food intake. Portion size estimation is determined by perception,
conceptualization and memory [50, 51]. When using portion size estimation aids, perception
is the ability to estimate the portion sizes by viewing aids. Conceptualization refers to the
ability to form the portion sizes mentally without presenting the actual portion size in front of
them. Memory refers to the ability to recall the portion size, which is closely related to
conceptualization [51, 201]. Thus, it may indicate that measurement error in the portion size
estimation will always present in retrospective methods [52].
Knowing which food groups may be more challenging for dietary data collection may help to
improve data quality. We found that the food group “vegetable products and dishes” was
prone to the discrepancy in reporting quantities and frequencies of intake. This appears to be
the result of day-to-day variation in consumption, contributed by the large number of and the
seasonal variation in vegetables [193, 202]. The intake of vegetables may be further
complicated by use in mixed dishes. During the diet history interview, dietary intake is
recalled generally from the first meal of the day through to the end of the day [114]. Mixed
dishes are consumed during main meal occasions [175]. Unlike individual foods, mixed
dishes are a mixture of individual foods known as ingredients, such as meat, vegetables
and/or cereals. The proportions and quantities of the individual foods in mixed dishes vary by
participant, which are more likely to be determined by individual consumer preference and
food availability in the household, rather than physically measuring the actual quantities [11].
Thus, trial participants may have been unable to report on exact quantities of consumed foods.
The literature suggests that supportive tools may be required to be developed and
incorporated into the nutrition analysis software to standardise the practice and facilitate a
more consistent dietary intake coding process, such as algorithms used to systematically
calculate the unknown quantities [12]. In addition, the trial dietitians also suggested that
when reporting foods, the trial participants appeared to have little idea on dietary information
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required to be reported. It may indicate that strategies to improve data quality, such as
educating participants on reporting consumption, particularly of mixed dishes may be
required to facilitate the subsequent coding process by the trial dietitians.
Estimating dietary intake is a goal of dietary intake assessment. As some nutrients are stored
in the body, recommendations for food and nutrient intakes need to be met over time, rather
than on a daily basis [5]. Thus, an approximation of the usual dietary intake offers more
information for dietary intake than intake on a given day or over a short period of time.
Moreover, intakes of foods and beverages from an individual tend to change from day to day.
The fluctuations around an individual’s usual mean intake reflect true eating habits under
free-living conditions [6]. Therefore, the usual intake is of interest in most nutrition research
studies. Usual dietary intake is also referred to as habitual dietary intake or average long-run
intake [5]. The methods used to generate usual intake include the diet history interview or
using multiple dietary intake measurements with statistical modelling applied, though the
nature of methods is different. In diet history interviews, dietary intakes of multiple days are
collected during an interview guided by a trained professional. Usual intake is calculated
based on the reported intake frequency. With regard to statistical methods such as Multiple
Source Method (MSM), multiple days of recall or records (typically, at least 2 days) are used
to estimate the distribution of intake via statistical modelling [7]. The major strength of usual
dietary intake data derived from diet history interview is the richness of data about meal
patterns and the details of food intakes obtained in one interview [5].
Challenges in collecting dietary data and coding it into nutrition analysis software will always
occur, whether these arise from recall bias of the trial participants, or a lack of appropriate
foods in the food composition database used. The advantage of the diet history interview as a
dietary assessment method is that is interviewer administered, which in the case of this study
was experienced research dietitians. Thus, the trial dietitians can clarify and interpret reported
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dietary intake information during data collection for subsequent data coding. As a result,
professional judgement was often used to support the process of dietary data collection and
coding. This was observed through the dietitians’ knowledge of the requirements of
subsequent data coding to determine the information collected during diet history interviews.
The findings in the interviews also revealed that strategies were applied to find the closest
substitute when items were not found in nutrition analysis software, such as utilizing food
labels and using professional judgment based on the trial participants’ habitual intake.
Professional judgement is, therefore, an important component of dietary data collection and
coding, although, in the case of items not found in software, detailed protocols on the practice
of systematically handling these items may be useful.
Given the recognition of measurement error related to self-report dietary intake data,
complete accuracy was not expected; however, there were several limitations of the analyses.
There are three components comprising dietary intake data - the food item, its quantity and
frequency of consumption, but information on intakes of quantity and frequency is revealed
via food item reporting and food quantification [12]. The food item reporting tends to be
influenced by recall bias and social desirable reporting behaviour [23, 192], which was not
addressed in the present analyses. The results of this exploratory study may be subject to bias
as the trial participants and trial dietitians involved had already built rapport, compared with
those who chose not to participate. The education provided by the intervention arms in
clinical trials may also influence dietary intake reporting [74, 75]. Investigator subjectivity
may also be involved. Furthermore, the sample was also small, so the findings are not
generalizable but rather provide insights into the nature of the problem. Although different
nutrition analysis software may yield different results, the present study was only meant to
explore current dietary intake data coding practice in the context of a food-based RCT.
Further study is required to provide robust evidence on dietary intake data coding practices.
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Notwithstanding this, given the acknowledgement of the limitations of food-based RCTs,
advances in the dietary intake data quality in clinical research setting may also provide
insights on dietary intake data derivation process of community-based intervention research
and for cohort studies.
In conclusion, accurate dietary intake data is required in clinical settings to provide robust
recommendations. In addition to the dietary assessment validation studies, the present
analyses applied a novel method to examine the dietary intake data coding process at a much
deeper level. Applying mixed methods including quantitative (SDV) and qualitative (in-depth
interviews) assessment methods allowed an exploration of core drivers of quality,
subsequently providing recommendations on practice improvement. The findings suggested
that although detailed dietary intake data offers better information on food-based intakes,
obtaining accurate intakes of quantities and frequencies of foods consumed are challenging
due to the inherent limitations of self-reported dietary intake data and the high level of detail
required for dietary intake data coding. The level of detail required is a consideration for the
accuracy of dietary assessment. In addition to professional judgement, educating participants
on reporting consumption and incorporating supportive tools to deal with unknown intakes of
quantities may facilitate a more consistent dietary intake data coding process and improve
data quality.
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CHAPTER

5

IDENTIFYING USUAL FOOD CHOICES AT MEALS IN THE FOOD-BASED
RCT
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consumption combinations from overweight and obese participants of weight loss
clinical trials. In: Verspoor K, Schaper L, Barbuto K, editors. 2016 Scientific Stream
at the Health Data Analytics Conference, HDA 2016; 2016: CEUR-WS.
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5.1

Introduction

As indicated in the previous chapters (Chapter 3 and 4), the dinner meal appeared to be an atrisk area of dietary data, and the quality of dietary intake data coding appeared to be
determined by the collection of complete dietary intake data. During dietary intake data
collection, the trial participants reported foods and beverages consumed, and then the
quantities and frequencies at which they were consumed. It tends to indicate that the
collection of data on the intake of quantities and frequencies followed the collection of data
about the food item itself. In other words, the food item is the major component in dietary
intake data collection. It may indicate that the intake of quantities and frequencies are unable
to provide meaningful intake information irrespective of food items. Therefore, examining
food choices at meal occasions could help to design the prompts linked to a food item to
assist with the cognitive process of recalling consumed foods. Thus, this chapter will
investigate the self-reported food items as the form of food choices at meal occasions (e.g.,
breakfast, lunch and dinner) in the conceptual framework of self-reported dietary intake data
derivation process (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Chapter 5 addressed the section in the conceptual framework of self-reported
dietary intake data derivation process
5.2

Aim

The aim of this study was to explore food choices at meal occasions, reported by a sample of
overweight and obese volunteers in a food-based trial.
5.3

Hypothesis

Food choices at meal occasions will provide important practice-relevant information (e.g.,
examples of dietary intake data) for dietary intake data collection and coding process in a
food-based RCT for weight loss.
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5.4

Methods

5.4.1 Pilot study
The basis of the pilot study work was diet history data from the food-based RCT at baseline.
Hertzog has suggested that a 10-15% sample for a testing group is sufficient to test the
feasibility of a study[203]. Thus, a 10% random sample (n=38) of baseline paper-based diet
history records of participants from pooled analyses of three registered weight-loss clinical
trials (n=377) were extracted as a pilot to explore the method for analysis.
The definition of FCCs was described in the method of Chapter 3. Firstly, FCC events of the
extracted diet history records were identified and grouped by meal (breakfast, lunch, dinner,
mid-meals and beverages). Secondly, FCCs were classified according to the nested
hierarchical food groups of the 2011–13 Australian Health Survey food classification system,
described in Chapter 2 (see Chapter 2.1.4). Moreover, the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Food Combination Codes Scheme, hereafter referred to the USDA
codes was used to guide the categorisation of the identified FCCs [204] (Table 11).
Table 11. The United States Department of Agriculture Food Combination Codes
Scheme [204] and examples
Code

Description

Example

00

Non-combination

Chocolate consumed alone

01

Beverage with

Tea with milk and sugar

additions
02

Cereal with

Ready-to-eat cereal (Weet-bix) with
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Code

03

Description

Example

additions

milk and banana

Bread/baked

Bread with margarine and jam

products with
additions
04

Salad

Lettuce, tomato, cucumber and
avocado with dressing

05

Sandwiches

Bread, butter, ham, cheese, tomato,
lettuce and mayonnaise

06

Soup

Pumpkin soup or ready-to-eat soup
made by powder (liquid food)

07

Frozen meals

Lean Cuisine

08

Ice cream/frozen

Ice cream with chocolate sauce

yoghurt with
additions
Dried beans and

Lentil curry (dried beans as the

vegetable with

main ingredient for the

additions

combination)

10

Fruit with additions

Strawberry with yoghurt

11

Tortilla products

Taco

09
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Code

Description

Example

12

Meat, poultry, fish

Chicken and vegetable casserole

13

Lunchables

Vita-weat biscuits with canned tuna

90

Other mixtures

Omelette (eggs, cheese, ham and
tomato)

At the major food group level, FCCs were successfully identified in all extracted pilot diet
history records, such as meat with vegetables and starchy foods (for example rice, pasta and
potato products). Although FCCs of breakfast, lunch, mid-meals and beverages were
successfully identified at the sub-major and the minor food group levels, FCCs were unable
to be identified at the sub-major and minor level at the dinner meal in 8 (21%) diet history
records. This occurred when variations in meat (beef, lamb, pork, and chicken) were recorded
together. Thus, the specific meat item was unable to be matched with subsequent vegetable
and starchy foods to articulate FCCs that were consumed together with the specific meat type.
Applying the USDA codes identified that 84% (n=32) of cases reported cereal with additions
(such as milk, sugar and/or fruit) and 76% (n=29) reported bread/baked products with
additions (such as spreads and eggs) at breakfast. A total of 87% (n=33) of cases reported
sandwiches at lunch. The number of variations in FFCs for dinner was high (ranging from 1
to 9 combinations). However, the available USDA codes were unable to cover all FCCs from
the extracted dataset, particularly for dinner. For example, mixed dishes such as pasta dishes
and shepherd’s pie were often reported for dinner, but no USDA codes could be used to
accurately reflect these FCCs.
The challenge identified for assessment of FCCs was in assessing the combination of foods
and beverages. Beverages were found to be reported with food (n=5), alone (n=18), both with
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food and alone (n=11), and in the food frequency checklist at the end of the diet history
interview proforma (n=1). Additionally, beverages from two data records were reported with
food, alone and in the food checklist, and one for alone and the food checklist. There was no
reporting trend for the characteristics of reporting non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages.
Therefore, the reported combination of food and beverages may be unable to be assessed
using the available diet history data.
5.4.2 Main study
5.4.2.1 Participants
For the present analyses, baseline dietary data from the food-based RCT prior to eligibility
assessment and randomisation were analysed. The World Health Organization BMI
classifications were applied to determine overweight (BMI of 25.00 – 29.99 kg/m2) and obese
(BMI of ≥30.00 kg/m2) participants [205]. Dietary intake data were analysed from
overweight and obese participants at the screening phase.
5.4.2.2 Food intake data and food intake data preparation
Self-reported food intake data in the food-based RCT was described in Chapter 2 (see
Chapter 2.1). The AUSNUT 2007 FCDBs was the most recent Australian FCDBs available
when the food-based RCT commenced. The more recent release of the nested hierarchical
food groups of the AUSNUT 2011–13 food classification system was used for the analyses
of this study[130]. For this to occur, a matching file was used to translate food items from the
AUSNUT 2007 to the AUSNUT 2011-13 food classification system[206].
The analyses of the main study did not address data on beverage consumption due to
identified inconsistencies in the reporting within this dataset found in the pilot study[207].
Thus, “non-alcoholic beverage” (e.g. tea, coffee, juice, cordial, soft drink or water) and
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“alcoholic beverage’ (e.g. beers, wines or sprits) were excluded from the analyses.
Participant-defined meals other than ‘breakfast’, ‘lunch’ and ‘dinner’, such as morning tea,
afternoon tea, desserts, extras and snacks, were all grouped into an ‘other’ meal. Thus, food
intake was grouped into four meal occasions (events) breakfast, lunch, dinner and other
meals.
All the food items listed in the FoodWorks software output were identified using a food
group code and food group name for each of the three food grouping levels described in
Chapter 2 (see Chapter 2.1.4). To prevent duplication, repeated food items at each food
group level within meals were removed from the dataset to ensure that each food group was
only included once for each meal occasion at each food level. For example, four items
reported at breakfast: “bread, from white flour, toasted”, “bread, mixed grain”, “Kellogg’s
crunchy nut clusters” and “Kellogg’s Nutri-grain” belonged to the same major food group,
“cereals and cereal products”. Thus, only one listing of “cereals and cereal products” was
retained. Further, at the sub-major food group level, two of the four foods belonged to the
“regular breads and bread rolls” sub-major group and two belonged to the “breakfast cereals,
ready to eat” sub-major food group. One food group was retained for each. At the minor food
group level, each food item belonged to a different food group, therefore all the food groups
were retained. The food groups at the major, sub-major and minor levels for the above
example are shown in Table 12.
Table 12. Exemplar reported food items at the major, sub-major and minor levels based
on food groups of the 2011–13 Australian Health Survey food classification system[130]
Reported weekly

Major food

Sub-major food group

Minor food group

consumption

group level

level

level

Bread, from white

Cereals and cereal

Regular breads, and

Breads, and bread
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Reported weekly

Major food

Sub-major food group

Minor food group

consumption

group level

level

level

flour, toasted

products

bread rolls

rolls, white,
mandatorily fortified

Bread, mixed grain

Cereals and cereal

Regular breads, and

Breads, and bread

products

bread rolls

rolls, mixed grain,
mandatorily fortified

Kellogg’s crunchy

Cereals and cereal Breakfast cereals, ready

nut clusters
Kellogg’s Nutri-

products

to eat

Cereals and cereal Breakfast cereals, ready

grain

products

to eat

Breakfast cereal, corn
based, fortified
Breakfast cereal,
mixed grain, fortified,
sugars >20 g/100g

5.4.2.3 Statistical analysis
The present study is a cross-sectional secondary analysis of screening dietary intake data
from the food-based RCT.
The frequencies of individual food groups within meals were identified using RStudio,
version 1.0.44 (incorporating R, version 3.2.5; The R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria) [208].
In the present analyses, the Apriori algorithm of association rules was applied to examine the
food choices at a meal (events) at each food group level[177, 178], using RStudio, version
1.0.44[208]. In the first step of the algorithm, a frequency threshold was used to determine
the frequent itemsets. This is referred to as support and represents the percentage of the
records containing identified frequent item sets[177, 178]. In the second step, the support and
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confidence are used to determine the association rules containing both precursor and
consequent items, which reflect the strength of an identified rule[177, 178]. The association
rules are presented to indicate that if the precursor food items are reported, the consequent
food items are also reported. The confidence of a rule is the percentage of records containing
both precursor and consequent items and is calculated as the percentage of the records
containing both items divided by the percentage of the records only containing precursor
items[176]. The confidence indicates how likely the consequent item is presented in the
identified association rules[177, 178]. Higher values of support and confidence imply a
stronger relationship for the identified association rule. Another variable used to select the
desired rule is referred to as lift, which is used to assess the dependency between the
precursor and consequent items and is determined by the confidence of a rule divided by the
percentage of records only containing the consequent item[176]. A lift >1 indicates that
precursor and consequent items are more likely to depend on each other.
In the analyses reported here, the threshold of the possible food group combinations at events
(meals) was set as the proportion of participants in the food-based RCT who were overweight
[209, 210]. In other words, the proportion of the possible combinations of food groups at
meals was required to be greater than the proportion of overweight participants in the study.
For example, if a total of 20% of participants in the study were overweight, at least 20% of
participants in the study would need to report a specific combination of food groups for the
food combination to be reported in the present analysis. Without such a threshold (support),
inaccessible numbers of food item combinations can be created [208]. Thus, a threshold is
required for the analyses to identify the food combinations. A pre-determined threshold is
suggested to be used to reduce the number of frequent item sets with a low percentage of the
records containing identified frequent item sets. The percentage of times that a participant
reported consuming closely related food groups at meals was determined by the default value
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for the Apriori algorithm within the R software (0.80) [208]. Dependency between food
groups in the identified food combinations was also assessed[208], calculated as
the percentage of times closely related food groups were reported ÷
percentage of records containing related food groups > 1.
Due to food consumption variability, at each event, many closely related food groups may be
found in the dataset. Thus, to minimise unnecessary complexity, redundant closely related
food groups were removed [211]. They were determined by comparing closely related food
groups at events[176, 211]. For example, two closely related food groups at breakfast were
generated, which contained:
1) 81% of the times that a participant reported having ready to eat breakfast cereal and dairy
milk, it was also reported with tropical fruit, and
2) 32% of the time that a participant reported having ready to eat breakfast cereal, dairy milk,
and nuts, tropical fruit was also reported.
The second combination was based on the first combination but with a much lower
percentage of occurrences. Thus, the second combination was considered redundant and
removed from further analysis. Subsequently, the major food group combinations for this
dataset were retained. Additionally, to prevent the removal of relevant food group
combinations, those combinations comprising a high number of food groups reported by at
least half of the sample in the study were scrutinized.

5.5 Results
5.5.1 Participant characteristics
Data for 433 participants screened for the food-based RCT were analysed (116 male and 317
female) (Table 13 ). Within the analysed sample, 32% of the participants (n=128, 27 male
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and 111 female) were overweight. Thus, the threshold of the possible food group
combinations at events was set at 0.32.
Table 13. Participant characteristics of the dataset
Characteristic

Total

Male

Female

(n=433)

(n=116, 27%)

(n=317, 73%)

Age (years)*

43±8.1

43±7.7

43±8.2

Height (m)*

1.7±0.1

1.8±0.1

1.6±0.1

Weight (kg)*

92.5±15.5

105.2±14.1

87.8±13.2

Body mass index (kg/m2)*

32.8±4.2

33.2±4.0

32.6±4.3

Waist circumference (cm)*

104.0±11.7

111.8±10.1

101.1±10.9

Number of meal occasions per participants†

*

Breakfast meal occasions†

1 (1-1)

1 (1-1)

1 (1-1)

Lunch meal occasions†

1 (1-1)

1 (1-1)

1 (1-1)

Dinner meal occasions†

1 (1-1)

1§

1 (1-1)

Other meal occasions†

1 (1-2)

1 (1-2)

1 (1-2)

Total meal occasions†

4 (4-5)

4 (4-5)

4 (4-5)

Mean ± Standard deviation† Excluded beverage intakes

† Median (Interquartile range)
§ The number of dinner meal occasions of males was constant.
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A total of 432 records contained breakfast meal entries and 428 and 432 records contained
lunch and dinner meal entries, respectively. A total of 433 records contained other meals. The
numbers of meal occasions are presented in Table 13. Data for one participant included
reported intake data as a ‘main meal’ only, which was unable to be differentiated into meal
types. A total of 13 participants reported skipping a meal (nine breakfasts and four lunches).
Meal-based energy and macronutrient intakes are provided in Table 14.
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Table 14. Reported energy and macronutrients intakes per meal, per day*
Breakfast intake

Lunch intake

Dinner intake

(n=423)

(n=428)

(n=432)

Total main meal intake

Average other

Daily intake

meals intake†
(n=432)

(n=432)
(n=432)

Energy (kJ)

% Daily energy

Protein (g)

% Total protein

1216.9

1733.6

2774.8

5943.4

1465.8

9128.7

(889.1 - 1819.1)

(1284.2 - 2252.7)

(2222.1 - 3520.6)

(4856.9 - 7222.8)

(880.0 – 2443.8)

(7588.7 - 11239.2)

14.1

18.9

66.0

15.6

(10.4 -19.0)

(14.2 - 24.2)

(24.9 - 36.9)

(57.8 - 74.3)

(9.0 – 24.3)

13.1

23.6

47.6

84.6

7.4

107.6

(9.1 - 18.0)

(17.3 - 32.3)

(37.0 - 59.15)

(69.8 - 102.9)

(4.1 – 13.1)

(89.4 - 128.9)

12.5

22.3

45.0

80.6

6.5

(8.8 - 16.3)

(16.8 - 27.9)

(38.0 - 50.9)

(74.3 - 86.5)

(3.8 – 12.1)

31.2
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Breakfast intake

Lunch intake

Dinner intake

(n=423)

(n=428)

(n=432)

Total main meal intake

Average other

Daily intake

meals intake†
(n=432)

(n=432)
(n=432)

9.3

16.2

24.8

53.5

12.9

81.4

(5.4 - 15.7)

(11.0 - 22.5)

(18.3 - 34.7)

( 40.6 - 69.5)

(7.1 – 23.4)

(63.1 - 106.1)

12.0

19.2

31.3

66.7

15.2

(7.5 - 18.0)

(12.6 - 27.2)

(22.9 - 39.0)

(55.1 - 77.6)

(9.0 – 26.9)

Saturated fat

3.3

5.6

8.8

19.9

5.5

31.0

(g)

(1.8 - 5.6)

(3.4 - 8.3)

(6.3 - 12.6)

(13.8 - 25.3)

(2.7 - 10.0)

(24.1 - 42.3)

% Total

10.7

18.0

29.6

63.0

16.1

(6.5 - 17.6)

(10.8 - 25.7)

(21.7 - 38.3)

(50.0 -75.0)

(9.4 – 30.9)

1.7

2.8

3.6

8.8

1.5

12.2

(0.9-3.0)

(1.8 - 3.9)

(2.5 -5.0)

(6.3 - 11.5)

(0.7 – 3.1)

(9.4 - 17.2)

Fat (g)

% Total fat

saturated fat

Polyunsaturated
fat (g)
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Breakfast intake

Lunch intake

Dinner intake

(n=423)

(n=428)

(n=432)

Total main meal intake

Average other

Daily intake

meals intake†
(n=432)

(n=432)
(n=432)

% Total

14.6

22.6

29.3

75.5

12.9

(8.6- 23.0)

(15.1 - 21.4)

(21.2 - 39.3)

(60.5 - 84.8)

(6.9 – 22.3)

3.3

6.2

9.9

20.7

4.6

30.5

(1.7 -5.4)

(3.7 - 8.8)

(7.4 -14.6)

(15.7 - 27.0)

(2.5 – 8.6)

(23.0 - 41.4)

10.5

19.1

32.9

69.6

14.7

(6.2-16.6)

(12.3 - 28.3)

(25.0 - 43.9)

(57.2 - 80.5)

(8.4 – 26.7)

36.0

37.1

52.4

134.1

38.3

224.4

(23.8 - 51.4)

(25.4 - 52.0)

(39.9 -71.9)

(104.9 - 171.2)

(21.6 – 63.6)

(175.7 - 281.2)

polyunsaturated
fat
Monounsaturated
fat
(g)
% Total
monounsaturated
fat
Carbohydrate (g)
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Breakfast intake

Lunch intake

Dinner intake

(n=423)

(n=428)

(n=432)

Total main meal intake

Average other

Daily intake

meals intake†
(n=432)

(n=432)
(n=432)

% Total
carbohydrate

Alcohol (g)

% Total alcohol

Fibre(g)

% Total fibre

17.4

16.9

24.9

62.4

17.4

(7.5 - 18.0)

(11.9 - 23.8)

(18.8 - 31.1)

(53.1 - 53.1)

(10.0 – 27.2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0.9

3.4

(0.0 – 4.9)

(0.0 - 13.0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

33.3

(0.0 -0.4)

(0.0 – 99.3)

4.1

5.4

9.2

19.5

3.2

25.5

(2.5 - 6.7)

(3.8 - 7.2)

(7.2-11.7)

(15.6 - 24.5)

(1.5 – 5.9)

(21.0 - 31.7)

16.4

20.8

35.8

77.7

11.9

(11.0 -23.6)

(12.1 - 28.6)

(28.5 - 44.4)

(69.1 - 86.2)

(6.3 - 20.9)
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*

Median (Interquartile range)

† Number of average other meals intake: Median =1, Interquartile range (1-2)
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Overall, participants reported more food groups for the dinner meal than the breakfast, lunch
and other meals at the sub-major and minor food group levels, Figure 14. At the major food
group level, the number of reported food groups was the same for the dinner meal and the
others meal (n=8). There were slightly more reported food groups at the minor food group
level than those at the sub-major food group level for the number of food items per
participant (median: 17 (IQR 14-20) vs 21 (17-26)), Appendix 5. Identified association rules
with one precursor food group for breakfast, lunch, dinner and others at food group levels are
presented in Appendix 6.
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Number of food items per participants

45
40
35
30
Breakfast

25

Lunch

20

Dinner
Other meals

15
10
5
0
Major

Sub-Major
Food group levels

Minor

1

Median and error bars showing interquartile range

2

Major food group level: foods are categorised on the basis of the dominant nutrients or

ingredients, such as cereal, fruit and vegetable. Sub-major food group: foods are aggregated
based on similar animal/plant species or family, or sharing similar cooking methods and
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presentations. Minor food group level: Detailed and specific characteristics of a food are
described to further differentiate between the food items[130].
Figure 14. Number of reported food items per participant per meal occasion1,2
5.5.2 Breakfast meal occasion
At the major food group level, the highest proportion of reported food groups at the breakfast
meal was “cereals and cereal products” (94%) (Appendix 5). A total of seven items of
closely related food groups were identified with 76% of the participants reporting the
combination of “milk products and dishes” and “cereal and cereal products”. Overall, 96% of
the time that “milk products and dishes” were reported, “cereal and cereal products” was also
reported.
At the sub-major food group level, the highest proportion of reported food groups was
“regular breads and bread rolls” (74%) (Appendix 5). There were two closely related food
groupings. A total of 42% of the participants reported having a combination of “regular bread
and bread roll” and “eggs”, and 92% of the time the “eggs” food group was reported, “regular
bread and bread roll” was also reported. There were also 35% of participants reporting a
combination of “dairy milk”, “regular bread and bread roll” and “breakfast cereal, ready to
eat”, and 82% of the time that “regular bread and bread roll” and “breakfast cereal, ready to
eat” were reported, then “dairy milk” was also reported.
At the minor food group level, the highest proportion of reported food groups was “egg,
chicken” (45%) (Appendix 5). “Milk, cow, fluid, reduced fat, <2g/100g” was the most
frequently reported food groups for milk (n=113). The proportion of reported mixed grain,
wholemeal and white bread were similar, for 25%, 25% and 24% of the participants,
respectively. There were no closely related food groups identified at the minor food group
level for the breakfast meal.
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5.5.3 Lunch meal occasion
At lunch, the highest proportion of reported food groups at the major food group level was
“vegetable products and dishes” (91%) (Appendix 5). In addition, 71% of the participants
reported the combination of “cereal and cereal products”, “meat, poultry and game products
and dishes” and “vegetable products and dishes”, including 51% of the participants also
having “milk products and dishes”. A total of 13 closely related food groupings were
identified. Half of the participants reported having the combination of “fish and seafood
products and dishes” and “vegetable product and dishes”; and 95% of the time that “fish and
seafood products and dishes” was reported, “vegetable product and dishes” was also reported.
Additionally, half of the participants reported that “savoury sauces and condiment” was
combined with either “cereals and cereal products” or “vegetable products or dishes”, and
when “savoury sauces and condiment” was reported, then “cereal and cereal products” or
“vegetable products or dishes” was also reported (94% and 96% of the time, respectively).
At the sub-major food group level, the highest proportion of reported food groups was
“regular breads and bread rolls” (76%) (Appendix 5). There were four closely related food
groupings identified at the lunch meal. Approximately half of the participants reported having
“regular bread and bread roll” combined with either “cheese” or “leaf and stalk vegetables”
or “processed meat” in food combinations (51%, 49% and 44%, respectively). Furthermore,
92% of the time when “processed meat” was reported, “regular bread and bread roll” was
also reported, and “cheese” also at 85% of the time. “Leaf and stalk vegetables” was reported
with “regular bread and bread roll” of 81% of the time.
At the minor food group level, the highest proportion of reported food groups was “leaf
vegetables” (59%) (Appendix 5). Almost half (45%) of the participants reported “cheese,
hard cheese ripened style”. Approximately 40% of the participants reported having “chicken”,
“ham” or “packed fin fish” and34%of the participants reported having white bread. There
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were two closely related food groupings identified related to “leaf vegetables” with 44% of
the participants reporting the combination of “tomato” and “leaf vegetables”, and the
combination of “other fruiting vegetables” and “leaf vegetables” by 40% of participants.
5.5.4 Dinner meal occasion
At dinner, the highest proportion of reported food groups at the major food group level was
“vegetable products and dishes” (99%) (Appendix 5). The combination of “cereal based
products and dishes”, “cereals and cereal products”, “meat, poultry and game products and
dishes”, “savoury sauces and condiments” and “vegetable products and dishes” was reported
by 52% of the participants. Moreover, although 90% of the participants reported having the
combination of “cereals and cereal products”, “meat, poultry and game products and dishes”
and “vegetable products and dishes”, half of the participants reported the additional food
group or either, “fish and seafood products and dishes” or “milk products and dishes” in the
combination to form a combination comprising of four food groups. Additionally, more than
72% of the participants reported having the combination of “cereal and cereal product”,
“savoury sauces and condiments” and “vegetables products and dishes” or the combination of
“meat, poultry and game products and dishes”, “savoury sauces and condiments” and
“vegetables products and dishes”. There were 15 closely related food grouping identified. If
either “cereal based products and dishes” or “cereal and cereal products” or “fats and oils” or
“fish and seafood products and dishes” or “meat, poultry and game products and dishes” or
“milk products and dishes” or “savoury sauces and condiments” was reported, then
“vegetable products and dishes” was also reported 100% of the time.
At the sub-major food group level, the food group reported most frequently at dinner was
“beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed” (84%) (Appendix 5). Half of the participants reported
having the combination of “beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed” and “carrot and similar root
vegetables” with the addition of any two food groups of “potatoes”, “other fruiting vegetables”
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or “poultry and feathered game” to form a combination of four food groups. Furthermore,
half of the participants reported having the combination of “beef, sheep and pork,
unprocessed”, “potatoes”, “other fruiting vegetables” and “poultry and feathered game”. A
total of 67 closely related food groupings were identified (Figure 15). When either “fin fish”
or “leaf and stalk vegetables” or “poultry and feathered game” was reported, then “beef,
sheep and pork, unprocessed” was also reported 90% of the time. Moreover, 90% of the time
where either “cabbage, cauliflower and similar brassica” or “pea and beans” was reported,
then “carrot and similar root vegetables” was also reported.
At the minor food group level, the highest proportion of reported food groups was “chicken”
(76%) (Appendix 5). There were 17 closely related food groupings identified, as shown in
Figure 16. When one of the above vegetables was reported, then “beef” or “chicken” was
also reported approximately 80% of the time. Moreover, 90% of the time that “tomato” was
reported, then “leaf vegetable” was also reported.
5.5.5 Other meal occasions
At the major food group level, the highest proportion of reported food groups was “cereal
based products and dishes” (92%) (Appendix 5). A total of 14 closely related food groupings
were identified. When either “fruit products and dishes”, “snacks foods” or “sugar products
and dishes” was reported, then “confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars” was also
reported 89% of the time. At the sub-group food level, the highest proportion of reported
food groups was “chocolate and chocolate-based confectionery” (75%) (Appendix 5). There
was one closely related food grouping reported. The combination of “sweet biscuits” and
“chocolate and chocolate-based confectionary” was reported by 43% of the participants, and
80% of the time that “sweet biscuits” was reported, “chocolate and chocolate-based
confectionary” was also reported. At the minor food group level, approximately half of the
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participants reported having “chocolate” (48%) or “potato crisps” (47%). There were no
closely related food groupings identified at the minor food group level.
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Figure 15. Parallel coordinates plot for closely related food groupings for the dinner meal occasion at the sub-major food group level
showing 67 items1
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1

Arrows represent closely related food groups and the relationship between individual food group or food group combination and its related

food group. The width of the arrows represents the percentage of the records containing identified food group combination[176] and the
intensity of the colour (from light yellow to dark red) indicates the numerical percentage value of the time that a participant reported having
closely related food groups [176].
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Figure 16. Graph-based visualisation of items closely related food groups for dinner at
the minor food groups1
1

Arrows represent closely related food groups relationships between individual food groups

or food group combinations and its related food group. The size of the sphere represents the
percentage of the records containing the identified food group combanition[176] and the
intensity of the colour (from light yellow to dark red, darker colour indicates a higher value)
indicates a numerical percentage value of the time that a participant reported having the item
of closely related food groups [176].

5.6 Discussion
The present work applied a descriptive data mining tool to expose food choices at meal
occasions based on reported food item characteristics. The study has allowed identification of
closely related food groups at meals based on the reported food item frequencies in baseline
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dietary data in the context of a weight loss trial. When applying more informative food
groups data based on characteristics relating to animal/plant origins, plant family or
processing methods rather than only the main nutrients, the dinner meal occasion appeared to
be the most complex meal compared to breakfast, lunch, and other meals (indicated by the
number of reported food items and items of closely related food groups). Thus, focusing on
the dinner meal may be an important consideration in refining dietary assessment tools,
although the findings should be interpreted with caution.
The number and definitions of food groups used in the analyses are essential for revealing
reported food choices within meals. Studies suggested that relatively similar food groups tend
to be consumed at lunch and dinner [182, 212]. The discrepancy between the present analysis
and previous results may be due to the number and definition of food groups applied.
Applying a limited number of food groups may be inadequate to appreciate the full range of
food likely to be consumed within a food group. In the present study, food choices between
meals could be characterised when using sub-major or minor food groups but not at higher
levels. The broad nature of the major food groups means they are only based on the key
nutrients or ingredients, resulting in groups such as fruit, vegetables and meat which are a
fairly blunt form of categorisation. Therefore, the precision of food groups may be important
in a food item combination analysis.
The present analyses may provide a systematic approach to overcome the challenge of
exploring food choices at meals (e.g., mixed dishes), which is the inter- and intra-individual
variation in food consumption. This relates to both the different types of food and the
frequency at which they are consumed. Food intake events are colloquially labelled as meal
occasions (e.g. breakfast, lunch, dinner, or snacks)[172]. During meal occasions, individual
foods and/or mixed dishes, which are prepared and/or cooked from individual foods known
as ingredients, are eaten[173, 174]. Thus, meal patterns appear to be closely linked to eating
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habits[175]. Variations in food choices could create inaccessible numbers of food choice
combinations at meal occasions, but short cuts are not the answer. Previous studies suggest
that a food combination requires disaggregation into single food groups to provide a more
precise intake distribution[180, 184, 213, 214]. Within an individual’s food intake, a wide
range of foods is consumed, with many of these foods containing one or more ingredients
prepared at home. When previous research assigned a food combination to a default recipe,
this was found to overestimate intake of meat, fish, poultry and grain products, but
underestimate intakes of milk products, fats and oils[213]. For example, when meat dishes
intake were disaggregated into food groups, the meat intake was found to be overestimated
by 33% to 50%, as a result of improper handling of the data related to meat-containing mixed
dishes [214]. Fitt et al. suggested that the mixed dishes containing meat may need to be
reported and presented as separate categories to fully reflect the nature and amount of foods
involved[195]. This would impact on the categorisation of rice dishes, pasta dishes, and soups.
For example, there is a relatively similar proportion of meat and pasta in lasagna (24% and
27%, respectively) [195]. However, grouping of this dish into either the meat or pasta
category might overstate the quantity of meat and pasta[195]. Therefore, exploring food
choices at meal occasions may improve the accuracy of such dietary intake data. Additionally,
adding considerations of time intervals (for example daily versus weekly) in the present
analysis while identifying closely related food groups at meals may improve the accuracy of
intake estimation.
Research suggests there may be value in considering the meals in which foods are consumed.
A diet history interview dietary assessment method employs an open-ended interview
approach asking and probing participants to describe habitual food consumption generally
from the first meal of the day through to the end of the day[114].
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To our knowledge, using a data mining method based on a nested hierarchical food grouping
system has not been previously performed to explore food choices at meal occasions in a
sample of overweight and obese participants. When applying data mining tools, a large
database is commonly required due to the need to split the dataset for training and testing
purposes[176]. However, this may not be necessary when using descriptive data mining tools,
such as the association rule algorithms[176], providing an opportunity to analyse smaller
datasets containing detailed data. Detailed food choices at meals reflecting an individual’s
habitual food consumption is required to explore food combinations. A diet history interview
dietary assessment method employs an open-ended interview approach asking and probing
participants to describe habitual food consumption generally from the first meal of the day
through to the end of the day[114]. This may imply that food intake data generated through a
diet history interview is more likely to provide food choices at self-defined meals. The
richness of dietary intake data generated from a diet history interview at the baseline
timepoint of an intervention study also makes it possible to investigate food choices at meal
occasions that are unlikely to be observed using other dietary assessment methods, such as
the food frequency questionnaire. Understanding food choices through meal-based food item
characteristics is of importance in dietetic practice. Identifying food items and their closely
related food items may provide examples of what foods are more likely to be consumed
together to help researchers to refine dietary assessment tools for use in the overweight
population. The food combination information may aid in refining dietary assessment tool to
improve the quality of dietary intake data. The closely related food items could be used to
design the prompts for a linked food item to assist the cognitive process in recalling
consumed foods, through carefully considering the prompt delivery method during the dietary
assessment. Obtaining meal-based food consumption characteristics may also provide
valuable information to build databases for the web- and image-based dietary assessment
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tools. However, studies using objective biomarkers of intake have demonstrated that
overweight and obese populations tend to misreport energy intakes using self-reported dietary
assessment tools[215]. This misreporting is contributed by reporting foods and beverages
consumed, the portion sizes and the frequency with which they are consumed. The present
study somewhat overcame these elements by focusing on food items reported within meals,
rather than on the consumption quantities and frequencies, though misreporting the
misreporting of food item might still occur.
However, there are several limitations to the present study. The study was a secondary
analysis of baseline data of a randomised controlled trial that was designed to answer a
different question. The meals collected in the diet history were defined by participants, and
specific name of other meals was not required during the dietary intake data collection and
coding. A preliminary study in this sample found that the data coders clearly coded breakfast,
lunch and dinner, but they applied different approaches to code other meal occasions[207].
For example, specific meal names such as morning tea or afternoon tea were used to describe
other meal occasions. Snacks were also used in some circumstance to code other meal
occasions together. It appeared that analysing the specific meal of other meal occasions was
out of the scope of the primary aim of the clinical trial. There are also inherent limitations of
self-reported dietary intake data derived by diet history interviews, such as recall bias and
social desirable reporting behaviour [23, 192]. Moreover, the preliminary study of the present
analyses also demonstrated that beverage was reported inconsistently[207]. For example,
beverages were reported alone, with food or with food and alone[207]. This might indicate
that the present study was unable to offer any evidence on food combinations related to
beverages intakes. The analysis conducted here was based on a small sample of overweight
and obese individuals volunteering for a clinical trial, which may not be representative of the
overweight and obese population. Reproducing this analysis in a larger sample is warranted
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to determine the applicability of the method and the findings. Additionally, not all the mixed
dishes were disaggregated into food groups in the present data set, as it was out of the scope
of the primary aim of the clinical trial. The format and composition of mixed dishes may also
be required to examine further in relation to food combination at meals. Therefore, these
issues may be required to be addressed in future studies to offer more robust evidence for
dietary counselling for weight loss. Notwithstanding this, the 142 closely related food
groupings at meal occasions may provide examples on what foods are more likely to be
chosen to help researchers to develop easier and more practical dietary strategies for use in
weight loss counselling.
In summary, this study has demonstrated that using a descriptive data mining tool such as the
Apriori algorithm of association rules and usual dietary intake data from a clinical trial
appears to simplify complexities involved with analysing meal-based food combinations. The
food items consumed within meals and the accompanying foods reported may assist in
refining dietary assessment tools for the overweight population. It also allowed available
FCDBs to be used to reflect the potential consumption variation between individual food
choices. Furthermore, using a nested hierarchical food group system examining meal-based
food combinations reveal that meal content analyses are needed to consider the level of detail
encapsulated within food groups.
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CHAPTER

6

PREDICTORS OF DIETARY INTAKE DATA QUALITY USING
BIOMARKERS

A substantial proportion of this chapter has been published for the peer-reviewed journal:
1) Guan VX, Probst YC, Neale EP, Tapsell LC. Predictors for misreporting sodium and
potassium intakes by overweight and obese participants in a food-based clinical trial:
implications for practice. European Journal of Clinical Nutrition. 2018;
doi:10.1038/s41430-018-0283-y
The findings of this study were also presented at the following conference:
1) Guan, V., Probst, Y., Neale, E. & Tapsell, L. Comparison of diet history and urinary
assessments of dietary sodium and potassium during the intensive phase of a clinical
trial for weight loss. Dietitians Association of Australia 35th National Conference,
Australia, Sydney, 17-19 May 2018.
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6.1

Introduction

Recovery biomarkers can provide accurate intake estimations over a defined time period,
though limited recovery biomarkers are known to reflect dietary intake. Self-reported dietary
assessment tools, such as the diet history interview suffer from inherent measurement errors,
such as cognitive challenges in identifying and quantifying food, and socially desirable
reporting behaviours [17]. However, self-reported tools can offer information on food intake
behaviours, which is the target of individualised dietary counselling for dietary change[5].
Furthermore, the measurement of self-reported dietary intake data appears to be influenced
by dietary interventions during RCTs [74, 75]. Literature suggests that this may be due to
either the education provided or participants altering their intakes to align with the expected
dietary intake [74, 75]. Such inaccuracies in reporting behaviour tend to be contributed by
awareness of dietary interventions delivered via dietary education[41]. Consequently, this
intervention related bias may impact on the interpretation of findings of RCTs. However,
little is known about intervention related bias in a food-based RCT for weight loss delivered
using individualised dietary advice counselling. Figure 17 shows the section of the
conceptual framework of self-reported dietary intake data derivation process examined in this
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chapter.

Figure 17. Chapter 6 addressed the section in the conceptual framework of self-reported
dietary intake data derivation process
6.2

Aim

The aim of this study was to compare estimates of intake for dietary sodium and potassium
(based on diet history interview data) with biomarker data for urinary excretion of sodium
and potassium (based on 24-h urine collection). The study also aimed to determine factors
associated with any differences between the measures in the context of an RCT for weight
loss.
6.3

Hypothesis

The self-reported dietary assessment tool diet history interview will underestimate actual
sodium intake and overestimate actual potassium intake during the intensive phase of a foodbased RCT for weight loss. BMI will be a predictor of intake misreporting.
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6.4

Methods

The present study is a secondary analysis of the 3-month intensive phase of the food-based
RCT. Detailed method related to study participants, self-reported dietary intake and urine
derived dietary intake were described in Chapter 2 (Chapter 2.1). The results of 24-hour
urinary excretion of sodium and potassium and self-reported dietary intake data at baseline
and 3-month time point were used in this chapter.
Statistical methods
The usual urine-derived intake of sodium and potassium in the three-month intensive phase
of the food-based RCT were calculated by using the Multiple Source Method (MSM) [7]. To
account for within-person variability of intakes, the 24-h urine-derived intakes of sodium and
potassium at baseline and three months were computed. Statistical analyses were performed
using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 21.0, IBM Corp, Chicago IL, 2012). Normally distributed
data was presented as mean and standard deviation and as median and interquartile range for
skewed data. To assess the difference in demographic characteristics, dietary nutrient intakes
and biomarkers between study arms, one-way analysis of variance was used for normally
distributed data and Kruskal-Wallis H test for nonparametric data. The post-hoc test was used
to identify where the differences were within arms. A Pearson’s chi-square test was applied
to compare differences in the proportion of gender, levels of education and diet history
interviewers between arms. The Wilcoxon signed rank test was conducted to assess the
difference in self-reported dietary intake and urine-derived intake of sodium and potassium
between baseline and three months in each arm, and Spearman’s correlation was used to
examine the relationship between self-reported dietary intake and urine-derived intake of
sodium and potassium. Bland-Altman plots [216] were used to investigate relative agreement
between self-reported dietary intakes and urine-derived intakes by plotting the difference of
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intake of each participant against the mean of both measurements. The 95% limits of
agreement in Bland-Altman plots were calculated by the mean difference ± 1.96 * SD.
Stepwise multiple linear regression was used to identify the predictors of the difference
between dietary and urinary sodium and potassium measures. Covariates included age (y),
gender, levels of education, body weight at baseline (kg), BMI at baseline (kg/m2), waist
circumference at baseline (cm), body weight change at 3 months (kg) and diet history
interviewers who conducted diet history interview at 3 months. Normality, linearity,
multicollinearity and homoscedasticity of the identified models were assessed to ensure there
were no violations of assumptions. The distribution of differences between self-reported and
urine-derived intakes of sodium and potassium were estimated prior to performing BlandAltman plots and stepwise multiple linear regression analysis using the Shapiro-Wilk test. A
logarithmic transformation of original data was conducted for differences that were not
normally distributed for the Bland-Altman plots and stepwise multiple linear regression
analysis. Statistical significance was determined as a two-sided P value less than 0.05.
6.5

Results

A total of 365 participants completed 24-h urine collections at baseline, and 219 participants
completed both diet history interviews and 24-h urine collection at three months, respectively.
After examining the sample completeness and medication administration, a total of 149
participants were included for the present analysis (n=48 in C arm, n=45 in I arm and n=56 in
IW arm), shown in Figure 18. There was no significant difference in the proportion of diet
history interviewers between study arms (P = 0.483). Demographic, dietary intake and
biomarker measurements between study arms are presented in Table 15.
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Randomised
N=377

24-h urine collections completed
N=365 (97%)

Completed in C arm
at baseline

Completed in I arm
at baseline

Completed in IW arm
at baseline

N=122

N=118

N=125

Completed at 3 months

Completed at 3 months

Completed at 3 months

N=71

N=65

N=83

Included in analysis

Included in analysis

Included in analysis

N=48

N=45

N=56

Incomplete urine sample
at baseline N=12

Incomplete urine sample
at baseline N=16

Incomplete urine sample
at baseline N=17

Incomplete urine sample
at 3 months N=14

Incomplete urine sample
at 3 months N=14

Incomplete urine sample
at 3 months N=16

Taking medications
during 3 months N=1

Taking medications
during 3 months N=1

Taking medications
during 3 months N=3

Figure 18. Participant flow of urinary collection and analyses in the food-based RCT
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Table 15. Demographic characteristics, dietary nutrient intakes and biomarkers by arms during 3 months of the intensive phase of the
food-based RCT
Control

Intervention

(n=48)

(n=45)

44.5±7.3

45.8±6.5

Intervention + Walnuts

p value

(n=56)

Age (y)1

42.8±8.5

0.1282
0.8933

Gender n (%)
Male

16 (33.3)

13 (28.9)

17 (30.4)

Female

32 (66.7)

32 (71.1)

39 (69.6)
0.1183

Levels of education n (%)
No school certificate or other qualifications

3 (6.3)

2 (4.4)

0 (0)

School or intermediate certificate (or

0 (0)

5 (11.1)

1 (1.8)

3 (6.3)

2 (4.4)

4 (7.1)

equivalent)

Higher school or leaving certificate (or
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Intervention + Walnuts

Control

Intervention

p value

(n=48)

(n=45)

4 (8.3)

5 (11.1)

3 (5.4)

13 (27.1)

6 (13.3)

18 (32.1)

University degree

10 (20.8)

11 (24.4)

20 (35.7)

Post graduate degree

15 (31.3)

14 (31.3)

10 (17.9)

At baseline

90.4±16.8

91.0±15.9

90.2±15.7

0.9632

At 3 months

89.1±16.7

87.8±15.8

87.4±15.0

0.8482

(n=56)

equivalent)
Trade/apprenticeship (e.g. hairdresser,
chef)
Certificate/diploma (e.g. child care,
technician)

Body weight (kg)1

BMI (kg/m2)1
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Intervention + Walnuts

Control

Intervention

p value

(n=48)

(n=45)

At baseline

32.3±4.2

32.1±4.1

31.8±4.3

0.8882

At 3 months

31.8±4.2

30.9±4.3

30.9±4.3

0.5152

At baseline

104.0±13.6

102.8±11.1

102.3±12.2

0.7762

At 3 months

101.3±14.0

99.2±12.5

98.2±11.9

0.4662

At baseline

8612.4 (7152.4 – 11021.7)

9165.0 (7820.4 – 11636.6)

9208.7 (7337.7 – 10720.4)

0.5105

During 3 months

7337.4 (6660.9 – 8972.0)

6635.6 (5933.0 – 7614.3)

7252.5 (6310.4 – 8821.1)

0.0145

Estimated energy requirement(kJ/d)4

8229.7 (7243.3 – 9600.4)

8285.4 (7479.7 – 9446.5)

8276.8 (7544.0 – 9818.6)

0.9465

(n=56)

Waist circumference (cm)1

Energy intake (kJ/d)4

Dietary sodium intake (mg/d)4
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Intervention + Walnuts

Control

Intervention

p value

(n=48)

(n=45)

At baseline

2008.6 (1557.7 – 2754.1)

2587.6 (1990.2 – 3014.4)

2634.9 (1964.5 – 3200.3)

0.1205

During 3 months

2060.4 (1566.5 – 2464.2)

1717.7 (1393.6 – 2064.9)

1703.1 (1418.8 – 2182.6)

0.0545

At baseline

3792.4 (3125.3 – 4666.6)

3821.0 (3304.7 – 4569.9)

3684.1 (3077.7 – 4317.0)

0.4645

During 3 months

3608.5 (2979.9 – 4224.0)

3320.2 (2990.2 – 3741.6)

3578.2 (3019.4 – 4153.1)

0.3365

At baseline

3757.6 (2701.2 – 4981.1)

3450.0 (2527.3 – 4573.3)

4011.6 (3162.5 – 5141.6)

0.2235

At 3 months

3182.6 (2300.0 – 4366.0)

3102.3 (2326.7 – 4787.2)

3035.5 (2139.5 – 3744.2)

0.4315

Urine-derived sodium intake during 3

3759.0 (3142.2 – 4176.6)

3551.4 (2999.8 – 4186.0)

3653.2 (3211.2 – 4151.6)

0.8195

3.60

1.37

0.34

-

(n=56)

Dietary potassium intake (mg/d)4

Urinary sodium excretion (mg/d)4

months (mg/d)4,6
Intra-individual variance(mg/d)6
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Intervention + Walnuts

Control

Intervention

p value

(n=48)

(n=45)

At baseline

4153.2 (3013.6 – 5356.2)

3748.1 (3393.5 – 4533.1)

4001.3 (2773.1 – 5267.5)

0.5885

At 3 month

3570.8 (3152.9 – 4457.1)

3798.7 (3064.3 – 4406.5)

4077.3 (2139.5 – 3744.2)

0.7795

Urine-derived potassium intake during 3

4015.3 (3415.2 – 4642.0)

3962.3 (3501.4 – 4388.4)

3803.6 (3322.8 – 4658.5)

0.8585

0.12

0.01

0.07

-

(n=56)

Urinary potassium excretion (mg/d)4

months (mg/d)4,6
Intra-individual variance(mg/d)6

Difference between urine-derived intake and dietary intake during 3 months (mg/d)4,6
Sodium

-1610.4 (-2258.0 - -989.8)

-1701.3 (-2707.8 - -786.1)

-1789.1 (-2356.3 - -1300.5)

0.4315

Potassium

-332.8 (-1342.7 – 260.6)

-507.3(-1005.6 - -138.7)

-294.7 (-890.8 – 140.4)

0.4675

1

Data presented as mean ± SD

2

Derived by one-way analysis of variance between arms
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3

Derived by Pearson’s chi-square test for differences in portions between arms

4

Data presented as median (interquartile range)

5

Derived by Kruskal-Wallis H test between arms

6

Usual intake derived from 24-h urinary data calculated by the Multiple Source Method, by computing 24-h urinary data at baseline and 3

months [7]
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In this secondary analysis of a sub-sample of the food-based RCT, there was no statistically
significant difference between study arms for body weight, BMI and waist circumference at
baseline and three months. Participants in all arms lost weight at three months (C: 1.3kg; I:
3.2kg; IW: 2.8kg). Self-reported energy intakes in all the arms significantly reduced during
three months compared with baseline (C: p = 0.000; I: p = 0.000; IW: p = 0.023). Energy
intakes during 3 months were significantly different between arms (p = 0.014), contributed by
the significant difference of energy intake between C and I (p = 0.016)
Median urine-derived sodium intakes were significantly greater than median self-reported
intakes in all of the arms at three months (p<0.000 for all). Correlations between self-reported
and urine-derived sodium intakes were r = 0.213 (p = 0.140) for C, r = 0.146 (p = 0.340) for I
and r = 0.298 (p = 0.026) for IW. For potassium intakes, participants in I reported lower
intakes than C and IW at three months (p = 0.336). Median urine-derived potassium intakes
were also significantly greater than median self-reported intakes in all arms at three months
(C: p = 0.011; I: p = 0.000; IW: p = 0.004). Correlations between potassium measures were r
= 0.188 (p = 0.200) for C, r = 0.597 (p = 0.000) for I and r = 0.350 (p = 0.008) for IW. The
differences between urine-derived intake and dietary intake on sodium and potassium did not
significantly differ between groups (p=0.431 for sodium, p=0.467 for potassium).
Bland-Altman plots demonstrated participants in all the arms generally underreported their
sodium and potassium intakes compared with urinary measures over the 3-month intensive
phase of the food-based RCT. The magnitude of underestimation using the self-reported
assessment tool was overall three times higher for sodium measures than for potassium. The
range between the upper and lower limits of agreements for sodium and potassium intakes
was wide in all study arms. For sodium intakes, in the I arm, the underestimation was greater
at higher intakes (Figure 19), whereas the underestimation of sodium intakes for IW was less
at higher intakes (Figure 20). The differences in estimated potassium intakes during the three
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months between self-reported and urine-derived intakes were fairly consistent across the
quantity of potassium intakes for all study arms.

Figure 19. Bland-Altman plot for assessing bias between self-reported dietary intake
and urine derived intake for sodium intake for intervention arm during 3 months of the
intensive phase of the food-based RCT 1
1

Solid line represented the mean difference; dotted lines represented upper and lower limits

of agreement (mean ± 1.96 SDs)
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1

Figure 20. Bland-Altman plot for assessing bias between self-reported dietary intake
and urine-derived intake for Log10 value of sodium intake for intervention + walnut
arm during 3 months of the intensive phase of the food-based RCT1
1

Solid line represented the mean difference; dotted lines represented upper and lower limits

of agreement (mean ± 1.96 SDs)
The regression model established that body weight at baseline significantly predicted the
difference of sodium intakes between self-reported and urine-derived data during three
months for C (B= -21.226, t= -2.511, P = 0.016), in Figure 21A. In I, the difference in
sodium intakes between measures was significantly predicted by BMI at baseline during three
months (B= -106.140, t= -3.258, P = 0.002), in Figure 21B. BMI at baseline (B= -0.017, t=3.654, P=0.001) and the diet history interviewer (B= -0.019, t=-2.382, P=0.021) significantly
predicted the difference in sodium intakes between self-reported and urine-derived data at
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three months for IW. The overall model was significant, (F (9.530, 2df), p=0.000) explained
26% of the variability of the difference between sodium measurements for IW. There were no
identified predictors for the difference in potassium intakes between self-reported and urinederived data for all the arms.
A
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B

Figure 21. (A) Relation between body weight at baseline and difference of sodium
intake between self-reported and urine-derived data for the control arm during 3
months of the intensive phase of the food-based RCT (B) Relation between body mass
index at baseline and difference of sodium intake between self-reported and urinederived data for the intervention arm during 3 months of the intensive phase of the
food-based RCT1
1

Solid line represented the best of line of fit for the model; dotted lines represented the 95%

confidence limits for mean predicted values
6.6

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study examining the accuracy of self-reported sodium and
potassium intakes during a weight loss trial comparing diet history data to urinary biomarkers.
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As both these nutrients are fairly ubiquitous in the food supply, it was not surprising that
participants in all study arms underreported intakes. The finding on sodium intakes is
consistent with other research, indicating a tendency to underreport sodium intake during
weight loss trials [75], but in our study, the under-reporting of potassium intakes compared to
biomarker values was not anticipated. Other research in this context has found over-reporting
of potassium intakes [75]. This discrepancy may be attributed to differences in dietary advice
in the interventions, focusing on reduced sodium intakes [75], versus overall energy in foodbased RCT. While both studies may provide food advice, a sodium reduction intervention
may also emphasise potassium-rich foods. Additionally, while potassium is mainly sourced
from foods, sodium is also added to food, particularly in processed and takeaway foods. Thus
a greater underreporting of sodium in diet history interviews compared to potassium is likely.
This aligns with literature previously demonstrating the challenges in the estimation of
sodium intake [70, 148]. It confirms that biomarkers and/or additional dietary assessment
tools may be required to provide quality data in food-based RCTs if there is a concurrent
interest in nutrients such as sodium and potassium.
The findings also confirm that dietary interventions themselves may influence the accurate
assessment of dietary intake data, particularly with diet history interviews [74, 75]. However
it should be noted that the differences between urine-derived intake and dietary intake of
sodium and potassium did not significantly differ between groups; as is well known for
reporting energy, we found that body weight and BMI played a role in the difference in
sodium measurements between urinary and self-report diet history, particularly at baseline.
This may reflect the nature of individualised dietary advice provided in the study. In the
present food-based RCT, individualised dietary advice was provided by dietitians. One of the
main activities of individualised dietary advice provided by dietitians is goal setting[217],
and in this case, losing weight was the primary goal. When we conducted in-depth interviews
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with the trial dietitians we found that achieving weight change goals influenced the
participant’s reporting of dietary intake. Those who did not achieve their weight loss goals
tended to require dietitians to ask more probing questions during diet history interviews (data
not shown). Thus, participants may be more conscious of their body weight measurements,
which in turn may have influenced their dietary intake reporting. It is also known that
participants report diet in a socially favourable direction, and this may not reflect their actual
intake (e.g., social desirability bias)[33]. Socially desirable reporting behaviours appear to be
contributed by the awareness of education and the fear of negative evaluation when reporting
less desirable foods [41, 46, 47].
Another interesting finding was that the interviewer conducting the diet history was a factor
in significantly predicting the difference in sodium measures. Also, providing food
supplements to the intervention (in this case walnuts) may have influenced the reporting of
dietary data. Where there are differences in the provision of dietary advice (and
supplements), the trial can only be single blinded. This creates a necessary limitation for one
of the important elements in RCT design, blinding to minimise bias on the identity of the
intervention[72].
There are several limitations to this study. First, physical activity level appears to be a
confounder for the difference between self-reported and urine-derived intakes[148], however
as physical activity was also targeted in the intervention arms (I and IW arms), it was not able
to be taken into account for the present analysis, though physical activity did not appear to be
different in the groups[109]. The sample size of the present study was small. Due to the cost
of conducting a clinical trial and participant burdens, sample size tends to be tightly
controlled [218]. The sample size of the present analysis was further reduced due to the
dropout over three months and the burden of urine collection. The sample size appears to play
a role in evaluating bias in the difference in dietary intake between measures[219].
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Additionally, the proportions of female and overweight and obese participants were high in
the present sample, and it is known that these population groups are more likely to misreport
dietary intake[220, 221].
Furthermore, the present study was also a secondary analysis of an RCT which was not
powered for the present analysis. Because the present study is a single site study, the
generalisability to the wider population is also limited. The intake of sodium and potassium
in the analyses was not energy adjusted, though energy-adjusted potassium intake appears to
provide limited value in estimating potassium intakes[222]. Additionally, approximately 90%
of consumed sodium is excreted in the urine over 24 hours[137], but the half-life of ingested
potassium in the body is 16 days on average[136]. It may imply that 24-hour urine potassium
excretion may be unable to accurately reflect the daily dietary intake of potassium. Daily
sodium urine excretion is largely varied even with constant sodium ingestion[144]. Hence,
the single 24-h urine collected at the one-time point in the present study may be unable to
accurately reflect sodium intakes[148]. The present study somewhat overcame this limitation
by using the Multiple Source Method [7] to derive usual intake using two urinary measures
accounting for within-person intake variation.
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that the diet history interview was unable to
accurately assess dietary sodium and potassium intakes during a food-based RCT for weight
loss delivered using the individualised dietary advice in an overweight and obese sample.
Dietary advice needs to be given in terms of foods but reporting on food intake is inaccurate,
especially with respect to sodium which can be added on top of food. Where intakes of
sodium and potassium are of interest in a trial, both reported measures and urinary
biomarkers are required, to identify reported food sources of these nutrients to further
enhance advice giving, and to ensure the accuracy of actual nutrient intakes. Consideration of
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participant body weight, BMI and interviewer standardisation may help to improve dietary
intake data quality in food-based RCTs.
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CHAPTER

7

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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7.1

Thesis summary

RCTs target changes in dietary intake delivered through dietary interventions and investigate
their impact on health outcomes, subsequently providing evidence on diet-disease
relationships to develop dietary recommendations. Thus, high-quality evidence of such RCTs
is dependent on high-quality dietary intake data. The issue of dietary data quality was
addressed in the present thesis. There has been very limited work investigating the quality of
dietary intake data in food-based RCTs, and there is a need in nutrition research to identify
methods that can be used to assess dietary intake data quality, and take steps to improve it.
The central aim of this thesis was to explore and evaluate dietary intake data quality in a
food-based RCT. This thesis has offered novel evidence that the dietary intake data coding
process in a food-based RCT is prone to measurement discrepancies using a diet history
interview assessment tool. The findings suggest that although detailed dietary intake data
offers better information on food-based intakes, obtaining detailed dietary intake data is
challenging due to the inherent limitations of self-reported dietary intake data and high level
of detailed required for data coding, indicating a tradeoff between the required level of detail
of dietary intake data and the quality of dietary intake data. Completeness may be the major
dimension of such dietary intake data quality evaluation. Given that dinner and “vegetables
product and dish” food group contained more discrepancies than other meals and food groups,
the results of the closely related food items at dinner meal occasions, and those food items
closely related to specific vegetables in “vegetables product and dish” food group by using
data mining analytical methods may provide novel evidence on examples of food intake to
help improve dietary intake data during data collection and coding processes. In addition, the
findings reveal that consideration of patient body weight, BMI and interviewer
standardisation may play a role in improving dietary intake data quality in food-based RCTs
for weight loss. Although a more detailed dietary intake data coding protocol is required prior
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to dietary data collection and coding process to ensure data quality, educating participants on
reporting consumption and incorporating supportive tools to deal with unknown intakes of
quantities may facilitate a more consistent coding process and improve data quality.
The results of this thesis contributed to the literature on measurement error related to
dietitian-collected and coded dietary intake data and how these potential discrepancies may
be generated. Given the central hypothesis of this thesis was that exploration and evaluation
of the dietary data quality derivation process in a clinical research setting would provide
important practice-relevant information for improving dietary intake data quality, these
findings may be used to inform clinical practice to provide high-quality dietary intake data
for investigating relationships between dietary intervention and health outcomes in foodbased RCTs, in turn informing health messages and policies.
7.2

Core thesis findings

The results of the thesis suggest that dietary intake data coding process contains measurement
discrepancies. The method implemented in assessing the dietary intake data offers a
systematic approach to evaluating dietary data in a research setting. Applying mixed methods
including quantitative (e.g., SDVs and comparing with recovery biomarkers) and qualitative
(e.g. in-depth interviews) assessment methods allowed for exploration of core drivers of
quality, subsequently providing recommendations on trial design and optimisation.
To assess the quality of dietary intake data coding process in food-based RCT, a dietary
intake data coding discrepancy coding system was developed based on the raw baseline
dietary intake data of the food-based RCT (Chapter 3). Applying the coding system and
SDVs, the at-risk areas of dietary intake data coding process were identified. It was found
that dinner intake data were more prone to discrepancy incidences than breakfast, lunch and
snacks. Free vegetables, meat, savoury sauces and condiments, as well as cereals were found
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to be more prone to coding discrepancies than other food groups. Assessing intake based on
reported quantity and frequency may be more effective to correct discrepancies for quality
improvement.
To obtain a better understanding of the quality of dietary intake data, the diet history
interviews of the food-based RCT at the 12-month time point were audio-recorded and
verbatim transcribed (Chapter 4). In-depth interviews with dietitians performing dietary
intake data collection and coding within the trial (n=5) were also carried out to explore
barriers to the coding of dietary intake data (Chapter 4). The results suggest that using SDV
to assess the quality of dietary intake data may be inadequate for correcting identified
discrepancies when using an objective source of data. The findings of the exploratory study
suggest that the discrepancies were more likely to occur during coding of intakes quantities
and frequencies. The findings of the in-depth interviews suggested that the discrepancies
were due to the recall bias, but the subconscious interpretation of the coding intake data
requirements of dietary data analysis software during data collection was highlighted by
dietitians. Thus, the incompleteness of dietary intake data in relation to coding may be
contributed by the dietitians and study participants.
Therefore, collecting complete dietary intake data is required for high-quality dietary intake
data (Chapter 5). Identifying food choices through meal-based food combinations may be of
importance for refining their dietary assessment tools to improve the completeness of dietary
intake data. The findings suggest that the number and definitions of food groups used in the
analyses are essential for revealing food choices within meals. Foods were chosen differently
at main meals (e.g. breakfast, lunch and dinner). The findings may also help in developing
dietary intake data collection and coding strategies for better quality of dietary intake data at
the individual level, particularly for dinner meal occasions.
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Additionally, knowing factors which impact on dietary intake data in food-based RCTs may
provide insights into dietary intake data quality improvement strategies. Thus, in Chapter 6,
self-reported dietary sodium and potassium intakes were compared with 24-hour urinary
biomarkers of intake and identify predictive factors for the differences between the measures
of the 3-month intensive phase of the food-based RCT. The study revealed that overweight
participants in all study arms underreported sodium and potassium intakes compared with
urine-derived intakes. It may indicate that biomarkers or additional dietary assessment tools
may be required during data collection to provide a better quality of dietary intake data in
RCTs. The findings confirm that dietary interventions may influence the accurate assessment
of dietary intake data using diet history interviews. Furthermore, the exploratory finding
suggests that the interviewer conducting the diet history also significantly predicted the
difference in sodium measures in the food-based RCT. This may indicate that a certain
degree of standardised procedures may be required to improve the data quality using diet
history interviews.
7.3

Dietary intake data quality in the clinical research setting

Although dimensions of self-reported intake data are unable to be evaluated in
an isolated manner, the accuracy, completeness, consistency and relevance of dietary intake
data in a food-based RCT were evaluated in the thesis as a case study. Although the
acceptable discrepancy rate was discussed in Chapter 3, which can be used as an indicator of
the accuracy, completeness and consistency of dietary intake data; given the complexity of
dietary intake data, interpreting the discrepancy rates within the context of the study is crucial.
The discrepancy between the findings of the discrepancy rates on dietary intake data coding
in Chapter 3 and 4 suggests that obtaining objective source dietary intake data, such as audiorecorded dietary intake data collection is critical to assess the dimensions of dietary intake
data coding quality. The present findings also suggest that there is a tradeoff between the
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required level of detail of dietary intake data and the quality of dietary intake data; however,
the completeness of dietary intake data may be the major contributor to the poor dietary
intake data quality suggested by dietitians who collected and coded dietary intake data
(Chapter 4). The results in Chapter 6 also demonstrated that consistency and relevance can be
identified by using recovery biomarkers of sodium and potassium intakes.
7.4

Limitations

The limitations of each individual study have been reported in the previous chapters. The
overall limitations of the thesis will be discussed here. Although the raw dietary intake
obtained prior to data cleaning in a food-based RCT was used in the thesis, the research
question examined in the pre-designed food-based RCT was to test the effectiveness of a
lifestyle intervention for weight loss, which was a different research question that posed in
this thesis. This may lead the present analyses to be underpowered. Moreover, the present
thesis was initiated when the baseline data collection of the trial had already started.
Therefore, the dynamic picture of the dietary intake data quality in a food-based RCT may
not be fully captured.
The generalisation of these findings to other trials may be limited. The sample may be more
motivated to report their dietary intake as they were volunteers for a weight loss trial living in
the specific regional area of New South Wales, Australia. Therefore, the present results may
be unable to be generalised to the wider population. Diet history interviews were used in the
food-based RCT and examined in this thesis. This may limit the generalisability of the results
to the quality of dietary intake data derived from other dietary assessment methods.
Additionally, the decisions regarding the discrepancies in dietary intake data coding here may
not necessarily be considered to be discrepancies in other studies. The identified
discrepancies were based on the developed dietary intake data coding discrepancy
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classification system in Chapter 3 by using the present analysed data. Some of the identified
discrepancies here may be accepted in other studies, leading to a lower discrepancy rate.
7.5

Future direction and recommendations

Whilst this thesis has explored several novel concepts for the dietary intake data quality and
its potential improvement in a clinical research setting, a number of recommendations can be
developed. The present thesis has provided insights for the problematic nature of dietary
intake data derived from the self-reported dietary assessment tools, diet history interview, and
factors which may impact on its quality in a clinical research setting. Future research should
investigate these factors further to improve the quality of dietary intake data for stronger
evidence on diet-disease relationships.
7.5.1 Trial management
Developing a robust management plan for dietary intake data collection and coding processes
prior to the initiation of the trial is key for high-quality dietary intake data in clinical research
settings. Detailed arrangements of dietary intake data generation process including
standardised data collection and coding process are essential but, most importantly, inform
how the daily running of the data generation process will be implemented. It is highly
advisable that a detailed data collection and data entry protocol (such as based on food groups)
is implemented prior to dietary data collection and coding processes to ensure high-quality
data, particularly for targeting discrepancy prone food groups. Detailed rules and supportive
tools for handling of incomplete data may also be required to improve dietary data quality.
The plan should also describe the level of detail required for dietary intake data collection
and subsequent coding. Furthermore, consideration of participant’s body weight and BMI
when developing the protocol and data generation may help to improve dietary intake data
quality in RCTs for weight loss. Additionally, strategies for effective monitoring of the
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planned dietary intake data collection and coding process, such as risk-based monitoring
system, should be applied to improve the quality of dietary intake data. Consistency checks
between personnel are also required to enhance quality.
Apart from developing a plan to standardise procedures on dietary intake data coding, a
codebook and records of missing foods in the database should be used to further standardise
dietary intake data coding process. Use of codebooks may help to reduce subjective decision
making on food matching to improve the accuracy and consistency of dietary intake data.
Establishing effective communication within the trial may play an important role in
maintaining dietary intake data consistency. The personnel involved in dietary intake data
collection and coding should be encouraged to report issues and concerns relating to their
task to the trial management team, where the trial management team can then resolve the
issues quickly.
7.5.2 Training
The personnel performing dietary intake data collection and coding should obtain the
appropriate qualification and training to conduct their tasks. Such training, using the trial
protocol, plan and procedures are required prior to the initiation of the trial. Continuing
training during the trial is also required for data quality.
7.5.3 Technology
The studies in this thesis indicate that advanced strategies may be required to improve the
dietary intake data derived from the diet history interview. With the development of
technology, self-reported dietary assessment methods can be improved.
Direct coding of the reported dietary intake data during data collection should be further
explored in the clinical research setting. There are two types of computerised data collection
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software. One type involves dietary intake data being directly coded by those administering
the dietary assessment tool during data collection with the study participant [12, 223]. This
method may help to standardise the data collection process, reduce the amount of missing
data and reduce data coding burden.
Apart from using technology to improve the dietary intake data coding process, technologyassisted traditional dietary assessment methods may also improve the quality of the dietary
intake data generation process. The dietary assessment tool applied in this thesis is a dietitian
–administered paper-based diet history interview. An area of active research is the use of an
online platform to develop an automated web-based self-administered diet history interview
[224]. The study participant completes the online dietary assessment tool by selecting food
items, portion sizes and/or frequencies from a drop-down list or entering the missing items in
the database. The analyses of the intakes are automatically performed and compared to the
interested references, such as recommendations made in the dietary guidelines. The
automated process also helps to reduce the cost and laborious process of dietary intake data
collection and coding[5]. However, the quality of dietary intake data of such methods in
clinical settings needs to be further explored.
Another technological advance is using digital images by using different forms of cameras,
such as standalone devices, wearable devices, digital cameras or digital cameras incorporated
into personal devices such as a mobile phone/smartphone [96]. The common approach is to
capture the images of the intakes before and after the eating occasions. There are two
methods when the study participant takes the images. One of them is an active method where
the study participant actively takes the images using standalone devices or personal
devices[225]. The passive method is that the wearable devices are carried by the study
participant to take the images continually, regardless of the eating occasions [225]. The
images are then reviewed by the researchers or electronically sent to the sophisticated image
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processing database to identify and quantify intake automatically [226, 227]. Using images
simplifies the process of recording, identifying and quantifying intake [228, 229]. However,
the accuracy of applying the active method in clinical settings requires further exploration.
Participants may forget to take images, impacting on the estimated intake [230]. The active
form of taking images may require a high degree of motivation. Study participants may also
alter eating behaviour during recording periods. Conversely, applying the passive method to
take image may improve the accuracy of dietary intake, but more studies are required to
determine the feasibility of its application in clinical settings.
Apart from examining actual food consumption, technology innovation on the sensors placed
on the wrist, neck and jaw allow detections of actions of eating from hand to mouth, biting,
chewing and swallowing of food to generate dietary intake data [231-233]. However,
additional research is required to understand the utilisation of these devices for the purposes
of dietary assessment in clinical settings.
7.6

Conclusion

In conclusion, this thesis has offered evidence on a systematic approach to evaluating dietary
intake data in a food-based RCT via examining dietary intake data coding process. This
thesis highlights that the dinner meal and the “vegetable products and dishes” food group
appeared to be at-risk areas of dietary intake data, but the quality of dietary intake data
coding appears to be determined by the level of details of dietary intake data required.
Completeness suggested being the major dimension of such dietary intake data quality
evaluation. Furthermore, the novel analyses of food choices through meal-based food
combinations may provide examples on which foods are more likely to be consumed together
to help researchers to refine dietary intake data collection for the completeness of dietary
intake data. The results also suggest that consideration of patient body weight, BMI and
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interviewer standardisation may help to improve dietary intake data quality in food-based
RCTs. Furthermore, although a more detailed dietary intake data coding protocol is required
prior to dietary data collection and coding processes to ensure data coding quality, educating
participants on reporting consumption and incorporating supportive tools to deal with
unknown intakes of quantities may facilitate a more consistent coding process. Management
of the dietary intake data generation process and technology-assisted dietary intake data
generation in clinical research settings may be required to explore further and improve
dietary intake data quality.
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Appendix 3. Australian Food, Supplement, and Nutrient Database for Estimation of
Population Nutrient Intakes 2007 major food groups and example food items
Food code and group name

Examples

11 Non-alcoholic beverages

Tea, coffee, juice, cordial, soft drink, water

12 Cereals and cereal products

Bread, breakfast cereals, noodles, pasta, rice

13 Cereal based products and

Biscuits, cakes, muffins, pastries, pizza, burger, pancakes

dishes
14 Fats and oils

Butter, margarine, oils

15 Fish and seafood products

Fresh fin fish, frozen fin fish, smoked fish, canned fish,

and dishes

prawn, squid, fish cake, tuna mornay with cheese, garlic
prawn

16 Fruit products and dishes

Apple, pear, berries, oranges, peaches, banana, melon,
dried fruit, apple crumble

17 Egg products and dishes

Eggs, egg dishes such as scrambled eggs, omelette, mousse

18 Meat, poultry and game

Beef, veal, lamb, pork, chicken, sausage, bacon, ham, dried

products and dishes

meats, crumbled meats, meat bolognaise pasta sauce,
casserole, curries

19 Milk products and dishes

Cow milk, yoghurt, cream, cheese, ice cream, rice pudding,
cheese cake

20 Dairy substitutes

Soy milk, soy-based yoghurt
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Food code and group name

Examples

21 Soup

Tomato-based soup, vegetable soup, meat-based soup, dry
soup mix

22 Seed and nut products and

Pumpkin seeds, linseed, sesame seed, peanuts, peanut

dishes

butter, almond, coconut milk

23 Savoury sauces and

Gravy, savoury sauces, pickles, salad dressing

condiments
24 Vegetable products and

Potatoes, cabbage, carrots, lettuce, beans, fresh herbs,

dishes

tomato, pumpkin, sweetcorn, onion, salad

25 Legume and pulse products

Chickpeas, kidney beans, red lentils, dhal (legume curry)

and dishes
26 Snack foods

Potato crisps, popcorn, corn chips, pretzels

27 Sugar products and dishes

Sugar, honey, jam,

28 Confectionary and

Chocolate, muesli bars, lollies and chewing gum

cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars
29 Alcoholic beverages

Beers, wines, sprits, cocktails

30 Special dietary foods

Meal replacement

31 Miscellaneous

Salt, herbs, species, yeast, vegemite, stock
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Appendix 4. Outline of questions of semi-structured interview guides
Dietary intake data collection
1.

What do you think are the main barriers or issues that impact on the dietary

intake data collection?
2.

How long did you spend with each participant collecting dietary intake data?

3.

In an ideal world, but also balancing participant burden, how long do you think

it is suitable to spend with the participant for collecting dietary intake data?
4.

In an ideal world, if you could create any resource possible to assist you when

collecting dietary data, what would it look like or what form would it take?
5.

Could you please describe anything you would like to address when you train a

dietitian to collect dietary intake data?
6.

What sort of training, if any, do you think you might need to improve your

skills to collect dietary data?
7.

Could you please describe anything you would do differently now when you

start working as a dietitian to collect dietary data?
Dietary intake data entry
8.

What do you think are the main barriers or issues that impact on dietary intake

data entry?
9.

If you come across food without an exact match in software, which resources

do you use to assist you when entering dietary data for that food?
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10. If you could create any resource possible to assist you when entering dietary
data, what would it look like and what format would it take?
11. How long did you spend to enter one collected dietary intake data record?
12. If you could create any resource possible to assist you to save time when
entering dietary data, what would it look like and what format would it take?
13. Could you please describe anything you would like address when you train a
dietitian to enter dietary intake data?
14. What sort of training, if any, do you think you might need to improve your
skills in entering dietary data?
15. Could you please describe anything you would do differently now when you
start working as a dietitian to enter dietary data?
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Appendix 5. Frequency of individual food groups and example food items reported at breakfast, lunch, dinner and ‘others’
Food Group Code and Name*

Example food items

Breakfast (n=423)

Frequency†
n (%)

Major food group
12 Cereals and cereal products

Bread, breakfast cereals, noodles, pasta, rice

397 (94)

19 Milk products and dishes

Milk, yoghurt, cream, cheese, ice cream, rice pudding, cheese cake

336 (79)

17 Egg products and dishes

Eggs, egg dishes such as scrambled eggs, omelette, mousse

257 (61)

14 Fats and oils

Butter, margarine, oils

232 (55)

122 Regular breads, and bread rolls

White, mixed grain, wholemeal or rye breads

312 (74)

191 Dairy milk (cow, sheep and goat)

Full fat milk, reduced fat milk, milk powder

258 (61)

125 Breakfast cereals, ready to eat

Corn based, rice based, wheat based and mixed grain based breakfast cereals

244 (58)

Potatoes, cabbage, carrots, lettuce, beans, fresh herbs, tomato, pumpkin,

390 (91)

Sub-major food group

Lunch (n=428)
Major food group
24 Vegetable products and dishes
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Food Group Code and Name*

Example food items

Frequency†

sweetcorn, onion, salad
12 Cereals and cereal products

Bread, breakfast cereals, noodles, pasta, rice

389 (91)

18 Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

Beef, veal, lamb, pork, chicken, sausage, bacon, ham, dried meats, crumbled

350 (82)

meats, meat bolognaise pasta sauce, casserole, curries
19 Milk products and dishes

Cow milk, yoghurt, cream, cheese, ice cream, rice pudding, cheese cake

287 (67)

13 Cereal based products and dishes

Biscuits, cakes, muffins, pastries, pizza, burger, pancakes

270 (63)

23 Savoury sauces and condiments

Gravy, savoury sauces, pickles, salad dressing

238 (56)

15 Fish and seafood products and dishes

Fresh fin fish, frozen fin fish, smoked fish, canned fish, prawn, squid, fish

221 (52)

cake, tuna mornay with cheese, garlic prawn
Sub-major food group
122 Regular breads, and bread rolls

White, mixed grain, wholemeal or rye breads

323 (75)

244 Leaf and stalk vegetables

Lettuce, asparagus, celery, fresh herbs, seaweeds

259 (61)

194 Cheese

Hard cheese, cream and cottage cheese, camembert cheese, processed cheese

256 (60)

247 Other fruiting vegetables

Pumpkin, zucchini, mushroom, sweetcorn, avocado, capsicum, cucumber

244 (57)
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Frequency†

Food Group Code and Name*

Example food items

246 Tomato and tomato products

Cherry tomato, tomato paste, canned tomato, sun dried tomato

243 (57)

24401 Leaf vegetables

Lettuce, spinach

254 (59)

24601 Tomato

Cherry tomato, raw or stir fried common potato,

236 (55)

24705 Other fruiting vegetables

Avocado, capsicum, chilli, cucumber, eggplant

214 (50)

Minor food group

Dinner (n=432)

n (%)

Major food group
24 Vegetable products and dishes

Potatoes, cabbage, carrots, lettuce, beans, fresh herbs, tomato, pumpkin,

428 (99)

sweetcorn, onion, salad
18 Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

Beef, veal, lamb, pork, chicken, sausage, bacon, ham, dried meats, crumbled

414 (96)

meats, meat bolognaise pasta sauce, casserole, curries
12 Cereals and cereal products

Bread, breakfast cereals, noodles, pasta, rice

405 (94)

23 Savoury sauces and condiments

Gravies, savoury sauces, pickles, salad dressing

324 (75)

13 Cereal based products and dishes

Biscuits, cakes, muffins, pastries, pizza, burger, pancakes

316 (73)

19 Milk products and dishes

Cow milk, yoghurt, cream, cheese, ice cream, rice pudding, cheese cake

255 (59)
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Food Group Code and Name*

Example food items

15 Fish and seafood products and dishes

Fresh fin fish, frozen fin fish, smoked fish, canned fish, prawn, squid, fish

Frequency†
249 (58)

cake, tuna mornay with cheese, garlic prawn
14 Fats and oils

Butter, margarine, oils

228 (53)

181 Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

Beef, lamb and mutton, pork, veal

362 (84)

241 Potatoes

Boiled potatoes, deep fried potatoes, mashed potatoes

358 (83)

243 Carrot and similar root vegetables

Carrot, beetroot, ginger, sweet potato

338 (78)

247 Other fruiting vegetables

Pumpkin, zucchini, mushroom, sweetcorn, avocado, capsicum, cucumber

335 (78)

183 Poultry and feathered game

Chicken, turkey, quail

328 (76)

121 Flours and other cereal grains and starches

Oats, rice, couscous, barley, flour

290 (67)

135 Mixed dishes where cereal is the major

Pizza, sandwiches, burgers, taco, lasagne, pasta bolognese, macaroni cheese,

282 (65)

ingredient

fried rice, risotto, sushi

231 Gravies and savoury sauces

Prepared gravies, dry gravy mixes, tomato based sauces, homemade style

Sub-major food group

277 (64)

sauces, simmer style sauces
248 Other vegetables and vegetable

Bulb fennel, garlic, onion

275 (64)
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Food Group Code and Name*

Example food items

Frequency†

combinations
124 Pasta and pasta products (without sauce)

Pasta, instant noodle, filled pasta

270 (63)

242 Cabbage, cauliflower and similar brassica

Cabbage, brussels sprout, cauliflower, broccoli

263 (61)

244 Leaf and stalk vegetables

Lettuce, asparagus, celery, fresh herbs, seaweeds

255 (59)

189 Mixed dishes where poultry or feathered

Poultry dishes with gravy sauce or vegetables (stew/casserole, curries), poultry

240 (56)

game is the major component

dishes with gravy, sauces or vegetable added pasta, noodles or rice (chow

vegetables

mein Chinese restaurant style), Poultry crumbed, battered, meatloaf or patty
type with cereal and/or vegetables (chicken schnitzels)
246 Tomato and tomato products

Cherry tomato, tomato paste, canned tomato, sun dried tomato

228 (53)

187 Mixed dishes where beef, sheep, pork or

Beef dishes added pasta/noodles or rice (chow mein with beef and noodles),

225 (52)

mammalian game is the major component

beef crumbed, battered, meatloaf or patty pie with cereal and/or vegetables
(burger patty)

245 Peas and beans

Pea, snowpea, broad bean, green bean, alfalfa sprout, bean sprout

222 (51)

Minor food group
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Frequency†

Food Group Code and Name*

Example food items

18301 Chicken

Chicken breast, drumstick, mince, baked chicken,

327 (76)

18101 Beef

Grilled lean blade steak, dry fried regular mince, stewed/braised stir fry strips

325 (75)

24301 Carrots

Raw or baked peeled carrot, stir fried carrot

289 (67)

12102 Rice and rice grain fractions

White rice, brown rice

275 (64)

24202 Broccoli, broccolini and cauliflower

Raw, boiled or baked broccoli, boiled or stir fried cauliflower

244 (56)

12401 Pasta and noodles, wheat based, other

White wheat flour based pasta, while wheat flour with egg pasta, wholemeal

242 (56)

than instant noodles

wheat flour based pasta

24705 Other fruiting vegetables

Avocado, capsicum, chilli, cucumber, eggplant

237 (55)

24401 Leaf vegetables

Lettuce, spinach

232 (54)

24101 Potatoes

Peeled or unpeeled boiled pale skin potato , baked potato

230 (53)

Other meals (n=433)

n (%)

Major food group
13 Cereal based products and dishes

Biscuits, cakes, muffins, pastries, pizza, burger, pancakes

399 (92)

19 Milk products and dishes

Cow milk, yoghurt, cream, cheese, ice cream, rice pudding, cheese cake

398 (92)

28 Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

Chocolate, muesli bar, fruit bar, lollies, chewing gum

378 (87)

216

Food Group Code and Name*

Example food items

16 Fruit products and dishes

Apple, pear, berries, oranges, peaches, banana, melon, dried fruit, apple

Frequency†
361 (83)

crumble
22 Seed and nut products and dishes

Pumpkin seeds, linseed, sesame seed, peanuts, peanut butter, almond, coconut

272 (63)

milk
26 Snack foods

Potato crisps, popcorn, corn chips, pretzels

237 (55)

281 Chocolate and chocolate-based

Milk, white or dark chocolate, chocolate coated confectionery, filled

325 (75)

confectionery

chocolate bar

222 Nuts and nut products

Peanuts, peanut butter, almond, fresh coconut, desiccated coconut, coconut

Sub-major food group

263 (61)

cream
191 Dairy milk (cow, sheep and goat)

Full fat milk, reduced fat milk, milk powder

256 (59)

132 Savoury biscuits

Rice cake, corn cake, crispbread, cracker

248 (57)

131 Sweet biscuits

Plain, chocolate flavoured, shortbread style, fruit filled sweet biscuits

235 (54)

133 Cakes, muffins, scones, cake-type desserts

Chocolate cake, sponge cake, cake-style muffin, brownie, date scone, pudding

229 (53)

195 Frozen milk products

Ice-cream, frozen yoghurt, sundae

223 (52)

217

*

Food group code and food group name of the nested hierarchical food groups of the 2011–13 AUSNUT food classification system was

applied[130]. Two digit numerical codes were used for food groups at the major food group level. Three digit numerical codes were used for
food groups at the sub-major food group level. Five digit numerical codes were used for food groups at the minor food group level [130].
† To minimise the complexity of data presentation, the present table shows only the food groups that were reported by 50% or more of
participants.
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Appendix 6. Identified association rules with one precursor food group for breakfast, lunch, dinner and others at food group levels1
Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Breakfast
Major food group level
Egg products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.5957

0.9805

1.0448

Fats and oils

Cereals and cereal products

0.5461

0.9957

1.0609

Fruit products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.3995

0.9548

1.0173

Milk products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.7612

0.9583

1.0211

Sugar products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.3712

0.9874

1.0521

Fruit products and dishes

Milk products and dishes

0.3593

0.8588

1.0811

Sugar products and dishes

Milk products and dishes

0.3333

0.8868

1.1164

Regular breads, and bread rolls

0.4161

0.9167

1.2428

Sub-major food group level
Eggs

(plain/unfilled/untopped varieties
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3

Lift4

(%)

(%)

Dairy milk (cow, sheep and goat)

0.3452

0.8202

1.3448

Fats and oils

Cereals and cereal products

0.3528

0.9805

1.0788

Fish and seafood products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.4720

0.9140

1.0057

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.7664

0.9371

1.0311

Milk products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.6262

0.9338

1.0274

Savoury sauces and condiments

Cereals and cereal products

0.5257

0.9454

1.0402

Vegetable products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.8318

0.9128

1.0043

Milk products and dishes

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

0.5701

0.8502

1.0396

Savoury sauces and condiments

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

0.4743

0.8529

1.0430

Cereal based products and dishes

Vegetable products and dishes

0.5771

0.9148

1.0040

Fats and oils

Vegetable products and dishes

0.3318

0.9221

1.0119

Breakfast cereals, ready to eat, Regular breads,
and bread rolls (plain/unfilled/untopped varieties
Lunch
Major food group level
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Fish and seafood products and dishes

Vegetable products and dishes

0.4907

0.9502

1.0428

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

Vegetable products and dishes

0.7617

0.9314

1.0222

Savoury sauces and condiments

Vegetable products and dishes

0.5327

0.9580

1.0513

Tomato and tomato products

Leaf and stalk vegetables

0.4626

0.8148

1.3465

Cheese

Regular breads, and bread rolls

0.5093

0.8516

1.1284

0.4883

0.8069

1.0693

0.4369

0.9212

1.2206

Sub-major food group level

(plain/unfilled/untopped varieties
Leaf and stalk vegetables

Regular breads, and bread rolls
(plain/unfilled/untopped varieties)

Processed meat

Regular breads, and bread rolls
(plain/unfilled/untopped varieties)

Minor food group level
Other fruiting vegetables

Leaf vegetables

0.4019

0.8037

1.3543

Tomato

Leaf vegetables

0.4463

0.8093

1.3637
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Dinner
Major food group level
Cereal based products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.6921

0.9462

1.0093

Fats and oils

Cereals and cereal products

0.5116

0.9693

1.0339

Milk products and dishes

Cereals and cereal products

0.5671

0.9608

1.0248

Savoury sauces and condiments

Cereals and cereal products

0.7222

0.9630

1.0272

Cereal based products and dishes

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

0.7014

0.9589

1.0006

Cereals and cereal products

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

0.9005

0.9605

1.0023

Fish and seafood products and dishes

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

0.5648

0.9799

1.0225

Cereal based products and dishes

Vegetable products and dishes

0.7292

0.9968

1.0062

Cereals and cereal products

Vegetable products and dishes

0.9329

0.9951

1.0044

Fats and oils

Vegetable products and dishes

0.5255

0.9956

1.0049

Fish and seafood products and dishes

Vegetable products and dishes

0.5741

0.9960

1.0053

Meat, poultry and game products and dishes

Vegetable products and dishes

0.9537

0.9952

1.0045
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Milk products and dishes

Vegetable products and dishes

0.5880

0.9961

1.0054

Savoury sauces and condiments

Vegetable products and dishes

0.7500

1.0000

1.0093

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.5370

0.8821

1.0527

Carrot and similar root vegetables

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.6921

0.8846

1.0557

Cheese

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.4213

0.8585

1.0245

Fin fish (excluding commercially sterile)

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.3287

0.8987

1.0725

Flours and other cereal grains and starches

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.5810

0.8655

1.0329

Gravies and savoury sauces

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.5625

0.8773

1.0469

Leaf and stalk vegetables

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.5301

0.8980

1.0717

Mixed dishes where beef, sheep, pork or

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.4560

0.8756

1.0449

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.5486

0.8404

1.0029

Sub-major food group level
Cabbage, cauliflower and similar brassica
vegetables

mammalian game is the major component
Mixed dishes where cereal is the major
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3

Lift4

(%)

(%)

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.4792

0.8625

1.0293

Other fruiting vegetables

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.6782

0.8746

1.0438

Other vegetables and vegetable combinations

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.5440

0.8545

1.0198

Pasta and pasta products (without sauce)

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.5278

0.8444

1.0077

Peas and beans

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.4560

0.8874

1.0590

Plant oils

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.3426

0.8457

1.0093

Potatoes

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed}

0.7245

0.8743

1.0434

Poultry and feathered game

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.6898

0.9085

1.0842

Regular breads, and bread rolls

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.3218

0.8424

1.0053

Tomato and tomato products

Beef, sheep and pork, unprocessed

0.4792

0.9079

1.0835

Cabbage, cauliflower and similar brassica

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.5463

0.8973

1.1469

ingredient
Mixed dishes where poultry or feathered game is
the major component

(plain/unfilled/untopped varieties)
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

vegetables
Cheese

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.4051

0.8255

1.0550

Gravies and savoury sauces

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.5370

0.8375

1.0705

Leaf and stalk vegetables

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.5139

0.8706

1.1127

Mixed dishes where beef, sheep, pork or

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.4213

0.8089

1.0338

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.4491

0.8083

1.0331

Pasta and pasta products (without sauce)

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.5116

0.8185

1.0462

Peas and beans

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.4699

0.9144

1.1687

Plant oils

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.3287

0.8114

1.0371

Poultry and feathered game

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.6366

0.8384

1.0716

Tomato and tomato products

Carrot and similar root vegetables

0.4421

0.8377

1.0707

Tomato and tomato products

Leaf and stalk vegetables

0.4398

0.8333

1.4118

mammalian game is the major component
Mixed dishes where poultry or feathered game is
the major component
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3

Lift4

(%)

(%)

Other fruiting vegetables

0.5185

0.8517

1.0983

Carrot and similar root vegetables

Other fruiting vegetables

0.6759

0.8639

1.1141

Cheese

Other fruiting vegetables

0.4074

0.8302

1.0706

Flours and other cereal grains and starches

Other fruiting vegetables

0.5417

0.8069

1.0405

Gravies and savoury sauces

Other fruiting vegetables

0.5255

0.8195

1.0568

Leaf and stalk vegetables

Other fruiting vegetables

0.5278

0.8941

1.1530

Mixed dishes where beef, sheep, pork or

Other fruiting vegetables

0.4213

0.8089

1.0431

Other vegetables and vegetable combinations

Other fruiting vegetables

0.5139

0.8073

1.0410

Pasta and pasta products (without sauce)

Other fruiting vegetables

0.5208

0.8333

1.0746

Peas and beans

Other fruiting vegetables

0.4560

0.8874

1.1443

Plant oils

Other fruiting vegetables

0.3403

0.8400

1.0832

Poultry and feathered game

Other fruiting vegetables

0.6204

0.8171

1.0537

Cabbage, cauliflower and similar brassica
vegetables

mammalian game is the major component
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Tomato and tomato products

Other fruiting vegetables

0.4745

0.8991

1.1595

Cabbage, cauliflower and similar brassica

Potatoes

0.5278

0.8669

1.0461

Carrot and similar root vegetables

Potatoes

0.6713

0.8580

1.0353

Cheese

Potatoes

0.4213

0.8585

1.0359

Flours and other cereal grains and starches

Potatoes

0.5671

0.8448

1.0195

Gravies and savoury sauces

Potatoes

0.5556

0.8664

1.0455

Leaf and stalk vegetables

Potatoes

0.5000

0.8471

1.0221

Mixed dishes where beef, sheep, pork or

Potatoes

0.4583

0.8800

1.0619

Potatoes

0.5671

0.8688

1.0484

Potatoes

0.4884

0.8792

1.0609

vegetables

mammalian game is the major component
Mixed dishes where cereal is the major
ingredient
Mixed dishes where poultry or feathered game is
the major component
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Other fruiting vegetables

Potatoes

0.6667

0.8597

1.0374

Other vegetables and vegetable combinations

Potatoes

0.5440

0.8545

1.0312

Pasta and pasta products (without sauce)

Potatoes

0.5231

0.8370

1.0101

Peas and beans

Potatoes

0.4468

0.8694

1.0491

Plant oils

Potatoes

0.3472

0.8571

1.0343

Poultry and feathered game

Potatoes

0.6435

0.8476

1.0228

Regular breads, and bread rolls

Potatoes

0.3241

0.8485

1.0239

Tomato and tomato products

Potatoes

0.4398

0.8333

1.0056

Cabbage, cauliflower and similar brassica

Poultry and feathered game

0.5185

0.8517

1.1218

Flours and other cereal grains and starches

Poultry and feathered game

0.5394

0.8034

1.0582

Peas and beans

Poultry and feathered game

0.4306

0.8378

1.1035

(plain/unfilled/untopped varieties)

vegetables

Minor food group level
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Carrots

Beef

0.5440

0.8131

1.0809

Leaf vegetables

Beef

0.4329

0.8060

1.0714

Onion, leek and garlic

Beef

0.3519

0.8042

1.0690

Other fruiting vegetables

Beef

0.4421

0.8059

1.0712

Other root vegetables

Beef

0.3588

0.8333

1.1077

Potato mixed dishes

Beef

0.3264

0.8343

1.1090

Potatoes

Beef

0.4259

0.8000

1.0634

Tomato

Beef

0.3843

0.8342

1.1088

Beef

Chicken

0.6250

0.8308

1.0975

Broccoli, broccolini and cauliflower

Chicken

0.4769

0.8443

1.1154

Carrots

Chicken

0.5602

0.8374

1.1063

Onion, leek and garlic

Chicken

0.3704

0.8466

1.1184

Other fruiting vegetables

Chicken

0.4468

0.8143

1.0758

Other root vegetables

Chicken

0.3519

0.8172

1.0796
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Potatoes

Chicken

0.4259

0.8000

1.0569

Rice and rice grain fractions

Chicken

0.5139

0.8073

1.0665

Tomato

Leaf vegetables

0.4144

0.8995

1.6749

Alcoholic beverages

Cereal based products and dishes

0.6282

0.9347

1.0144

Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

Cereal based products and dishes

0.8106

0.9286

1.0077

Fruit products and dishes

Cereal based products and dishes

0.7714

0.9252

1.0040

Milk products and dishes

Cereal based products and dishes

0.8545

0.9296

1.0089

Seed and nut products and dishes

Cereal based products and dishes

0.5820

0.9265

1.0054

Snack foods

Cereal based products and dishes

0.5196

0.9494

1.0303

Sugar products and dishes

Cereal based products and dishes

0.4203

0.9333

1.0129

Alcoholic beverages

Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

0.6005

0.8935

1.0235

Fruit products and dishes

Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

0.7436

0.8920

1.0218

Other meals
Major food group level
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3
(%)

(%)

Lift4

Snack foods

Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

0.4873

0.8903

1.0198

Sugar products and dishes

Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

0.4042

0.8974

1.0280

Alcoholic beverages

Fruit products and dishes

0.5866

0.8729

1.0469

Seed and nut products and dishes

Fruit products and dishes

0.5381

0.8566

1.0275

Alcoholic beverages

Milk products and dishes

0.6236

0.9278

1.0094

Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

Milk products and dishes

0.8083

0.9259

1.0074

Fruit products and dishes

Milk products and dishes

0.7760

0.9307

1.0126

Snack foods

Milk products and dishes

0.5035

0.9198

1.0007

Sugar products and dishes

Milk products and dishes

0.4203

0.9333

1.0154

Alcoholic beverages

Non-alcoholic beverages

0.6582

0.9794

1.0121

Cereal based products and dishes

Non-alcoholic beverages

0.8961

0.9724

1.0049

Confectionery and cereal/nut/fruit/seed bars

Non-alcoholic beverages

0.8453

0.9683

1.0006

Fruit products and dishes

Non-alcoholic beverages

0.8083

0.9695

1.0019

Milk products and dishes

Non-alcoholic beverages

0.8961

0.9749

1.0074
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Precursor food group

Consequent food group

Support2 Confidence3

Lift4

(%)

(%)

Non-alcoholic beverages

0.4411

0.9795

1.0122

Coffee and coffee substitutes

Chocolate and chocolate-based confectionery

0.3372

0.8111

1.0807

Sweet biscuits

Chocolate and chocolate-based confectionery

0.4342

0.8000

1.0658

Dairy milk (cow, sheep and goat)

Coffee and coffee substitutes

0.4734

0.8008

1.1185

Nuts and nut products

Coffee and coffee substitutes

0.3441

0.8011

1.1189

Chocolate and chocolate-based confectionery

Tea

0.3649

0.8020

1.1934

Sugar products and dishes
Sub-major food group level

1

Food group code and food group name of the nested hierarchical food groups of the 2011–13 AUSNUT food classification system was applied.

Association rules were determined by support, confidence and lift thresholds of 0.32, 0.8 and ≥1, respectively. The presented rules were pruned
to remove redundant rules.
2

Support represents the percentage of the records containing identified frequent item sets.

3

Confidence of a rule is the percentage of records containing both antecedent and consequent items, which is calculated as the percentage of the

records containing both items divided by the percentage of the records contained antecedent items.
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4

Lift is used to assess the correlation between antecedent and consequent items. It is determined by the confidence of a rule divided by the

percentage of records containing consequent items only. A lift >1 indicates that antecedent and consequent items are independent.
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